Black Forest

The Black Forest
Traditionally hospitable.

Our beautiful landscapes, romantic towns and
villages, famous museums and great concerts,
traditional spas and highly acclaimed cuisine are
among the best reasons to visit the Black Forest.

Visit the home of the
Bollenhut and the Black
Forest
How to get there
By rail: The Black Forest holiday region is
easy to reach by rail on various ICE, TGV,
Intercity, EuroCity, and CityNight lines from
all over Europe.
For timetables, tickets etc: www.bahn.de

Black Forest girls, farmhouses, Black
Forest cake and ham, the Bollenhut
and the cuckoo clock – known the
world over, these traditional features
make for a storybook holiday in one
of Europe’s most beautiful destinations.

By car: Reaching the Black Forest by car is
quick and easy: To the west is Autobahn A5/
E35; to the east is A81/E41; to the north A8/
E52; to the south A98 and B34. From Zürich,

Invitingly charming

take the Autobahn 3 toward Basel. On the
French side of the Rhine, A35, E25, and N83
run close to the Black Forest.
By plane: Southwestern Germany is also
easy to reach by plane. The closest airports

The natural surroundings shift from
sunny vineyards to shadowy forests.
Upland moors and lakes, climbing
rocks and orchards, the gentle hills in
the east and the Kaiserstuhl in the
west are all part of the Black Forest
holiday experience, along with broad
valleys, narrow gorges, sprawling
mountains and towering summits.

convenient access to everything from
adventure to enjoyment and nature
to culture.
The most frequently visited highlights of the Black Forest are towns
like Baden-Baden and Freiburg, the
Triberg waterfall and the world famous Titisee.
Other attractions of the Black Forest
include impressively beautiful and
historic towns, the traditional
half-timbered houses, romantic castles and palaces, unique churches
and monasteries.

are : EuroAirport Basel (BSL), Baden Airport
(FKB), Strasbourg Airport (SXB), Frankfurt
Airport (FRA), Stuttgart Airport (STR), Zurich
Airport (ZRH), Friedrichshafen Airport (FDH)
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traditional „Bollenhut“ costume

More than 300 cities, towns and villages are situated in the region and
its surroundings, offering visitors
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The Black Forest is a wonderful place to regenerate.
In addition to a vacation and recreation destination,
it is the economic and residential home to millions
of people. And that’s the way things should remain.

Black Forest Countryside
Feel the diﬀerence.

Wandering to discover

Nature Parks

The countryside that makes our region
so revitalizing has been marked by
centuries of intensive utilization and
agricultural activity - now we need to
preserve it and adjust to modern life.

Black Forest National Park
www.naturpark-suedschwarzwald.de

www.naturparkschwarzwald.de

Nature Park Hotels and
Restaurants
The way to the heart is “through the belly”
- the same goes for the love of nature. That
means agriculture is needed in the Black

„A bit wilder“ - that‘s the Black Forest
National Park motto. Two regions of
10,062 hectares were classiﬁed as a
National Park at the start of 2014: a
northern park around Ochsenkopf,
and a southern park around Ruhestein.
Nature calls the shots here, free to
develop without human intervention.
A pristine world of ﬂora and fauna is
developing here to provide wilderness
that nature freaks can discover on
guided tours or out on their own.

Forest. “Nature Park restaurants” procure
regional products, thereby supporting

Nature Parks
More than two-thirds of the over
11,000 sq km region has been designated as a nature park. At 3,940 sq km, the
„Southern Black Forest Nature Park“ is
the largest in Germany. Together with
the neighboring 3,750 sq km „Central/
Northern Black Forest Nature Park,“ it
constitutes a preservation area that is
more than twice as large as Mallorca.
The Central/Northern Black Forest
Nature Park‘s guides offer adventure
tours for groups. Particularly exciting:
Families can sleep out under the open
sky with their children, make camp
ﬁres, count stars, and fall asleep to the
sounds of the night. 8- to 12-year-olds
can actively learn about conservationism as „Junior Rangers,“ or as „Feldberg Trappers“ in the winter.

local farmers. Hosts who are “Nature Park
restaurants” and have their business EMAS
certiﬁed carry the “Naturpark-Hotel” logo.
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near „Schauinsland“

Further information:
www.schwarzwald-nationalpark.de

Further information:
www.naturparkschwarzwald.de
www.naturpark-suedschwarzwald.de
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Costumes, dances, traditions and craftsmanship preserve the cultural heritage of the region.
Nearly every valley contributes its own piece to
the region’s cultural jigsaw puzzle.

Tradition
Right at the heart of it.
Black Forest clock peddler

The Swabian-Alemannic carnival, held
during the so-called “ﬁfth season” and very

Keeping old traditions
alive

distinguishable from the much younger
Rhineland carnival, demonstrates just how

Timeless creations

deeply rooted traditions are among the
people of the Black Forest.
The association of Swabian-Alemannic
fools’ guilds, founded in 1924 in the Black
Forest, is the oldest of its kind in Germany.
You can experience the history of the Swabian-Alemannic carnival and the various
fools’ guilds, their masks and “Häs” (costumes) throughout the year in the “Narrenschopf Museum” in Bad Dürrheim.

The Black Forest has been a ﬁrst-class
cultural landscape for centuries.
The people of the Black Forest live
their traditions with a great sense of
pride in their roots and their achievements. This is also reﬂected in the
more than one hundred different
traditional costumes that are worn
for special occasions and festivals.
On almost every weekend of the year,
you can experience live folk dance
and music in any one of the villages.

Learn more at www.narrenschopf.de.
For more information, visit
www.blackforest-tourism.com.

Tradition and progress, customs and
modern-day life are all closely tied
together here in the Black Forest.
From the 17th to the 19th century, the
production of glass, clocks, organs
and brushes brought modest prosperity to the valleys. Today wellknown high-tech, wood-processing,
sanitary and industrial ﬁrms are
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In Bernau

based here. For example, organs used
at churches and fairs around the
world are built in Waldkirch. Bernau
was the site of the ﬁrst mass production of skis in 1892 and to this day,
Bernau woodworkers, known as
“Schneﬂer”, are well-known for their
wooden houses, furniture, as well as
home and restaurant amenities.
More than 350 years of clockmaking
are kept alive at the German Clock
Museum in the town of Furtwangen.
The Jewelry Museum in Pforzheim
highlights Black Forest jewelry production. And the Dorotheenhütte in
Wolfach demonstrates how glass
production has changed over the
years. Visitors can create their own
mouth-blown vase at one of the last
remaining glass manufacturers in
the region – or hearken back to the
Christmas ornaments and tinsel angels of their youth all year round.
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Shopping
Discover and enjoy.

A visit to one of the towns in this holiday region is always worth the trip and the search
for souvenirs can be a source of great fun.

Everything
the heart desires

A trip around town

Historic old city centers and modern
architecture are combined in a most
pleasant way in many places. Extraordinary urban design and traditional
half-timbered houses, sunny squares
and idyllic alleys invite visitors on a
journey through time.
Stroll through the Black Forest villages
with their historic centers and breathe
in the history of their impressive monuments. The region has been a ﬁrstclass cultural landscape for centuries,
with its monasteries, palaces, churches and castles.
Tradition and progress, culture and
nature, customs and modern-day life
are all closely tied together here in the
Black Forest.
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Cathedral market in Freiburg

A short excursion or longer day trip to
one of the attractive and eventful
towns or cities of the Black Forest
should deﬁnitely be part of your itinerary. You won’t want to miss the chance
to take a leisurely stroll through these
towns and their historic centers.
The shop windows are proof enough
of the cultural openness of the region.
In our towns and cities, you will not
only ﬁnd popular traditional products
like the original Black Forest Bollenhut,
the cuckoo clock, Black Forest ham, our
famous Black Forest cake and kirsch,
but also fascinating and unusual products from all over the world. Not only
do guests from all over the world visit
the Black Forest, but some have even
decided to call it home.

In small boutiques, large department
stores, specialty shops, design and
jewelry studios, you can browse for
hours, make a purchase or simply ask
for some advice.
Once you’ve done, relax in one of our
many excellent inns, cozy restaurants
or romantic cafés, where you can enjoy the specialties of the region and
the typical hospitality of the Black
Forest in a nice and quiet setting.

That is why you will ﬁnd such a surprising variety of products when you
shop in the towns of the Black Forest.
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Highlights
Unique experiences.
STIMMEN-Festival in Lörrach

Some of the most popular events and
exhibitions held in the Black Forest include:
• Tent-Music-Festival, Freiburg
• Jazz Festival, Rottweil
• Festival of Voices, Lörrach
• Carnival parade, Rottweil
• Vitra-Design-Museum, Weil a. Rhein

Revel, marvel and
be merry
In addition to the incomparable peace
and serenity exuded by the people of
the Black Forest, they are just as famous for their unique way of celebrating and creating a festive atmosphere.

• Clock Museum, Furtwangen
• Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden
• World of Jewelry, Pforzheim
• Black Forest Cake Festival, Todtnauberg
• Festival Theatre, Baden-Baden
• Int. dog sled race, Todtmoos
• Europa-Park, Rust
For the latest dates and information, visit
www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Carnival in Gengenbach

There are plenty of events that are not
to be missed. The best thing to do is
surprise yourself once you arrive and
choose from the many exhibitions,
museums, plays, folk and music festivals on offer – whatever you fancy!
A ﬁne aroma of mulled wine and hot
chestnuts envelopes the Christmas
markets in winter. Black Forest ﬁr
trees, strings of lights and cotton candy await you.

The warm and sunny region on the
western edge of the Black Forest is the
preferred area for wine growing in
Baden. The autumn wine festivals in
Baden entice visitors to stay.
In addition, the Black Forest is home to
many excellent musicians who are
often known throughout Germany.
And the music scene is not only limited to folk dance and music. The
Zelt-Musik-Festival (Tent Music Festival) in Freiburg and the Stimmen-Festival (Festival of Voices) in Lörrach at
the Swiss border are both highlights
of a young and very interesting music
scene.
Visit one of the many events on offer
and discover the Black Forest way of
life!
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Discover the region
Diverse and breathtaking.
Europa-Park in Rust

Tips and information about various excur-

Black Forest adventure

sions, unique itineraries and travel tips are
available in our bus and group catalogue.
This brochure contains many tips for planning your holidays. Information is available
at www.blackforest-tourism.com.

Unique

Planning guides for hiking holidays, along
with a list of long-distance hiking paths,
quality hiking routes and theme paths are
also available on the website
www.blackforest-tourism.com.
Tips about tours, information on bike-friend-

One thing is for certain: The Black
Forest is a paradise for all those who
want to experience the outdoors
actively, especially hikers and cyclists.
With its high mountains and deep
valleys, this holiday region boasts
many sights worth seeing and
excursions worth making for those
who want to reach beautiful and
interesting destinations quickly and
experience them selectively.

ly hotels and towns, buses that transport
bikes, bike rentals, as well as package offers
for holiday cyclists can also be found at
www.blackforest-tourism.com.
Additional information on lifts, ski trails,
toboggan runs and winter events, as well as
the current snow and slope conditions and
lift prices is available at
www.blackforest-tourism.com.
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Openair-Museum “Vogtsbauernhöfe/Gutach”

At the top of the list is the lake
Titisee in the Black Forest highlands.
Located 850 meters above sea level
and fed by the source of the Feldberg
mountain massif, it is one of the largest natural mountain lakes in Germany. If the weather is nice, a trip to the
top of the Feldberg at 1493 m is, of
course, a highlight on its own.

Another popular destination is the
waterfall of Triberg (www.triberg.de),
situated on the “Deutsche Uhrenstraße” (German clock route) or
reachable with one of the greatest
mountain railways in Europe – the
Schwarzwaldbahn.
In the open-air museum “Vogtsbauernhof” in Gutach, you can discover
how the people of the Black Forest
have lived and worked for the last
400 years. You’ll also see impressive
Black Forest farms, mills and saws,
living rooms and barns (www.vogtsbauernhof.org). Discover the culture
and history of the region at ﬁrst
hand.
Regardless of your interests or how
you choose to travel, you’ll ﬁnd
countless welcoming country inns,
lodges and cozy cafés on your way!
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– the world is well aware of these and other
hearty regional specialities. How about you?

Black Forest cuisine
For love of good food.

No other region in Germany boasts more
Michelin stars and other awards for its
great food and restaurants.
An overview of the more than 350 restaurants decorated with stars and various
other awards for gourmet excellence can be
found at www.blackforest-tourism.com.

Germany’s region of
culinary delights
The culinary delights of the Black Forest region are reason enough to pay
us a visit. Whether you’re at a starred
restaurant or the village inn, our
chefs combine the ﬁnesse of Baden,
Swabian, Alsatian and Swiss cuisine,
often with surprising results.
A look at the menu will tell you much
about the landscape, the season and
the region’s love of cooking – tender
beef in pepper sauce, “Bibbeleskäs”
with “Brägele” (a dish with fresh
cheese and sautéed potatoes), roulade of Black Forest trout or saddle of
venison served Baden-Baden style.
One glance and you won’t be able to
choose!
Vacationers will ﬁnd at least one
restaurant or inn with a unique
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Typical Black Forest Cake

gourmet ﬂair in almost every village or
town in the region. And all our restaurants and inns serve up the highest
level of comfort and hospitality.
The gourmet experience is enhanced
by Baden’s superb wines. The 300-kilometer-long Baden Wine Route runs
along the Rhine valley and leads the
way to wine and champagne tastings
at hospitable wineries. The many
wine trails are also a great way to
discover this beautiful wine country
on foot.
Try the local beers, too! Made with
fresh Black Forest spring water according to tradition, the beers here
are some of the best Germany has to
offer. Some have even achieved cult
status beyond the borders of our region and many are only available
here.
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Dive into pleasant warmth, feel the water
surrounding your body - relax at last.
What a blessing! No more stress, no more telephone, no more boss. Just bliss.

Wellness at its best
Experiencing a new me.

Where body & mind
meet the soul
The beneﬁcial climate is the foundation for the healing effect in summer
and winter alike. It‘s great for both
healing and vacation. Everything is
right here.
You can obtain detailed info on
Baden-Württemberg wellness stars in the
“Wellness Stars Hotels” and “Wellness Stars
Thermen” catalogs from Tourismus-Marketing GmbH Baden-Württemberg, Esslinger
Str. 8, 70182 Stuttgart, Tel. +49 (0)711.238580
Info on Black Forest wellness oases is avail-

Renowned experts handle the rest.
The result: 17 thermal springs, 12 spas,
18 climatic spas, 8 Kneipp spas, 65 spa
towns, 110 health resorts, 3 towns
with medicinal springs, and 2 town
with a medicinal tunnel. If you want
to breathe deeply again, then the
Black Forest is the place for you.

assured quality in three to ﬁve stars.
34 hotels throughout the state have
met the strict criteria, with 29 wellness star hotels and resorts in the
Black Forest.
The Black Forest also has ten of the
21 thermal springs boasting wellness
stars, and one medical wellness facility with stars. It‘s difﬁcult to ﬁnd a
region more diversiﬁed than the
Black Forest when it comes to wellness, recovery, and health.

able in the brochure “Wellness & Thermen”
from Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH - call
+49 (0)761.89646-93.
Info on current wellness destinations with
further info on quality seals at
www.wellness-stars.de.
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Solemar, Bad Dürrheim

While wellness has indeed become a
buzz word, you know what to look
forward to in the Black Forest:
Between the Rhine and the Neckar,
Karlsruhe and Bad Säckingen, “wellness stars“ guarantee certiﬁed,
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Walking into happiness
near the „Schauinsland“

In amongst the forested mountains
in the north, the broad valleys in the
centre, and the sunny mountaintops
in the south, the Black Forest offers
an incredible variety of landscape for
walking.
There are over 23,000 kilometres of
hiking trails between the Kaiserstuhl
and Baar, which are maintained by
the Schwarzwaldverein hiking club.
Thanks to the navigation system,
which is standardised throughout
the Black Forest, walkers always know
how far they are from their destination, the bus, a train station or walker-friendly pit stops and accommodation.

Naturelovers
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On the track „Schluchtensteig“

Whether you want to spend a day
enjoying the climate, fresh air and
landscape on one of the long-distance hiking trails, or would rather
enjoy a relaxed round walk or even an
adventurous day tour – the Black For-

est has an almost unlimited range of
experiences for active nature lovers.
Sometimes spending some time in
the peace and quiet of nature is sufﬁcient; sometimes you want to treat
yourself to something special whilst
you walk – if this is what you are after, we recommend about 40 “Black
Forest Gourmand Trails”.

what nature has to offer and stepping out into the diverse landscape is
combined with special Gourmand
Highlights along the way, like
“Schnapsbrünnle” (Schnapps fountains) or fruit stations, panoramic
benches or loungers for heavenly
views and relaxed stops, cultural or
culinary highlights.

The “Black Forest Walking Region
committee” has recently awarded
around 40 premium trails the special
“Gourmand Plus” label. “Black Forest
Gourmand Trails” are generally between six and 20 kilometres long.
This means that less experienced
walkers can enjoy the Black Forest’s
natural landscape in peace without
getting too tired.
The Connoisseur Routes are round
walks, meaning that the walks ﬁnish
close to where they start. Enjoying
19

Gernsbach: www.gernsbach.de
• Sagenweg, 5,3 km

1

8 Baiersbronn: www.wanderhimmel.de

• Zur Blockhütte, 12,5 km

2 Calw/Teinachtal: www.mein-schwarzwald.de

9 Durbach: www.durbach.de

• Wasser- Wald- u. Wiesenpfad, 13 km

• Weinpanorama, 16,2 km

3 Sasbachwalden: www.sasbachwalden.de

10 Baiersbronn: www.wanderhimmel.de

• Alde Gott Panoramarunde, 9,7 km

hiking for gourmands

• Satteleisteig, 11,2 km

GENIEßERPFADE

KARLSRUHE

4 Baiersbronn: www.wanderhimmel.de

11 Bad Peterstal: www.bad-peterstal-

• Zum Panoramasteig, 14,4 km

griesbach.de • Schwarzwaldsteig, 11 km

Ettlingen
5 Achertal • Seebach: www.achertal.de

12 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach: www.bad-peters-

Pforzheim
PFORZHEIM

• Mummelsee-Hornisgrindepfad, 6,5 km

tal-griesbach.de • Wiesensteig, 11 km

www.pforzheim.de
6 Achertal • Ottenhöfen: www.achertal.de

Nördlicher
Neuenbürg
Schwarzwald

Rastatt

• Karlsruher Grat, 12,2 km

Bad Dobel
Herrenalb

7 Achertal • Seebach: www.achertal.de

Baden-BadenGernsbach

1 Gernsbach

Schömberg

Bad Liebenzell

Bad
Wildbad

2

Kaltenbronn

Ferienregion
Bühl/Bühlertal

Bühl

Kappelrodeck
5 Seebach
Seebach
Ottenhöfen 7
6 Ottenhöfen

Appenweier

Kehl
Kehl

Neuweiler Neubulach
Wildberg

4

Achern

STRASBOURG

Seewald
10

Pfalzgrafenweiler

Schapbach
Rippoldsau-Schapbach

Rust

Hiking sites
The Black Forest is big place with a
wide selection of destinations. But
the sites for especially great hiking
are easy to ﬁnd - they’re designated
as Black Forest Hiking Sites. They and
many of the hosts deliver special service when it comes to hiking.
This includes:
• Trails through attractive countryside
• Expert hiking consulting
• Certiﬁed hiking hosts
• Certiﬁed hiking guides
• Package deals
• Backpack and hiking pole rental
More details at:
www.wanderorte-schwarzwald.info

Signs
The Gourmand Trails feature excellent
signposting in line with the criteria for
the quality seal for premium trails.
In connection with Black Forest Association and the Nature Parks in the

Nearly all of the Gourmand Trails additionally show small trail marks with the
Bollenhut hat logo to mark the path.
You can ﬁnd the GPS data, maps, etc. at:
www.geniesserpfade-schwarzwald.info

Winden i.E.

Vogtsburg
i. Kaiserstuhl

Unterkirnach

Ihringen

Breisach

Glottertal
St. Märgen
St. Peter

Black Forest, a separate easy-to-follow
sign system was developed that is visually and systematically integrated into
the signs of the Black Forest network.
The Gourmand Trails follow the paths
in the Black Forest Network with diamond trail markers of various colors.
There is a Gourmand Trail sign at each
crossroad indicating the diamond color
to be followed.

Special long-distance hiking trails:
• Westweg, www.westweg.info
• Schluchtensteig,
www.schluchtensteig.de
• Murgleiter, www.murgleiter.de
• Zweitälersteig,
www.zweitaelersteig.de

23Bad
Bad
Dürrheim
Dürrheim

Steinen

Lörrach
Weil
am Rhein

Herrischried
Göhrwihl

Schopfheim
Wehr

Rickenbach

Rheinfelden

Grenzach-Wyhlen

www.facebook.com/

Bad
Säckingen

24 Hochschwarzwald • Todtnauberg: www.hoch-

schwarzwald.de • Wasserfallsteig, 11,3 km
25 Hochschwarzwald • Todtnau-Bernau-Todt-

moos: www.hochschwarzwald.de
• Turmsteig, 21,6 km
26 Bernau: www.bernau-schwarzwald.de

• Hochtal Steig, 15,6 km

Hochschwarzwald
Kirchzarten
Donaueschingen
(16 sites)
Breitnau
Oberried
Titisee-Neustadt
Bräunlingen
WanderParadies
Bad Krozingen
Hinterzarten
(4 sites)
28 Hüﬁngen
Hüfingen
Staufen

Laufenburg
(Baden)

Waldshut-Tiengen
Lauchringen
Küssaberg

Hohentengen

27 Hochschwarzwald • Lenzkirch-Raitenbuch:

www.hochschwarzwald.de
• Hochschwarzwälder Hirtenpfad, 8 km
28 Hüﬁngen: www. rad-und-wanderparadies.de

• Gauchachschlucht, 5,5 km
29 Hochschwarzwald • Menzenschwand:

www.hochschwarzwald.de
• Geißenpfad, 10 km
30 Hochschwarzwald • Schluchsee: www.hoch-

schwarzwald.de • Jägersteig, 11,2 km
31 Blumberg: www.rad-und-wanderparadies.de

• Sauschwänzle-Weg, 12,4 km
32 Ferienland Südschwarzwald • Ibach:

www.ferien-suedschwarzwald.de
• Panoramaweg, 11,6 km
33 Hochschwarzwald • RothauserLand:

geniesserpfadeschwarzwald
1

number of the Gourmand Trails

Zell a. H. hiking sites
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Schwenningen
Schwenningen

Münstertal
27 Lenzkirch
Lenzkirch
Blumberg 31
Blumberg
24 25 Feldberg
BallrechtenDottingen
30 Schluchsee
Todtnau
Schluchsee
Todtnau 26
Bernau
Bernau
Bonndorf
Utzenfeld
29
Badenweiler
Schönau
Schönau
Auggen
St. Blasien Grafenhausen
www.gvvschoenau.de 32 IbachSt. Blasien
Häusern 33 RothauserLand
Todtmoos
34 Todtmoos
Zell im
Höchenschwand Ühlingen-Birkendorf
Kandern
Wiesental

BASEL

• Himmelberg Runde, 10,3 km
Dietingen

22
VillingenVillingen-

Neuenburg
am Rhein

Bad
Bellingen

22 Villingen-Schwenningen: www. rad-und-wan-

derparadies.de • Waldpfad Groppertal, 11,3 km

Furtwangen

FREIBURG im
Breisgau

Heitersheim

• Tälersteig, 13,9 km
20 Ferienland • Schonach: www.dasferienland.de

23 Bad Dürrheim: www. rad-und-wanderparadies.de

Rottweil

Schonach St.Georgen
20 Schonach
Königsfeld

Triberg
Schönwald
21
Schönwald
Waldkirch Simonswald

Gutach i .Br.

• Hausacher Bergsteig, 11,1 km
19 Kinzigtal • Gutach: www.kinzigtal.de

• Heilklima-Steig, 11,5 km
Oberndorf

Elzach

Emmendingen

18 Kinzigtal • Hausach: www.kinzigtal.de

21 Ferienland • Schönwald: www.dasferienland.de

Hausach Schiltach
Hausach
Haslachi.K. 18
Gutach
Gutach
(Schwarzwaldbahn)
Schramberg
Hornberg 19 Schramberg
Lauterbach
www.schramberg.de
Biederbach
Tennenbronn

Ettenheim

• Sankenbachsteig, 12,8 km

• Uhrwaldpfad, 8,7 km

Nordrach
Oberharmersbach
Alpirsbach
Zell
H. 17
Zella.a.H.
Kinzigtal Oberwolfach
Wolfach
(10 sites)

Kappel- Mahlberg Seelbach
Grafenhausen

• Heimatpfad, 9,9 km
16 Baiersbronn: www.wanderhimmel.de

• Hahn- und Henne- Runde, 14,1 km

Nagold

Baiersbronn
Baiersbronn
Waldachtal
Oppenau 11
16
15
Dornstetten
Offenburg
12
Bad
Freudenstadt
Bad Peterstal- Freudenstadt
Horb
Griesbach 13
OhlsbachPeterstal-Griesbach
Bad RippoldsauBad
Loßburg
Gengenbach
14

Ibach

www.wolftal.de • Klösterle Schleife, 8km
15 Freudenstadt-Kniebis: www.kniebis.de

Altensteig

9 Durbach
Durbach

Lahr

14 Wolftal: Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach:

17 Kinzigtal • Zell a. H.: www.kinzigtal.de

8

Oberkirch

Calw
Calw

Bad TeinachEnzklösterle Zavelstein

Forbach

www.buehlertal.de
Bühlertal
Rheinau
3 Sasbachwalden
Sasbachwalden

tal-griesbach.de • Himmelssteig, 10,6 km

(9 sites)

Gaggenau

• Bosensteiner Almpfad, 8,5 km

13 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach: www.bad-peters-

www. hochschwarzwald.de
• Rappenfelsensteig, 11 km
34 Todtmoos: www.todtmoos.de

• Lebküchlerweg, 12 km
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The Classic Black Forest Tour
From Freiburg head up the Glottertal valley to St. Peter with its baroque monastery church. Continue
up Kandel mountain, stopping to take in the beautiful panoramic view over the Black Forest and the
Rhine valley. For organ lovers the next stop en route is Waldkirch with its museum, before continuing
via Elzach and Oberprechtal on more scenic, but occasionally narrower roads into Gutachtal. Visit the
„Vogtsbauernhof“ open air museum where over 30 original farmhouses and other buildings commemorate the cultural history of the Black Forest. You‘ll take the B33 to reach Germany‘s highest water fall in Triberg, rounding off your visit there with another adventure at the Black Forest Museum.
Now take the B500 in the direction of Hinterzarten to Furtwangen on one of the prettiest trunk roads
in the southern Black Forest, with numerous attractive vantage points. The clock museum in Furtwangen is well worth a further digression. Round the day off with a stroll along the promenade in Titisee.

Tour suggestions
The aim is to make discoveries.

Schwarzwald Hochstraße (Black Forest Panoramic Route)
This famous panoramic road from Baden-Baden to Freudenstadt is a must for every visitor to the
Black Forest. The road was built in its current form in 1932, running a length of over 60 km at
heights between 600 and 1000 meters and opening up magical views onto the Rhine lowlands all
the way to the Vosges mountains. Natural attractions include the Hornisgrinde, which is the highest mountain in the Northern Black Forest at 1,164 m; Mummelsee lake, shrouded in mystery at
1,036 m; the Schliffkopf and Ruhestein nature conservation areas; and Schwarzenbach valley dam.
Arriving at Freudenstadt, stroll across Germany‘s largest market square with water fountains and
the city‘s angular church (1.5-h city tour starting at €75/group, in German). Visit the Kurgarten
glass-blowing workshop. Additional highlights: Ride the gondola to Friedrichsturm lookout tower.

Titisee, Feldberg and Schluchsee
Like a magic triangle, these three locations beckon Black Forest visitors and are immediately
reachable from Freiburg. The Titisee, 2 km in length and 750 m in width, is the largest natural lake
within the German low-mountain ranges. Its beach, boat rental and tours make it even more attractive. The crowning glory of the Black Forest mountains is the Feldberg with its 1,493 m peak. It
is respectfully called “Highness” and has lots to offer, not only during winter. The mountain station
is the starting point of many breathtaking hiking tours. Passing through Altglashütten, we reach
Schluchsee, a 5 square kilometer glacial lake which, following the construction of the dam, became the region’s largest lake, and is today the Black Forest’s swimming and water sports center.

Excursion to the Black-Forest open-air museum “Vogtsbauernhof”

sound of silence

Coming from Oﬀenburg through Gengenbach (historic old town center), proceed on the B33 towards Hausach and before reaching Gutach you will ﬁnd the “Vogtsbauernhof” on your right.
Here you will discover Black-Forest culture and history. Go back in time. Where the well-preserved
“Vogtsbauernhof” formerly stood on wide plains, there are now a multitude of historical building
from various Black-Forest regions, reviving the past and inviting you to walk through the diﬀerent
cultures. A year-round event program and many event highlights, starting with festivities showing
traditional costumes up to a sort of harvest feast, will make your visit of the museum a memorable one. Open from end of April to start of Nov.

Baden-Baden – Strasbourg
Visit Baden-Baden, the city known worldwide for its baths, recreational value, its congress hall and
festivals, on the edge of the Northern Black Forest. You must absolutely visit the spa hotel with the
loveliest casino of the world and the spa gardens along the Lichtentaler Allee, once the promenade of
the European high nobility. Other attractions you shouldn’t miss: the pump room, the theatre, the
Brahms house, the Stourdza band, the Russian church and the monastery Lichtental. When driving on
the Autobahn A5 toward Basel, you will reach Strasbourg in the Alsace in about one hour’s time. The
tower of the cathedral Nôtre Dame, one of the most imposing edifices of the Middle Ages, soars from
the city center to be seen miles away. The old part of town was declared a World Cultural Heritage
Site by the UNESCO. Thanks to its many timbered houses and picturesque quarters of town, such as
the quarter of the tanners, of the millers or the fishers, the city has preserved its medieval character.

Badische Weinstraße (Baden Wine Route)
Enjoy a trip through Germany’s most delicious destinations - From Baden-Baden to Weil am Rhein
the Baden Wine Route winds its way through some of the most scenic parts of the Baden wine region
along the Black Forest. The panoramic road connects numerous wineries and characteristic romantic
wine-making villages such as Durbach, Sasbachwalden or Vogtsburg at a length of over 200 km.
During your wine tours you may visit private wineries, communal vineyards, famous castles and ruins.
Come visit during harvest season and get the chance to attend one of the many wine festivals held
everywhere in the area. Discover walking and cycling routes, educational wine trails and learn about
the winemaking process at the countless wineries. After your road trip get down-to-earth in strausswirtschaften, the historic pop-up restaurants run seasonally by wineries that serve their products
with rustic local foodstuffs. Further information: www.badische-weinstrasse.de
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Booking services
Travelling made easy.

Central Accommodation
Black Forest booking service:

We oﬀer you …

SchwarzwaldCard - The
Black Forest at a discount!

c/o Lohospo GmbH

• Competent partners for bus and
group trips
• More than 100 offers in English,
French, Italian and German to be
booked starting with simple country inns up to a 4* hotels
• Program modules
• Tour suggestions and tips for excursions

For those who like to be active and
save money, the Black Forest has a
unique offer for saving heaps of
money: the “SchwarzwaldCard”. It
provides free access and free rides at
more than 130 adventure and thermal water parks, museums, mountain gondolas, and more.

Tel. +49 (0)761.89 646-99
Fax +49 (0)761.89 646-98
buchung@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com

For bus and group travel,
conventions and conferences:
c/o Lohospo GmbH
Tel. +49 (0)761.89 646-77

We organize the appropriate accommodation for your group. Our Group
Department staff will be glad to answer all your questions about further
information and individual wishes.

Fax +49 (0)761.89 646-98
gruppen@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
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And of course a wonderful program
with accompanying events! Tasting,
excursions, sightseeing, city tours,
tour guides for day trips, and many
more.

Locations and accommodation
Welcome to the Black Forest.

The card is usually valid on three
freely electable days from 1 April to 31
March the following year. Careful use
of the card can save loads of money
- especially since there are beneﬁts
available outside the three elected
days as well. Moreover, it is transferable from one day to the next - if
Max can’t make it, then Moritz can.
For further information:
www.schwarzwaldcard.info
Traditional Black Forest farmhouse
25
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ŹBadenweiler | Schwarzwaldregion Belchen Aitern • Böllen • Fröhnd • Schönau • Schönenberg • Tunau • Utzenfeld
• Wembach • Wieden

Bad Bellingen | Bad Herrenalb
m

Bad Bellingen

B12

Hotel Neuenfels

35 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB
9 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB
3 Apt.
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB
3 SUn
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 60
from 55
from 62
from 62

Heidy Imboden / Jürgen Gerstetter
Badstraße 18 • 79410 Badenweiler
Tel. +49 (0) 76 32 / 8 20 30 • Fax +49 (0) 76 32 / 8 20 33 00
info@hotel-neuenfels.de • www.hotel-neuenfels.de

AMBIENCE, PEACE & QUIET, AND A LOT OF NATURE
Enjoy the rejuvenating, private atmosphere and treat yourself to some time-out.
You can forget your everyday life and feel wonderful in the sun-flooded rooms
with their wonderful views. Stay with us and find the ideal foundations for your
recuperative or active holiday.

I

F

GB

Child reduction, HB possible, Excl. spa tax

Schwarzwaldregion Belchen
Climatic spa and Resort • Altitude: min. 400, max. 1414

C11/
C12

i

Schwarzwaldregion Belchen, - Schönau im Schwarzwald
Neustadtstr. 1 • D-79677 Schönau im Schwarzwald
Tel. +49 (0) 76 73 / 91 81 30 oder Tel. +49 (0) 76 73 / 303
Fax +49 (0) 76 73 / 91 81 329 • www.schwarzwaldregion-belchen.de
info@schwarzwaldregion-belchen.de

Belchen – one of the most picturesque panoramic mountains in the southern
Black Forest. With a total of 9 holiday towns at an elevation of between 400 and
1,414 metres, we have a holiday paradise for every time of year. For walkers and
nature lovers; for families, active holidaymakers and connoisseurs. A well-signposted network of footpaths; comfortable and steep hiking trails lead you through
shady forests, to sunny summits with breathtaking views, over narrow pathways
and along cool becks. Cosy inns invite you to take a break and enjoy some regional
specialities. Bikers can look forward to lots of new challenges, taking on the highest
mountains and choosing their favourite route back into the valley. Children can
look forward to a great programme of events, as well as numerous excursions in
the region to keep boredom at bay. Basel and Freiburg are both nearby and can be
reached for free using the Konus guest card. Customs, culture and festivals all invite
you to join in. Forested ski runs and descents for both beginners and skilled skiers
bring real winter pleasure. Well-prepared ski slopes, winter hiking trails, toboggan
runs and snow-shoe walks complete the range of activities available in winter.

Health spa, mineral health spa, thermal health spa • altitude: min. 225, max. 270, main town 245

A12
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Tourist-Information
Badstraße 14 • D-79415 Bad Bellingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 35 / 8 08 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 35 / 8 08 -290
info@bad-bellingen.de • www.bad-bellingen.de

Your Holiday and Spa Destination Bad Bellingen
In the sunny Markgräflerland, one of the warmest regions in Germany, you’ll find
the idyllic thermal spa town Bad Bellingen at the foot of the Black Forest and in the
heart of the three country region Germany, France and Switzerland. Bad Bellingen
is especially known for its effective mineral thermal springs. When thermal water
instead of the anticipated crude oil was discovered in the middle of the Fifties, Bad
Bellingen declared to be a public bath that is open for everybody. One indoor and
two outdoor pools totaling 1000 m² of water, a 600-m² sauna park, and the Balinea
Dead Sea Salt Grotto invite you to enjoy some health leisure. Complemented with
special wellness and beauty deals like massages, Ayurveda applications, cosmetics,
hair stylist, and special package deals, your stay will be an experience.

ŹAitern
i
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Belchenhotel

Nature Idyll with Event Quality
Whether sporty and active, passionate golfer, culturally interested, on a culinary
adventure, hiking or cycling enthusiast, excursions to Alsatia, Switzerland and
the Black Forest or simply looking for recovery - Bad Bellingen has something for
everyone and is the ideal starting point for excursions throughout the area –
with free bus and rail riding thanks to our KONUS Guest Card.

40 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
4 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
16 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
2 SUn
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 75
from 65
from 95

Short stay surcharge, Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Belchenhotel Jägerstüble oHG
Obermulten 3 • 79677 Aitern
Tel. +49 (0) 76 73 / 88 81 80 • Fax +49 (0) 76 73 / 8 88 18 64
info@belchenhotel.de • www.belchenhotel.de

The Belchenhotel, which has been run by the same family for 50 years, is situated in
the heart of the Belchen nature reserve. We offer home-style cuisine and our own
patisserie. All rooms come with a shower/WC, television, safe, Internet access, telephone, radio, seating corner, and some feature a balcony. You can recuperate and
relax with our massage treatments, or enjoy the hotel pool with the "Belchentherme" spa area and, now, the panoramic outdoor sauna. We are happy to send you
our hotel brochure if you require more information.

nYFd

Schwarzwald Panorama

F GB

ŹWembach

ŹBad Herrenalb
F3

Fd

ACURA SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA GmbH & Co. KG
Rehteichweg 22 • 76332 Bad Herrenalb
Tel. +49 (0) 70 83 / 9 27 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 70 83 / 9 27 -5 55
info@schwarzwald-panorama.com • www.schwarzwald-panorama.com

Our hotel blends in harmoniously with the idyllic Black Forest landscape on the
edge of the climatic health resort. The hotel is full of character, combining a
proximity to nature with a pleasant environment and modern architecture. The
various beauty and spa offerings - which include a mineral thermal swimming pool,
whirlpool and saunas - provide a perfect balance between relaxation and exertion.
There is also a separate fitness suite available. In the "La Vie" restaurant you can
enjoy regional and international delicacies. Our recipes are based around the core
values of certified premium organic quality (min. 70%) and slow food. Your stay
with us will be climate neutral. We look forward to meeting you!
8 Holiday flats in total
HF/type Stars
m2
6x B d
52
2x C d
62

online bookable
Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1-2
from 247
1-3
from 286
-

incl. breakfast

176 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
88 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
88 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
1 SU
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
HB possible, VB possible, Excl. spa tax

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 109
from 84.50
from 209

C12

Haus Bauer

2 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x B d
65
1x C d
65

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1-2
from 45
+ 10
1-4
from 50
+ 10

Minimum stay in holiday flat 5 nights, Short stay surcharge, Long stay reduction,
Breakfast possible, Excl. spa tax

Frau Margarete Bauer
Schindeln 1a • 79677 Wembach-Schindeln
Tel. +49 (0) 76 73 / 84 98 • Fax +49 (0) 76 73 / 93 23 15
mbauer@mail.pcom.de • www.haus-bauer.de

Welcome to the meadow above the valley in the gem of Schindeln. Our guesthouse
offers views of the lovely landscape, and is surrounded by well-kept cottage
gardens, orchards and forests. Feel at home in our cosy holiday apartments with
satellite TV, balconies, large play area and lawn, separate lounge and games room.
From our small farm, you can discover the Black Forest region of Belchen in the
culinary corner where Germany meets France and Switzerland.

GB

GB

A relief from stress

www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Quellregion Donau Donaueschingen • Hüﬁngen • Bräunlingen

Quellregion Donau Donaueschingen | Dornstetten | Emmendingen
ŹDonaueschingen

Donaueschingen, Hüﬁngen, Bräunlingen

h

F10

Hotel Concorde

Hotel Concorde GmbH & Co.KG
Dürrheimer Straße 82 • 78166 Donaueschingen
Tel. +49 (0)7 71 / 8 36 30 • Fax +49 (0)7 71 / 8 36 31 20
info@concorde-donau.de • www.concorde-donau.de

Our 73 comfortable rooms invite you to relax. They all come with shower/WC,
flat-screen cable TV and a minibar. We are linked directly to the B27 via the
Donaueschingen Nord exit. Enjoy wonderful views of the "Baar" from your window,
and follow the interesting goings-on at Donaueschingen Airport. Whether you are
planning a business event or a private celebration, we have the perfect rooms to
make your event a success and a truly special experience! Our head chef will treat
you to regional delicacies and international cuisine in the restaurant, and is happy
to recommend a wine from our well-stocked wine list, or an aperitif at the hotel
bar. During the warmer months, our sun terrace invites you to wile away the hours
with some coffee and cake.
Welcome!
123 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
22 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
46 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 TRP
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
3 STs
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

GB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 61
from 35.50
from 35
from 40.50

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

h
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Hotel-Restaurant Linde

Altitude: min. 546, max. 950
For contact information of the cooperation members
„Donaueschingen, Hüfingen and Bräunlingen“
please see box below.

Located in the Southern Black Forest Nature Park, these three towns surrounding the source of the Danube invite you to enjoy carefree vacation fun and
cultural adventures right in the centre of a mostly untouched natural area.
You will find the princely town of Donaueschingen just where the Danube’s
journey begins. Stroll through the city centre with its magnificent Art Nouveau
architecture or visit the Princely Fürstenberg Palace, its picturesque gardens,
the source of the Danube and the Danube confluence. Join a tour through the
Fürstenberg Brewery, which offers tastings and information on the well-known
beer. Combined with the diverse museums in town, you can experience a
comprehensive cultural program. Take advantage of various outdoor sports
activities - this is even where the famous Danube Cycle Route begins. On top of
that, you can witness international events like the CHI Equestrian Festival or the
Donaueschingen Music Festival.
The resort town Hüfingen is situated idyllically alongside the Breg River. The
Roman Bath Ruins and the heritage-protected old town as well as the School

Museum take visitors on a journey through history. The traditional Corpus Christi carpet of
flowers and the International Ceramic Weeks with Potters Market and Roman Festival draw
many visitors. For fun and recreation, visit the “aquari” swimming pool.
The Zähringer town Bräunlingen offers visitors magnificent views from the Black Forest’s
foothills all the way to the Alps. Go hiking on gentle trails or in wild and romantic ravines, enjoy
rural idyll and discover nature on the Hedge Adventure Trail. Feel free to take a break at the
Kirnbergsee, probably the warmest bathing lake in the Black Forest. You will find sunbeds, a
shallow shore and a large parking lot with pier along the south bank.
Cyclists will find ideal terrain in the region around the Danube’s source as well. The well-signposted cycle path network features ten routes and offers great opportunities to enjoy the
versatile landscape on the edge of the Southern Black Forest. There are plenty of great shops,
cosy cafés and pubs. Our hosts offer a wide range of accommodation, such as private rooms,
holiday flats, camping grounds and comfortable hotels.
Event highlights:
May/June
2nd September weekend
September
October
October

56 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BB
17 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BB

Enjoy the comfort of our traditional establishment; immerse yourself in the ambience of our hotel in our restaurant and the stylishly decorated rooms in the heart of
the town. All rooms come with shower and WC, cable TV and the hotel's own wireless internet network. Lift available. Bike cellar, carport for cars and motorbikes.
Some of the double rooms can be turned into triple rooms thanks to a sofa bed.

F
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HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, SGL with breakfast 75,00€,
DBL with breakfast starting from 49,50€

Dornstetten
Climatic spa • altitude: min. 600, max. 715

F6

Corpus Christi, 450-m carpet of flowers, Hüfingen
International Potters‘ Market, Hüfingen
International Equestrian Tournament, Donaueschingen
Donaueschingen Music Festival
Kilbig, Bräunlingen

i

Tourist-Information / Kulturamt
Marktplatz 2 • D-72280 Dornstetten
Tel. +49 (0)74 43 / 96 20 30 • Fax +49 (0) 74 43 / 96 20 99
info@dornstetten.de
www.dornstetten.de

Dornstetten – Discover with all senses
On a narrow mountain ridge in the administrative district of Freudenstadt is Dornstetten
located on the German Fachwerkstraße (Half-Timbered Houses route) – more than 1000
years of exciting history in the north of the Black Forest. Today it is above all captivating
due to its historic city centre with restored half-timbered houses.
A tour through the city centre in this enchanting scenery lets history come back to life
again. The large collection of the museum of local history with art gallery offers an
insight into the life of our ancestors just like the individual exhibition in the dolls and
toys museum.
The guests will find rest, relaxation and a well-signposted cycling and hiking network
as well as a quality cross-country ski run in the districts Hallwangen (health resort with
particularly good air) and Aach.
In the summer time the bare feet park in Hallwangen is a well-known attraction for all
ages. Let us make you an individual group offer with competent guides.

Tourist-Information
Karlstraße 58 • D-78166 Donaueschingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7 71 / 85 72 21
Fax +49 (0) 7 71 / 85 72 28
tourist.info@donaueschingen.de
www.donaueschingen.de

Tourismus und Kultur
Hauptstraße 18 • D-78183 Hüfingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7 71 / 60 09 24
Fax +49 (0) 7 71 / 60 09 22
tourismus-kultur@huefingen.de
www.huefingen.de

PP/Night €
from 67.50
from 49

Frau Martha Rust
Karlstraße 18 • 78166 Donaueschingen
Tel. +49 (0)7 71 / 8 31 80 • Fax +49 (0)7 71 / 83 18 40
info@hotel-linde-ds.de • www.hotel-linde-ds.de

ŹEmmendingen
m

TAOme Feng Shui Stadthotel Breisgau
65 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
15 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
20 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
2 Apt.
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
2 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
1 SU
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

Amt für Tourismus, Kultur und Sport
Kirchstraße 3 • D-78199 Bräunlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7 71 / 61 90 0
Fax +49 (0) 7 71 / 60 31 69
touristinfo@braeunlingen.de
www.braeunlingen.de

Surcharge for pets, from 10.00€, NON-SMOKING hotel

B/C 9

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 75
from 49.50
from 65
from 62.50
from 79.50

TAOme Feng Shui Stadthotel Breisgau
Karl-Friedrich-Straße 63/1 • 79312 Emmendingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7 6 41 / 9 68 62 88 • Fax +49 (0) 7 6 41 / 9 68 62 99
info@taome.de • www.taome.de

40 modern, non-smoking, air-conditioned rooms designed in line with feng shui
and ecological building principles in 5 different categories. Double rooms with
balcony and park views, minibar and coffee/tea station incl. free high-speed LAN
internet access on the desk and bed, extra-long beds, 40-inch LED flat-screen
satellite TV, laptop-size safe, soundproof windows, hairdryer, illuminated cosmetic
mirror, free European calls, business station with PC, printer and laptop ports in the
lobby, vital breakfast buffet in the panoramic breakfast restaurant.
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Dreisamtal Buchenbach • Kirchzarten • Oberried • Stegen

Ettlingen | Ferienland Schwarzwald Furtwangen • Schönwald • Schonach • St. Georgen
ŹEttlingen
o

Dreisamtal

F2

Hotel-Restaurant Erbprinz

Altitude: min. 340, max. 1429

C10
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Tourist-Information Dreisamtal (Kirchzarten – Oberried – Buchenbach – Stegen)
Hauptstraße 24 • D-79199 Kirchzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 90 79 80 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 90 79 89
tourist-info@dreisamtal.de
www.dreisamtal.de

200 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
61 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
52 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
5 Apt.
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
8 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB

Dreisamtal Valley ... at the gates of Freiburg. Just a few kilometers east of
Freiburg, the broad basin opens up - welcome to Dreisamtal!
You’ll love it here. Pristine nature, meadows, rolling brooks, profound forests...
be it active vacation or just hanging out. The area around Freiburg is fantastic for
hiking and cycling tours. Grab your backpack, your bike, and let’s go. The Dreisamtal
cycling path offers riding fun with little altitude change, great views, and plenty of
places to rest. There are mountain restaurants with panorama views and tasty food.
Guided bike tours deliver fun and variety for MTB beginners and pros alike. Ambitious bikers can join the legendary annual ULTRA Bike Marathon in June.
Dreisamtal is ideal for variety in family adventure:
Go tobogganing and see wild animals in Steinwasenpark, or take a llama for a
walk in the forest, ride down the giant outdoor pool slide, bike to beautiful forest
playgrounds... the fun never ends here.
Free bus and rail rides for excursions to Freiburg and the Upper Black Forest!
Adventure, fun, revitalization - welcome to Dreisamtal!

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 125
from 92.50
from on demand
from on demand

Long stay reduction, Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

F2

Hotel Watthalden

128 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
46 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
33 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
4 Apt.
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 85
from 105
from 137

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

Hotel Erbprinz GmbH
Rheinstraße 1 • 76275 Ettlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 72 43 / 32 20 • Fax +49 (0) 72 43 / 32 23 22
info@erbprinz.de • www.erbprinz.de

The Hotel Erbprinz enjoys an ideal location in the centre of Ettlingen, on the edge
of the Black Forest. The proximity to the Alsace, to Karlsruhe and Baden-Baden,
and the convenient transport links all make the Erbprinz an ideal base for trips. The
hotel also provides plenty of options when it comes to escaping the everyday: There
is a large spa with a large pool, two excellent restaurants, a bar and the Erbprinz
Café. Everything is a pleasure in the Erbprinz. Both the friendly service and the
cordial atmosphere ensure that you always feel welcome.

F GB

Hettel Hotelbetriebe GmbH & Co. KG
Pforzheimer Straße 67a • 76275 Ettlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 72 43 / 71 40 • Fax +49 (0) 72 43 / 71 4 33 33
hotel@watthalden.de • www.hotel-watthalden.de

The Hotel Watthalden features 83 modern, cosy and comfortable single, double and
triple rooms. You can arrange for a wake-up call, or can simply leave it up to the
sun. By yourself, with a partner, or with your family. For purely business or private
purposes. With an inviting appearance and helpful technology: Besides flat-screen
televisions with free Sky channels, a minibar and safe, you can also utilise the DSL
connections and wireless internet to get in touch with the outside world. Children
under six stay for free. Pets permitted upon request. Fees may be charged.

F GB

ŹKirchzarten
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Hotel Sonne

1 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x B
70
2-5
from 159
+ 20
45 beds in total
online bookable
Number/rooms/type
PP/Night €
6 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
from 65
16 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, part. NS, BB
from 45
2 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
from 89
HB possible, Incl.spa tax

C10

Hotel Rainhof Scheune

32 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
13 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
13 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
1 FMLY
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
2 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 79
from 56
from 49.50
from 67.50

HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Incl.spa tax

Ferienland Schwarzwald

Familie Rombach
Hauptstraße 28 • 79199 Kirchzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 90 19 90 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 75 35
info@sonne-kirchzarten.de • www.sonne-kirchzarten.de

Kirchzarten is surrounded by the highest mountains of the Black Forest, 10 minutes
away from Freiburg and close to many attractions. This makes the charming "Hotel
Sonne" the ideal home away from home. Enjoy our hospitality and delicious "Black
Forest" food in our traditional hotel, established in 1725, and family-run in the 7th
generation. All 25 rooms are unique and equiped with bath, shower, tv, wifi and
mostly balcony. Explore the area with a free travel card or relax in our sleek spa with
sauna, bio-sauna, massage and beautytherapie.

Altitude: min. 800, max. 1200

E9
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Ferienland Schwarzwald
Franz-Schubert-Straße 3 • D-78141 Schönwald
Tel. +49 (0) 77 22 / 86 08 31 • Fax +49 (0) 77 22 / 86 08 34
mail@dasferienland.de
www.dasferienland.de

Furtwangen

Schonach

Schönwald

F

Welcome to Black Forest Holiday Region “Ferienland”
Furtwangen • Schönwald • Schonach • St. Georgen

GB

With the „Ferienland“-Guest Card every visitor can enjoy numerous advantages
from the first night onwards at no extra charge.
• Bus & rail throughout the entire Black Forest
• 3 indoor pools
• 4 outdoor pools
• 9 ski lifts
• Mini golf
• German Clock Museum
• Museum “Gasthaus Arche”

Familie Broscheit (Pool Gastro GmbH)
Höllentalstraße 96 • 79199 Kirchzarten-Burg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 9 88 61 10 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 9 88 61 46
info@rainhof-hotel.de • www.rainhof-hotel.de

The 16 themed rooms in the listed building stand out thanks to the successful
combination of old and new elements. Treat yourself in this hotel with the spa area
and lounge with open fireplace, panoramic views of the Black Forest, sauna and
steam room. The area is home to the first Naturpark Marktscheune farmers' market
in the southern Black Forest, where you can shop and enjoy regional produce. The
Naturpark restaurant serves high-quality gourmet dishes as well as classic Black
Forest fayre. An ideal location for trips to Freiburg or within the Black Forest.

i
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For more English-information please scann the QR-Code

ŹSchönwald
C10

Hotel-Gasthaus Schlegelhof

21 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BB
2 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BB
7 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB
1 ST
BA, WC, TV, BC, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 96
from 72
from 86
from 98

Child reduction, Incl.spa tax

h

Familie Martin Schlegel
Höfener Straße 92 • 79199 Kirchzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 50 51 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 6 23 12
info@schlegelhof.de • www.schlegelhof.de

Extraordinary moments can be enjoyed in places that are very close to where we
live our everyday lives, yet they feel a million miles away...Welcome to the Schlegelhof! Relax and treat yourself in our wonderful, little Black Forest hotel with 11
individual rooms featuring Swiss pine stone fragrance and natural stones; the new
Schlegelhof SPA, the lobby, the restaurant with its modern yet rural ambience,
the veranda and the expansive garden. All stays include the KONUS card and an
extensive breakfast buffet.

Appart-Hotel Julia

E9
7 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
6x B
40-45 2 - 5 from 48-64
+ 8.50
1x C
75
4 - 7 from 72-92
+ 8.50
Child reduction, Surcharge for pets

50 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
2 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB
5 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB
7 Apt.
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB

F
GB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 40-52
from 32-40
from 40-52

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Herr Gerd Schleifer
Richard-Wagner-Straße 11 • 78141 Schönwald
Tel. +49 (0) 77 22 / 9 60 70 • Fax +49 (0) 77 22 / 96 07 33
info@hotel-julia.de • www.hotel-julia.de

Family-friendly apartment hotel on the south face of the mountain - quiet location
away from traffic. Seven holiday apartments with all the comforts of a hotel if
desired; indoor swimming pool, sauna, solarium and all baby equipment provided.
Please enquire about our brochure with family packages for week-long holidays.
Free: Ski equipment for hotel guests; Wednesdays: Mixed family sauna, sledges and
bobsleighs. ORGANIC SAUNA with rock grotto shower, leisure area for youngsters
and the young at heart, toddler play area, children's playground, barbecue area.

GB

ŹOberried
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Schwarzwaldgasthof Zum Goldenen Adler

18 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
2 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
8 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

C10

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 60
from 53

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Incl.spa tax

Bernd & Axel Maier
Hauptstraße 58 • 79254 Oberried
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 6 20 17 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 78 95
info@goldener-adler-oberried.de • www.goldener-adler-oberried.de

Enjoy warm hospitality and delicious food at the Goldenen Adler in Oberried. Our
individually designed rooms (e.g. the Wedding Room or the Country-House Room)
invite you to relax. You can wile away the hours in our rustic restaurant or on the
garden terrace with plenty of shade. Just 12 minutes from Freiburg yet right in
the heart of the country, you can enjoy the peace and quiet and treat yourself to
delicious Baden treats from the kitchen and the cellar.

E9

Akzent-Hotel-Kaltenbach

I
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30 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
15 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
7 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 70
from 60
from 67

Short stay surcharge, Long stay reduction, Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible,
Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Akzent-Hotel-Kaltenbach, Herr Udo Kaltenbach
Oberort 3 • 78141 Schönwald
Tel. +49 (0) 77 22 / 9 63 50 • Fax +49 (0) 77 22 / 96 35 35
info@hotel-kaltenbach.com • www.hotel-kaltenbach.com

Family-run, 30-bed hotel in a landscape that has been left to nature. Cosy guest
rooms with shower, WC, telephone, satellite TV, bathrobes and hairdryer. 200 sq
m spa with indoor swimming pool (4x8m, water temperature 29°C) and outdoor
massage pool (3x7m, 35°C), sauna area with Finnish sauna and steam grotto and
experience showers, whirlpool, sun lamp, solarium, massages, beauty and spa
treatments. Pets allowed (not in restaurant).
GB
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Freiburg im Breisgau

Schallstadt (bei Freiburg) | Horb am Neckar
ŹSchallstadt (bei Freiburg)

Freiburg im Breisgau

B10

Hotel-Restaurant Zum Ochsen

Altitude: min. 196, max. 1284

C10
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Freiburg Wirtschaft Touristik und Messe GmbH & Co.KG
Rathausgasse 33 • D-79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 7 61 / 38 81 -880 • Fax +49 (0) 7 61 / 38 81-1398
touristik@fwtm.de
www.freiburg.de

100 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
SH, WC, BB
49 DBL
SH, WC, BB
1 TRP
SH, WC, BB
5 4BR
SH, WC, BB

Freiburg - Black Forest Metropolis in the Tri-Country Region
Germany - France - Switzerland

206 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
103 SGL BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
103 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

Altitude: min. 375, max. 706

G6
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online bookable
PP/Night €
from 132.50
from 87.50

C10

190 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 SGL
SH, WC, NS, BB
76 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
12 SUn BA, SH, WC, TV, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 89
from 65
from 100

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

i
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Hotel Zum Schiff

150 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 SGL
BA, TV, BB
70 DBL
BA, TV, part. XB, BB

i

Stadtinformation Horb
Mühlener Str. 2 • D-72160 Horb
Tel. +49 (0)74 51 / 9 01 - 2 00
Fax +49 (0) 74 51 / 5 55 79 78
stadtinfo@horb.de • www.horb.de

Horb am Neckar – nature and history in an expansive sink between the Black Forest
and the Swabian Alb.

HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

Hotel Schloss Reinach

F
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Horb am Neckar

Discover our city. We look forward to your visit!

i

You are sure to feel right at home at the Hotel-Restaurant Zum Ochsen, which is
situated in the heart of the vintner town of Schallstadt. There are 100 beds in comfortable hotel rooms with a shower, WC, TV and telephone. Meet in the restaurant
for breakfast and dinner. It is open in the evening seven days a week and serves
regional specialities with seasonal highlights, alongside wines from the Baden
region and Freiburg beer.

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

With around 220,000 inhabitants, Freiburg is the sunniest and southernmost large
city in Germany. It is situated at the foot of the Black Forest, nestled in a fascinating
landscape. As an important location for education, science and sustainability,
Freiburg is part of the Upper Rhine Valley and is known across the world as a “Green
City”. The symbol of the city – Freiburg Minster – and the historical Old Town with
its romantic “Gässle” (alleys), invite you to discover the most varied sides of a very
diverse city. It doesn’t matter if you want to look round the shops, take part in an
interesting guided tour, enjoy Baden food and wine, or experience the panoramic
views from the Schlossberg... Freiburg ticks every box!

Dorint Resort An den Thermen Freiburg

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 67
from 46.50
from 37.50
from 33

Herr Peter Winkler
Basler Straße 50 • 79227 Freiburg-Schallstadt
Tel. +49 (0) 76 64 / 6 13 99 50 • Fax +49 (0) 76 64 / 6 13 99 58
info@hotel-ochsen.de • www.hotel-ochsen.de

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 102.65
from 63.25

Blessed with a wonderful town silhouette, Horb is an ideal place to visit; be it for a
long or short stay. The timber-framed houses, gates and towers along the town walls,
the town hall with its famous “Horb picturebook”, the Stiftskirche church and the
Schurkenturm tower are all relics of the medieval cultural history. A tour of the town is
a great way to get an impression of the lovely small town on the River Neckar.

Health & Spa Resort Hotel GmbH
An den Heilquellen 8 • 79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 / 4 90 80 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 / 4 90 81 00
info.freiburg@dorint.com • www.dorint.com/freiburg

The modern four-star hotel has a very harmonious design and enjoys a convenient
location in the heart of the Mooswald conservation area. It is an ideal starting point
for tours of the Black Forest, the Kaiserstuhl and the Vosges Mountains. Here, at the
gates of Freiburg, you will find peace and relaxation. You can also use the attached
KEIDEL Mineral-Thermbad spa and sauna complex, as well as the Medical Wellness
and Beauty service. Enjoy the wide range of health and leisure facilities. Golf course
10 minutes away.

F

It plays host to many different events, including the annual Music Days with
international classical stars, the Maximilian Knightly Games,
open-air events at the “Altes Freibad”, or the reflective “Horber Advent”.
Meanwhile, the different museums and varied temporary exhibitions offer cultural
interest. The numerous cycle and footpaths allow you to discover the area around
Horb and the Neckar Valley.

Hotel Schloss Reinach GmbH & Co. KG
St.-Erentrudis-Straße 12 • 79112 Freiburg-Munzingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 64 / 40 70 • Fax +49 (0) 76 64 / 40 71 55
info@schlossreinach.de • www.schlossreinach.de

Private hotel set in a wonderful old manor house from the 16th century, stylishly
renovated and situated right by the vineyards and asparagus fields on the Tuniberg
hill. Romantic courtyard, 3 restaurants, 8 meeting rooms, tastefully decorated banqueting rooms for 10 to 500 people. Fitness and spa oasis with 5 different saunas,
25 m stainless steel pool, brine pool, steam room, massages and gym. Parking, golf
course 1 km away. 8 suites with sauna (70°C) available on request (Euro 200-350).
Guest rooms are air-conditioned and feature free wireless internet access.

GB

Herr Walter Frey
Basler Landstraße 35-37 • 79111 Freiburg-St.Georgen
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 / 40 07 50 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 / 40 07 55 55
info@hotel-zumschiff.de • www.hotel-zumschiff.de

Modern, first-class rooms, all air-conditioned and with wonderful views of the
nearby vineyards guarantee a pleasant stay in Freiburg. Our air-conditioned
banquet and meeting rooms can be adapted with variable seating plans to suit
your requirements. Close to the Haid industrial estate and just 2 km from the
mineral and thermal baths. On-site winery and distillery. Hotel car park and garage
available - bus stop in front of the hotel.

F
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Prices include accomodation tax and breakfast

C10

Hotel Gasthaus Schützen

39 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
10 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
1 TRP
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
3 MBR
SHBD, SHSH, SHWC, TV, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 69
from 44.50
from 36.30
from 30

Surcharge for pets

Schützen - Freiburg GmbH & Co. KG
Schützenallee 12 • 79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 / 70 59 - 90 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 / 70 59 - 919
rezeption@schuetzen-freiburg.de • www.schuetzen-freiburg.de

The Hotel Gasthaus Schützen is a listed, historical building, featuring light single
and double rooms (non-smoking). In-room facilities include a large TV, telephone,
shower/WC and free wireless internet access (rooms with extra beds available on
request). The breakfast buffet invites you to begin the day comfortably. On Sundays
you can enjoy a substantial brunch. Regional dishes and drinks are served in the
restaurant and attached Palmenbiergarten. The hotel offers a free charge point for
cyclists and drivers.

GB
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Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Breitnau • Eisenbach • Feldberg • Friedenweiler • Grafenhausen • Häusern • Hinterzarten
• Lenzkirch • Löﬃngen • St. Blasien • St. Märgen • St. Peter • Schluchsee • Titisee-Neustadt • Todtnau • Ühlingen-Birkendorf

Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald

Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Feldberg
i
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Familotel Feldberger Hof

Hotel Feldberger Hof Banhardt GmbH
Dr. Pilet Spur 1 • 79868 Feldberg-Feldberg-Ort
Tel. +49 (0) 76 76 / 1 80 • Fax +49 (0) 76 76 / 12 20
info@feldberger-hof.de • www.feldberger-hof.de

Family holidays. The pinnacle! As the highest family hotel in Germany, situated at
1,300 metres above sea level, the Feldberger Hof really is the "pinnacle"! The wide
range of sports and leisure activities available will wow both old and young. *
Kinderland 300 sq m for over 3s * Babyland * Crèche * WaveClub for kids * Indoor
funpark * Indoor swimming pool with massage jets, 50 m water slide, children's
pool and water splash area * Finnish blockhouse and organic sauna * Gym * Spa
island * All-inclusive "by Feldberger Hof" "non-alcoholic" * A range of restaurants
* Hotel bar * Cafe Chocolat. In winter: Ski lift with snow-making system, ski school
and hire direct from the hotel. In summer: Adventure playground, pony centre,
gnome trail & family climbing forest. New: Sports hall with 4,000 sq m (trampolining park, high ropes course and synthetic ice rink). For stays over two nights, you
can obtain the Hochschwarzwald Card from the hotel, which offers entry to and
discount offers on over 60 leisure attractions in the area.
400 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
20 DBL SH, WC, TV, XB, BB
26 MBR BA, WC, TV, XB, BB
60 Apt. BA, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, BB

F GB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 90
from 103
from 134

Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, fixed price for children, minimum stay: 5 nights
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Hotel Restaurant Peterle

Altitude: min. 450, max. 1493
Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Freiburger Straße 1 • D-79856 Hinterzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-89 219
info@hochschwarzwald.de
www.hochschwarzwald.de

Welcome to the Black Forest Highlands
The Black Forest Highlands is one of the most picturesque and varied landscapes
in Germany. The holiday region around Lake Titisee and the Feldberg entice you
with their sunny peaks, refreshing lakes, cool forests and wild canyons.
Wanderlust, adventure and wonderful views of meadows, forests, mountains
and lakes are all a guarantee on the Black Forest Highlands hiking trails. Seven
premium hiking trails take you over Baden-Württemberg‘s highest peak – the
Feldberg – past waterfalls, along the banks of Lake Schluchsee or across remote
goat pastures. Cyclists will find their territory on the hills and mountains in the
heart of the breathtaking Black Forest landscape. Pleasure cyclists can hire
eBikes to reach the Black Forest Highlands heights in relaxing fashion.
The cosy huts and mountain inns in the region invite hikers and cyclists to take a
well-earned break. The Titisee and Schluchsee are the most famous lakes in the
Black Forest Highlands and are interesting places to visit with their boats,
promenades and shops.

But the quieter Windgfällweiher and the romantic Schlüchtsee also invite you to enjoy
relaxing strolls and a refreshing swim.
In the Black Forest Highlands, families can enjoy some rest from the hectic of everyday life,
can discover mysterious stone circles and grottos, and can visit the wild Feldsee or the
mysterious Mathisleweiher with their explorer rucksacks. Furthermore, the Kucky Team is on
hand to provide a varied programme of activities for children.
In winter, the mist-free peaks of the Black Forest Highlands are a dream for winter sports
fans. Besides ski slopes, winter hiking trails, snow-shoe trails and toboggan runs, the Black
Forest Highlands is home to the largest and most snow-safe ski region in Baden-Württemberg: the Feldberg.

25 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
9 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
2 MBR
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 40
from 43
from 44

Herr Tobias Müller
Schuppenhörnlestraße 18 • 79868 Feldberg-Falkau
Tel. +49 (0) 76 55 / 6 77 • Fax +49 (0) 76 55 / 17 71
info@hotel-peterle.de • www.hotel-peterle.de

Craving nature? Relaxation? Indulgence? Recuperation?
Then you have come to the right place.
We are a family-run country guesthouse in the Feldberg region of the southern
Black Forest.
We offer cosy, individually furnished rooms; down-to-earth but varied fresh cuisine,
and a whole host of nature - beginning right on our doorstep!

GB

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

D11

Haus Feldberg-Falkau

Holidaymakers can use the Hochschwarzwald Card to experience over 100 attractions free
of charge. The red guest card is available free of charge for stays of over two nights from over
370 hotels and guesthouses. Guests can use four18-hole golf courses daily, can drive a BMW
i3, can visit the bathing paradise and go on boat trips on the Titisee and Schluchsee lakes, all
free of charge. And in winter, you get a ski pass too!

117 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 DBL
SH, WC, BC, NS, BB
11 DBL
SH, WC, NS, BB
2 DBL
SH, WC, NS, BB
7 TRP
SH, WC, BC, NS, BB
18 Apt. SH, WC, BC, NS, BB

www.hochschwarzwald.de or www.hochschwarzwald.de/card

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 53.50
from 53.50
from 53.50
from 53.50
from 53.50

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Excl. spa tax

Fd

Landhotel Sonneck

D11
3 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x B d
50
2-4
from 65
+ 20
2x C d 60-75 2 - 5
from 75
+ 20
Minimum stay in holiday flat 3 nights, Child reduction, Surcharge for pets

20 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
2 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
4 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
5 STs
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 65
from 45
from 55

Child reduction, HB possible, Excl. spa tax

Fc
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Ferienwohnungen am Feldberg

40 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
30x C c
50
10x C c
60

online bookable
Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
2-4
from 100
+ 12/40
2-4
from 116
+ 12/40

Short stay surcharge, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Familienferien Freiburg
Schuppenhörnlestraße 74 • 79868 Feldberg-Falkau
Tel. +49 (0) 76 55 / 9 33 10 • Fax +49 (0) 76 55 / 9 33 12 29
falkau@familienferien-freiburg.de • www.familienferien-freiburg.de

Situated some 1,050 m above sea level and with panoramic views, our Haus Feldberg-Falkau is flooded with natural light and gives its guests the chance to enjoy a
restorative holiday in the Black Forest: Peaceful havens, individual open spaces and
shared experiences, outstanding seasonal, regional cuisine (both half- & full-board
available), an on-site sauna area, extensive grounds and lots more. Light rooms,
most with a south-facing balcony/ terrace. Kitchenette, washing machine & dryer.
Non-smoking establishment. Discounted prices available for long stays for families.

F
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Familie Franke
Schwarzenbachweg 5 • 79868 Feldberg-Altglashütten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 55 / 2 11 • Fax +49 (0) 76 55 / 7 67
hotelinfo@sonneck-feldberg.de • www.sonneck-feldberg.de

We offer inviting rooms and studios designed to make you and your family feel great during the best days of the year. Your day will begin with an extensive breakfast
buffet. All rooms come with wireless internet access, flat-screen TV, welcoming
bathroom with shower/WC and hairdryer. Most rooms also feature a balcony. There
is a lovely play area with a lawn on the southern side of the building. Enjoy our fine
Baden-based cuisine in a cosy atmosphere. The holiday apartments are located just
150 metres from the Landhotel. We look forward to your stay!

GB

Ferienwohnungen am Feldberg (Hotel Feldberger Hof Banhardt GmbH)
Dr. Pilet Spur 1A • 79868 Feldberg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 76 / 1 81 34 • Fax +49 (0) 76 76 / 12 20
info@ferienwohnungen-feldberg.de • www.ferienwohnungen-feldberg.de

The apartment block "am Feldberg" is situated in the nature reserve and ski resort
of Feldberg, some 1,300 metres above sea level and right by the Feldbergbahn
cable car. Family-friendly, simply furnished holiday apartments (three-star) with dining area, satellite TV, bath/WC, small kitchen with 2 hobs, telephone and balcony.
Prices include entry to the spa paradise with indoor swimming pool and sauna
complex in the nearby hotel. Guests staying over 2 nights are eligible for a free
Hochschwarzwald Card.
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Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Häusern • Hinterzarten

Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Löﬃngen • St. Blasien • St. Peter

ŹHäusern

ŹLöﬃngen
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Gourmet- und Wellnesshotel Adler Häusern

Schwarzwaldhotel-Restaurant Adler Zumkeller GmbH & Co.KG
St. Fridolin-Straße 15 • 79837 Häusern
Tel. +49 (0) 76 72 / 41 70 • Fax +49 (0) 76 72 / 4 17 - 150
info@adler-schwarzwald.de • www.adler-schwarzwald.de

Discover a charming world full of relaxation and pleasure! An extraordinary
spa hotel set in a historical Black Forest building dating back to 1596 awaits,
with a fabulous mix of old lounges, current design and modern art. Meanwhile,
multi-award-winning cuisine (one Michelin star since 1966 to name but one)
guarantees delectable treats for the tastebuds.
Some of the 43 rooms and suites are classic and elegant in style; whilst others feature a modern Black Forest design. Room prices include 3/4 board with breakfast,
afternoon coffee and cake, and a 5-course evening meal (to be selected from the
menu). Or eat à la carte in the Gourmet Restaurant Adler.
Relax in the indoor swimming pool, which is flooded with natural light, or in the
whirlpool or sauna area and various relaxation rooms. The exclusive SPA indulges
you with Babor products and an extensive range of treatments.

E11

Pension Bader

11 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SH, WC, NS, BB
4 DBL
SH, WC, XB, NS, BB
1 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

I
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online bookable
PP/Night €
from 30
from 28
from 34

Frau Elke Moser
Talstraße 1 • 79843 Löffingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 54 / 7 71 - 59 • Fax +49 (0) 76 54 / 2 06
pension.bader@aol.de • www.pension-bader.de

Welcome to Löffingen! Our rooms, some of which have been recently renovated,
come with a shower/WC and fridge. Every morning we spoil you with a large
breakfast. Our garden invites you to relax and take a break from a long day's hike.
Our B&B is an ideal starting point for walks. The canyons of Wutach and Gauchach
are just approx. 6 km away. Children are very welcome (half-price if under 16). We
are happy to collect you from the train station. Free Red (Black Forest) Card!

F GB

Child reduction, Excl. spa tax

ŹSt. Blasien
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Dom-Hotel

82 beds in total
online bookable
Number/rooms/type
PP/Night €
5 SGL
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 130
30 DBL part. BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 110
4 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
from 135
4 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
from 145

15 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
6 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

Child reduction, Excl. spa tax

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 60
from 46

DOM-HOTEL Familie Brodmann e.K.
Hauptstraße 4 • 79837 St. Blasien
Tel. +49 (0) 76 72 / 9 24 69 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 72 / 92 46 9- 99
domhotelstblasien@web.de • www.dom-hotel-st-blasien.de

Welcome to a relaxing holiday full of experiences in our family-run establishment.
You can look forward to lovingly and individually decorated rooms, our restaurant
with regional and seasonal specialities, sun terrace with views of the St Blasier
Cathedral, where the international cathedral concerts take place each summer. An
ideal base for walks in the southern Black Forest and along the "Schluchtensteig
Ascent". In winter, the Feldberg and Spießhorn ski arena make popular destinations.
Meanwhile, the spa revitalising pool in Menzenschwand is popular all-year-round.

F GB

ŹHinterzarten
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Parkhotel Adler

FcXd

Hochschwarzwald Hotelbetriebs GmbH, Katja Newman
Adlerplatz 3 • 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 1 27 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 1 27 - 717
info@parkhoteladler.de • www.parkhoteladler.de

Treat yourself to your heart's content at the traditional, family-run, five-star
boutique resort - whether you are looking for some rest & relaxation or an active
holiday. The Parkhotel Adler offers unique charm thanks to the combination of personal service, exclusive stays, varied gastronomy, magnificent nature and a range of
leisure activities. The hotel, which belongs to the Small Luxury Hotels of the World,
stands out thanks to its many nooks and crannies, dreamy winter gardens and
antiques. The hotel is home to the evening restaurant "Marie Antoinette", the rustic
"Wirtshus" and the "Leo Lounge" bar with live music. Meanwhile, you can look
forward to homemade cakes and refined pralines in the "Diva" Viennese café. The
hotel also features a 1,500 sq m spa area with a heated indoor and outdoor pool
with views of the hotel grounds. Game reserve and children's playground.

I

D10/11

130 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
31 DBL
BA, part. BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
10 Apt. BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, NS, BB
19 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 70
from 60
from 75

4 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x A
25
1x B
43
1x B d
50
1x B d
60

ŹSt. Peter
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Haus Maria Lindenberg

71 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
47 SGL
SH, WC, XB, NS, BB
12 DBL
SH, WC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 53
from 36.50

Haus Maria Lindenberg
Lindenbergstraße 25 • 79271 St. Peter
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 / 93 00 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 61 / 93 00 - 33
info@haus-maria-lindenberg.de • www.haus-maria-lindenberg.de

Nestled in the idyllic, gentle landscape, Maria Lindenberg has been a Christian
meeting place and place of worship for over 500 years. Here you can find peace and
refreshment for the body, mind and soul. The cordial atmosphere and 59 appealing
rooms (with shower/WC) offer the ideal conditions for recuperative breaks, walking
holidays or tours of the local towns. Spiritual services are available for interested
parties.

GB

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Excl. spa tax

This hotel oozes Black Forest style and stands out thanks to its idyllic, quiet location
right by Lake Titisee. Modern rooms in the boutique hotel or spacious comfort in
the hotel apartments - the choice is yours! Enjoy culinary specialities from crossover
cuisine along with a personal and individual service. There is also a terrace with
wonderful views of the lake, and a spa area with direct access to the lake.
Drubba - All Ways a Beautiful Place

F

The journey is the reward

GB
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Ferienhaus Marlis

Minimum stay in holiday flat 7 nights, Short stay surcharge, Excl. spa tax

GB

Boutique-Hotel Alemannenhof GmbH & Co.KG
Bruderhalde 21 • 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 9 11 80 • Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 7 05
info@hotel-alemannenhof.de • www.hotel-alemannenhof.de

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Fd

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1-2
from 39
+7
2-4
from 65
+ 13

Our well-maintained, independent establishment is situated away from traffic,
close to the forest. The two comfortable apartments come in a Black Forest style
and offer views over St. Blasien. 80 sq m holiday apartment: 2 double rooms,
living room, kitchen, bathroom, additional shower and balcony; 40 sq m holiday
apartment: 1 double room, living room with kitchenette, shower/WC and terrace.
Discover the Black Forest on the extensive network of footpaths or enjoy the peace
and fresh air of St. Blasien.

E

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, Price includes green
fee on the nearby 18 hole golf course Hochschwarzwald

i

2 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x B c
40
1x C d
80

Gerlinde Becker-Schmidt
Am Kalvarienberg 32 • 79837 St. Blasien
Tel. +49 (0)1 70 / 2 85 67 43
becker-schmidt@t-online.de • www.fewo-becker-schmidt.de

F GB

112 beds in total
online bookable
Number/rooms/type
PP/Night €
8 SGL
BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 129
26 DBL BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 99.50
5 FMLY BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 209.50
12 JSn
BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, NS, BB from 149.50
5 SUn
BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
from 219.50

Boutique - Hotel Alemannenhof

D12

Haus Becker-Schmidt

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1
from 26
2
from 37
2
from 46
2
from 49
-

Frau Marlis Pohl
Rappeneckweg 12 • 79856 Hinterzarten-Hinterzarten-Ort
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 7 50 • Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 91 90 30
fmpohl@web.de • www.ferienhaus-marlis.de

Your non-smoking hotel with a lovely, personal atmosphere in a peaceful, sunny
and central location. Both shops and footpaths/ski runs are easily accessible.
Well-equipped holiday apartments with cable TV and telephone, balcony or terrace
and separate entrance. Additional sofa bed available upon request. Large garden/
lawn. Car parking spaces. No pets.

GB

www.blackforest-tourism.com

Minimum stay in holiday flat 5 nights, Long stay reduction, Excl. spa tax
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Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Schluchsee
i

Wellnesshotel Auerhahn am Schluchsee

Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Schluchsee
D11

Wellnesshotel Auerhahn Thoma Hotels & Wellness GmbH
Vorderaha 4 • 79859 Schluchsee
Tel. +49 (0) 76 56 / 9 74 50 • Fax +49 (0) 76 56 / 92 70
info@auerhahn.net • www.auerhahn.net

II

Wellness Hotel Auerhahn is located directly next to Schluchsee lake, surrounded
by classic Black Forest nature. A diverse selection of sports activities await: Hiking,
Nordic Walking, and biking (bike rental at hotel), or even water sports on the lake.
Discover the beautiful Black Forest on daily Nordic Walking tours. The hotel offers
free HRMs, pole, and e-bike rental. Winter here offers the ideal conditions for
x-country and downhill skiing. The 2000m2 wellness oasis is an inviting place for
relaxation. We use pine needles and elderberry blossoms to create natural, fragrant,
and healthy care products for our wellness treatments. Included with accommodation: full board with non-alcoholic beverages, water, tea, and coffee from the
buffet, use of the wellness facilities, and participation in the daily wellness active
program. Enjoy the pampering!
128 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
4 SGL
BA, TV, BC, NS, BB
20 DBL BA, TV, NS, BB
35 DBL BA, TV, BC, NS, BB
3 SUn
BA, TV, BC, NS, BB

D11

Vier Jahreszeiten am Schluchsee

GB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 155
from 145
from 150
from 170

Excl. spa tax

Hotel Schiff am Schluchsee

D11

Hotel Schiff GmbH & Co.KG
Kirchplatz 7 • 79859 Schluchsee-Schluchsee-Ort
Tel. +49 (0) 76 56 / 9 75 70 • Fax +49 (0) 76 56 / 97 57 57
info@hotel-schluchsee.de • www.hotel-schluchsee.de

Welcome to the historical Hotel Schiff!
Discover true hospitality with tradition in Schluchsee, just a few steps from the
lake promenade and the train station. The special ambience, friendly atmosphere,
outstanding cuisine and extraordinary leisure facilities will all make your stay
unforgettable. The kitchen team is on hand to treat you to regional specialities in
the various restaurant lounges. The food is varied and always prepared using the
very best, freshest ingredients.
The 30 individually designed rooms come in a country-house style, and the suite
invites its guests to wile away the hours. You can find peace and relaxation in the
small oasis of calm. It features a swimming pool, sauna and sun deck with lake
views. Guests staying over two nights are eligible for a free Hochschwarzwald Card,
which offers free entry into 70 local attractions!
58 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
27 DBL SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
1 SU
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB

GB

Altes Zollhüsli

D11

5 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x A b
25
1-2
from 27
+2x B c
55-65 1-4
from 34
+5
2x C c
70-85 1-5
from 40
+5
Minimum stay in holiday flat 3 nights, Child reduction, Excl. spa tax, pets are
welcome free of charge

www.ecarf-siegel.org

1,000 metres above sea level, overlooking the largest lake in the Black Forest and the spa town of
the same name: welcome to the Vier Jahreszeiten am Schluchsee spa and family hotel.
Here, in this stunning location, you will find all that you need for an extraordinary break, a
relaxed family holiday, and rejuvenating days in the spa.
Our single, double and family rooms, apartments and suites are comfortably and stylishly
furnished so that you can relax and feel at ease. All rooms are non-smoking, some are
wheelchair accessible, and feature balconies or terraces. Some rooms are also suitable for
holidays with your dog.

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 30
from 35
from 77.50

The 4,000 sq m spa area includes an extensive pool and sauna complex, a relaxation gallery
with sun terraces, a hammam, a salt grotto, a massage and spa department, a beauty pavilion
with a separate sauna area for women, the „Vita Veris“ regeneration studio with energetic
treatments, and the authentic Ayurveda Centre with a team of doctors and therapists from
Sri Lanka on one storey.

Zollhüsli GbR
Finkenwiese 5 • 79859 Schluchsee-Blasiwald
Tel. +49 (0) 62 39 / 92 03 46 • Fax +49 (0) 62 39 / 92 03 47
zollhuesli@t-online.de • www.zollhuesli.de

Welcome to the Alten Zollhüsli! Situated very close to the edge of the forest and
away from busy roads, the Zollhüsli offers the best conditions for a relaxing holiday.
Apartments are fully furnished in a rustic style; featuring old, hand-painted farmhouse furniture, for example. Large grounds with natural landscape and seating;
pets welcome free of charge. Add. services: Bikes & cross-country skis can be hired
free of charge, Barbecue facilities in the garden, Cots, highchairs & changing mats
provided. Address: Freiherr-von-Gagern-Str. 14, 67259 Kleinniedesheim

Allergiker freundlich
Qualitätsgeprüft

The holiday hotel that goes the extra mile

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

FbXc

Hetzel-Hotel Hochschwarzwald GmbH & Co. KG
Am Riesenbühl • 79859 Schluchsee
Tel. +49 (0) 76 56 / 7 00 • Fax +49 (0) 76 56 / 7 03 23
info@vjz.de • www.vjz.de

GB

Indulge in special culinary experiences as well as regional and seasonal specialities in our various restaurants and café. Six evenings a week, you can enjoy live music at the „Karussellbar“.
Meanwhile, the DJ in the „Club Vulcano“ creates a great atmosphere for teenagers and the
young-at-heart on Fridays and Saturdays.
There is an extensive range of sports and leisure activities available in summer and winter.
Our entertainment team offer a diverse programme of activities and events each day.
This is also for children during the school holidays. Our experienced walking guide is on hand
to organise and accompany interesting tours. Tennis players can look forward to five outdoor
and four indoor course with an on-site tennis school open all-year-round; meanwhile golfers
can head to the „Obere Alp“ 27-hole course.
We look forward to your stay!

450 beds total
Number/rooms/type
51 SGL BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, Ü/HB
115 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, Ü/HB
30 Apt. BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, Ü/HB
11 SU BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, Ü/HB

www.blackforest-tourism.com

PP/Night €
from 128
from 117
from 135
from 203

Child reduction, Surchage for pets, Excl. spa tax. Interesting packages for families
during the holidays. HB from 28,50 €.
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Head office:
Hetzel-Hotel Hochschwarzwald GmbH & Co. KG
Hirschstraße 22 • 70173 Stuttgart
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Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Titisee-Neustadt

Ferienregion Hochschwarzwald Todtnau | Naturgarten Kaiserstuhl Bahlingen a.K. • Bötzingen a.K. • Breisach a. Rh. • Eichstetten a.K. • Endingen a.K. • Gottenheim • Ihringen a.K. • March • Merdingen • Riegel a.K. • Sasbach a.K. • Teningen • Vogtsburg i.K. | Kenzingen
ŹTodtnau
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Treschers Schwarzwald Romantikhotel am See

h

C11

Hotel-Pension Enzian

25 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
2 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
6 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
3 TRP
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 39
from 36
from 37

I

Familie A. Schneider
Ennerbachstraße 1 • 79674 Todtnau-Todtnauberg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 71 / 6 10 • Fax +49 (0) 76 71 / 94 91
info@pension-enzian.de • www.pension-enzian.de

More than just a bed!
Walk to the ski lift; the footpath goes past the hotel door. Our mountain village
will take you back to your childhood. Look forward to peace and comfort, fresh air
and lots to see. Mama's cooking will treat you to homemade dishes, drinks and
delicacies like jams, cakes and lemonades. Over 70 attractions, bathing paradise,
cross-country ski equipment and a ski pass all included.

Child reduction, Excl. spa tax, take note of our 7=6 and 14=12 offers

F
GB

Naturgarten Kaiserstuhl
Altitude: min. 180, max. 557

A/B9

i

Tourismusbüro Naturgarten Kaiserstuhl
Marktplatz 16 • D-79206 Breisach am Rhein
Tel. +49 (0) 76 67 / 94 26 73 • Fax +49 (0) 76 67 / 94 01 58
info@naturgarten-kaiserstuhl.de
www.naturgarten-kaiserstuhl.de

The region Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg is situated between the Black Forest and the Rhine river
which is here the border to France. It is one of Germany’s warmest and sunniest parts and
well-known for its highly praised wines and cuisine.
The unique flora and fauna make the Kaiserstuhl-Tuniberg a genuine treasure trove for
vacationers interested in geology or botany. Discover the varied countryside on foot along
the theme paths or by bicycle on the various cycling trails.
Charming towns and picturesque wine villages invite you for a stroll. One of the many
wine festivals that take place from May until October could be the perfect backdrop for
your visit.

Treschers Schwarzwaldhotel am See KG
Seestraße 10 • 79822 Titisee-Neustadt-Titisee
Tel. +49 (0) 76 51 / 80 50 • Fax +49 (0) 76 51 / 81 16
info@schwarzwaldhotel-trescher.de • www.schwarzwaldhotel-trescher.de
Treschers four-star Schwarzwald Romantik Hotel enjoys a top location on the banks
of the crystal-clear Lake Titisee, and leaves you with the impression that it is almost entirely
surrounded by water. The charming surroundings are perfect for restful and relaxing holidays.

ŹSasbach am Kaiserstuhl
Fd

Ferienhaus/Winzerhaus Sasbach

A9

Enjoy exclusive views of the lake, forests and mountains, and discover the enchanting
picture-postcard landscape of the Upper Black Forest. The limited development on the banks
of the lake combines with the unforgettable Feldberg Mountain to make this, without doubt,
one of the most stunning lakes in the world. The privately run hotel especially appeals to
those guests who have high demands yet enjoy a more informal atmosphere.
1 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x FH d 135

Treschers is a hotel to suit many different moods: Sports and nature lovers feel just as at home
here as those looking for some rest and recuperation, and lovers of fine cuisine from the
Baden region. The panoramic view over Lake Titisee is, without doubt, the most striking thing
about Treschers Schwarzwaldhotel.
The Titisee and its inspiring vastness is worth a trip all-year-round. Anyone looking for a
holiday destination in which to relax, recharge the batteries and treat themselves will have
come to the right place here, whatever the season.
A very special kind of holiday highlight: the Hochschwarzwald Card! Guests staying over two
nights at Treschers are eligible for a free card, and it is as valuable as pure cash.
The Hochschwarzwald Card offers free entry to over 100 fabulous leisure attractions in the
region. From ski lifts to boat trips on Lake Titisee to the leisure park and golf course – you can
do it all without paying a penny. At your host‘s invitation!

159 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BB
74 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, BB
3 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BB
HP possible, Excl. spa tax

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 123
from 81
from 108

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
2-9
from 66
+ 33

Minimum stay in holiday flat 2 nights, Short stay surcharge, Child reduction, Incl.
spa tax

Frau Juliane Dutzi-Schulze
Ferienhaus: Jechtinger Straße 2 • 79361 Sasbach am Kaiserstuhl
Tel. +49 (0) 81 52 / 82 75
info@ferienhaus-sasbach.eu • www.ferienhaus-sasbach.de

GB

The centre of Sasbach is home to a holiday house that has been renovated from the
ground upwards. The building dates back to 1753, has served as a day labourers'
house, a vintner house and, more recently, a part-time farmhouse. Modern technology has been used to create a holiday refuge (135 sq m) that invites you to feel
amazing. The establishment can accommodate 9 people. The ground floor is home
to a living room with stove & TV, a dining room, a kitchen, a bedroom & a bathroom
with shower/WC. The top floor houses 2 bedrooms & a bathroom with shower/WC.

ŹKenzingen
FcXd

Wonnentäler Ferienwohnungen

B8

7 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x B c
41,5 1 - 4
from 55
+ 17,50
2x B d
48
1-4
from 55
+ 17,50
4x C d 67-83 1 - 6
from 65
+ 17,50

Wonnentäler Ferienwohnungen Agnes Jörger
Wonnentalerweg 24 • 79341 Kenzingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 44 / 93 14 14 • Fax +49 (0) 76 44 / 93 14 10
info@wonnentaeler-bauernladen.de • www.wonnentaeler-bauernladen.de

GB

Stay with the Schwarz family in brand new holiday apartments, built in 2012. You
can look forward to new, modern furnishings that leave nothing to be desired.
Children under 3 stay free of charge. The family has also been running a thriving
fruit- and vegetable-growing and wine-making business for many years. You can
purchase the various fruit and vegetables, which have ripened under the Baden
sun, as well as home-baked bread and fine cakes in the lovely farm shop. The
famous Europa-Park is just 15 minutes away.

Pure winter wonderland
www.blackforest-tourism.com

www.zwartewoud.info
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Kinzigtal:
Berghaupten • Biberach • Fischerbach • Gengenbach • Gutach • Haslach i.K. • Hausach • Hofstetten • Hornberg

• Lauterbach • Mühlenbach • Nordrach • Oberharmersbach • Schenkenzell • Schiltach • Steinach • Wolfach • Zell a. H.

Kinzigtal
Cooperation members: Biberach, Berghaupten, Fischerbach, Gengenbach, Gutach, Haslach, Hausach,
Hofstetten, Hornberg, Lauterbach, Mühlenbach, Nordrach, Oberharmersbach, Oberwolfach, Schenkenzell, Schiltach, Steinach, Wolfach, Zell am Harmersbach
Berghaupten
Rathausplatz 2
D-77791 Berghaupten
Tel. +49 (0) 78 03 / 28 20
Fax +49 (0) 78 03 / 92 71 96
tourist-info-berghaupten@t-online.de
www.ferien-berghaupten.de
Biberach
Hauptstraße 27 • D-77781 Biberach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 35 / 63 65 11
Fax +49 (0) 78 35 / 63 65 20
tourist-info@biberach-baden.de
www.biberach-baden.de

Altitude: min. 175, max. 940

C-E
6-8

i

Kinzigtal Tourismus
Hauptstraße 41 • D-77709 Wolfach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 53 • Fax +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 39
info@kinzigtal.com
www.kinzigtal.com

People great their guests with a great „Welcome!“ here, and invite them to
enjoy cosy togetherness with music and joyous festivals.
Pretty little towns, dreamy villages, magnificent old townhouses and homely
Black Forest farms, tours through blooming meadows, summery forests,
autumnal vineyards or magical, wintry Black Forest peaks: Enjoy carefree
holidays in the Kinzig Valley!
From horse-riding to dragon-flying; from halfpipes to the Wine Hiking Trail; from
family bathing fun to idyllic spots on the edge of the forest; from perfect greens for
golfers to perfectly signposted paths for mountain bikers and cyclists – the Kinzig
Valley has a whole host of attractions to suit every age group and every interest.
For example, the popular Kinzig Valley Cycle Path is now fully barrier-free and
signposted, and is part of the National Park Cycle Path, which incorporates the
largest National Park in Germany.

The bright red Bollenhut hat is a symbol of the Black Forest. But it is actually only really at
home here in the Kinzig Valley, in the towns of Gutach, Kirnbach and Hornberg-Reichenbach.
The Kinzig Valley is proud of this, along with a number of other traditions. Music from traditional bands, defence league parades and the dances held by the traditional costumed groups are
all part of this. Old handicrafts and the deeply rooted traditions of the Alemannic carnival are
customs that are upheld here with great care and joy. The Kinzig Valley is a region with an old
culture.
The Romans built roads here when they were developing their trade and military routes
through Germany. These days, the holiday region in the heart of the Black Forest has many
strings to its bow to reveal its cultural treasures to its guests: There are museums and galleries,
castle ruins and historical Black Forest farms, lively customs, music ranging from classical to
pop, from jazz to folk, and theatre and folklore.
The clean air makes you breathe deeply in the Kinzig Valley. It is also the reason for the many stateaccredited climatic health resorts and health spas that can be found in this holiday region.
From individual holidays to group trips, sporting activities and those looking to relax – the holiday options in the Kinzig Valley are as diverse as the landscape and the people who live here.

Fischerbach
Hauptstraße 38
D-77716 Fischerbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 919 00
Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 90 20
gemeinde@fischerbach.de
www.fischerbach.de
Gengenbach
Im Winzerhof
D-77723 Gengenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 03 / 93 01 43
Fax +49 (0) 78 03 / 93 01 42
Tourist-Info@Stadt-Gengenbach.de
www.Gengenbach.info
Gutach
Hauptstraße 38
D-77793 Gutach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 33 / 93 88 -50
Fax +49 (0) 78 33 / 93 88 -11
tourist-info@gutach-schwarzwald.de
www.gutach-schwarzwald.de
Haslach im Kinzigtal
Klosterstr. 1 • D-77716 Haslach
Tel. +49 (0) 7832 / 70 61 72
Fax +49 (0) 7832 / 70 61 78
info@haslach.de
www.haslach.de
Hausach
Hauptstraße 34
D-77756 Hausach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 31 / 79 75
Fax +49 (0) 78 31 / 79 58
tourist-info@hausach.de
www.hausach.de
Hofstetten
Hauptstraße 5
D-77716 Hofstetten
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 29 17
Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 29 20
gemeinde@hofstetten.com
www.hofstetten.com
Hornberg
Bahnhofstraße 3
D-78132 Hornberg
Tel. +49 (0) 78 33 / 7 93 44
Fax +49 (0) 78 33 / 7 93 29
tourist-info@hornberg.de
www.hornberg.de

Lauterbach
Schrambergerstraße 5 • D-78730 Lauterbach
Tel. +49 (0) 74 22 / 94 97 30
Fax +49 (0) 74 22 / 94 97 40
tourist-info@lauterbach-schwarzwald.de
www.lauterbach-schwarzwald.de
Mühlenbach
Hauptstraße 24
D-77796 Mühlenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 18 12
Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 18 20
gemeinde@muehlenbach.de
www.muehlenbach.de
Nordrach
Im Dorf 26 • D-77787 Nordrach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 38 / 92 99 21
Fax +49 (0) 78 38 / 92 99 24
touristen-info@nordrach.de
www.nordrach.de
Oberharmersbach
Dorf 60
D-77784 Oberharmersbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 37 / 2 77
Fax +49 (0) 78 37 / 6 78
tourist-info@oberharmersbach.net
www.oberharmersbach.net
Schenkenzell
Reinerzaustraße 12
D-77773 Schenkenzell
Tel. +49 (0) 78 36 / 93 97 51
Fax +49 (0) 78 36 / 93 97 50
tourist-info@schenkenzell.de
www.schenkenzell.de
Schiltach
Marktplatz 6 • D-77761 Schiltach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 36 / 58 50
Fax +49 (0) 78 36 / 58 59
touristinfo@schiltach.de
www.schiltach.de
Steinach
Kirchstraße 4
D-77790 Steinach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 98 13
Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 91 98 20
ketterer@steinach.de
www.steinach.de
Wolfach
Hauptstraße 41
D-77709 Wolfach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 53
Fax +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 53 59
wolfach@wolfach.de
www.wolfach.info
Zell am Harmersbach
Hauptstraße 19
D-77736 Zell a.H.
Tel. +49 (0) 78 35 / 63 69 -47
Fax +49 (0) 78 35 / 63 69 -50
tourist-info@zell.de • www.zell.de
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Kinzigtal Biberach • Gengenbach • Hausach • Mühlenbach • Schenkenzell • Zell am Harmersbach

Lörrach

ŹBiberach
i

C/D7

Hotel Badischer Hof

90 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
14 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
29 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
9 SUn
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 70
from 70
from 95

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Lörrach

Herr Karl-Heinz Bühler e.K.
Dörfle 20 • 77781 Biberach-Prinzbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 35 / 6 36 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 78 35 / 63 62 99
info@badischer-hof.de • www.badischer-hof.de

Our family-run, four-star hotel enjoys an idyllic location in Prinzbach. Comfortable,
lovingly decorated rooms & suites, a sauna area, indoor swimming pool, sauna,
relaxation room, massages, cosmetic treatments, a heated outdoor swimming pool
(May-September), a sun terrace with countryside views, a children's playground &
miniature golf course, five-course gourmet menu as part of the half-board package,
free wireless Internet access, seminar & event rooms, hunting, à la carte restaurant
for non-residents. Excellent base for walking or mountain-biking tours.

GB
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Schwarzwaldhotel Gengenbach

118 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
24 DBL
BA, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB
28 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB
4 Apt.
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB
3 SUn
BA, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 72.50
from 72.50
from 115.50
from 90.50

Schwarzwald-Hotel Gengenbach Geschäftsführungs GmbH
In der Börsiglache 4 • 77723 Gengenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 03 / 9 39 00 • Fax +49 (0) 78 03 / 93 90 99
info@schwarzwaldhotel-gengenbach.de • www.schwarzwaldhotel-gengenbach.de

The four-star Schwarzwaldhotel Gengenbach is situated on the banks of the River
Kinzig, opposite the historical Old Town of Gengenbach. The Schwarzwaldhotel is
an ideal base for walks and day trips: It is set in the heart of the wonderful Black
Forest landscape, surrounded by trees and vines. As our guest, you can look forward
to "good service with a personal touch"!
F GB

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

ŹHausach
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Gasthof Blume

27 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SHWC, BB
2 SGL
SH, WC, BB
12 DBL
SH, WC, XB, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 36
from 54
from 39

Long stay reduction, Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets,
Excl. spa tax

Gasthaus-Hotel Blume, Frau Adelheid Pastor
Eisenbahnstraße 26 • 77756 Hausach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 31 / 2 86 • Fax +49 (0) 78 31 / 89 33
pastor@hotelblume.de • www.hotelblume.de

Altitude: min. 272, max. 555, main town 272

B13

Inviting establishment located at the entrance to the town. All rooms are recently
refurbished and have a shower/WC and hairdryer. Train station nearby. Ideal base
for thrilling round walks and trips to local attractions. Seasonal home-style cooking
and home-made specialities. Reasonably priced accommodation on the West
Trail between Pforzheim-Basel. Luggage transport to your next stop. Situated 200
metres from the Black Forest model railway in Hausach. Triple and four-bed rooms
available. Holiday apartments upon request.
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Jungbauernhof

2 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x E d 135
1x FH d
85

online bookable
Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
2-9
from 60
+ 5-13
2-7
from 65
+ 5-13

Minimum stay in holiday flat 2 nights, Excl. spa tax, own mountain spring water,
especially large apartment, children 3 to 12 years 5 Euro

Familie Paul Buchholz
Büchern 40 • 77796 Mühlenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 81 96 • Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 97 80 33
info@jungbauernhof-schwarzwald.de • www.jungbauernhof-schwarzwald.de

Organic farm - naturally diverse! Holiday apartment Hof: 5 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, large balcony. Ideal for up to 9 people. Your family holiday with the
grandparents, children and grandchildren! ANIMALS: Heifers, calves, donkey "Elvis",
chickens, cats and hares. WHAT WE OFFER: Drive cows to the meadow, feed the
calves, trampoline, romp around, walk barefoot, build a dam, lie on the grass and
dream, bake sand cakes, enjoy the sunshine, watch wild animals, breathe in the
forest air, walk, leave the everyday behind, simply have time...

GB
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Stadt Lörrach
Touristinformation
Basler Str. 170 • D-79539 Lörrach
Tel. +49 (0)76 21 /415 - 120 • Fax +49 (0)76 21 / 415 - 123
tourismus@loerrach.de
www.loerrach.de

Lörrach – a charming city in Southern Black Forest
Lörrach is a town of surprising diversity; a lively, loveable and pulsating place
between Basel and the Alsace; the Vosges and the Black Forest nearby.
With around 49,000 inhabitants, Lörrach is an attractive shopping and cultural
venue with great hospitality. Art meetings and a lively scene enrich the
atmospheric impression on streets and squares in the town.

The international vocal festival STIMMEN is a real highlight of the town‘s cultural calendar. It
takes place every year in July. Since 1994, the festival has been transforming Lörrach into a
centre of vocal artistry and bringing Mediterranean flair to the streets. Besides exceptional international stars from popular music, it is the less spectacular, the more quiet and focused concerts
that really attract visitors (www.stimmen.com).
For nature lovers
Rötteln Castle towers over the town and is a must for all nature explorers. From June to August,
the open-air theatre draws in visitors to watch performances of the Burgfestspiele festival with
the castle ruins as a backdrop.

Lörrach Three Countries Museum offers a permanent exhibition on the three countries as well as
themed temporary exhibitions so that there is always something interesting, historical and new for
visitors. St. Ottilien Church in Obertüllingen was built on a striking spot here back in 1113. The
Culture and enjoyment are synonyms here, from „Bridge Gallery“ to STIMMEN vocal church is also one of the many „Mythical places on the Upper Rhine“ (www.mythische-orte.eu).
festival, from Wine Village to Culture Night. Discover art in public spaces, in streets
and squares in the city centre, best explored on foot on trails like the sculpture trail The binational „Tüllinger Wine Trail“ also runs along the hills from Lörrach via Riehen (CH) and
Weil am Rhein (www.derweinweg.de), and links to the „Markgäfler Wiiwegli“, which begins in
„Skulpturenweg“.
Grenzach. Numerous regional and national footpaths, hiking trails and cycle routes begin and
pass through Lörrach. Examples include the WEST TRAIL or the Upper Rhine Roman Cycle Path.
The Sculpture Trail – incorporating works by Bernd Goehring, Ulrich Rückriem and
Bruce Nauman, amongst others – criss-crosses through the town centre. Original
fountains and statues adorn and enliven the streets and squares of the pedestrian zone. Lörrach – an ideal starting point for all kinds of adventures!
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Hotel Winterhaldenhof

36 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
TRP
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 61
from 51
from 63

partly design rooms, children up to 15 years in parents' room free, HB possible, pet
surcharge (on request), visitor's tax separately on the spot

Familie Gerhard Sum
Winterhalde 8 • 77773 Schenkenzell
Tel. +49 (0) 78 36 / 72 48 • Fax +49 (0) 78 36 / 76 49
winterhaldenhof@t-online.de • www.winterhaldenhof.de

II

Stay in a uniquely beautiful place with magnificent views; enjoy the renowned cuisine, which is prepared in person by the chef, and experience hospitality provided
by a happy team full of people who like nothing more than to treat you. Situated
in the heart of the central/northern Black Forest, we are very aware of our responsibility to the environment and, as such, have joined the group of landlords who
are committed to serving regional cuisine. Spa with sauna, steam room, whirlpool,
cosmetic treatments and massages.

F GB
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Hotel Klosterbräustuben

120 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
10 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
50 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, BB
5 FMLY
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
7 Apt.
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 56
from 48
from 48
from 58

Excl. spa tax

Hotel Klosterbräustuben Paul Lehmann KG
Blumenstraße 19 • 77736 Zell am Harmersbach-Unterharmersbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 35 / 7 84 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 78 35 / 7 84 -1 11
klosterbraeustuben@t-online.de • www.klosterbraeustuben.de

"A home away from home!" This is how you will feel at the Hotel Klosterbräustuben.
Leave your everyday life behind you and enjoy a relaxing and carefree holiday with
us. We look forward to spending time with you. Our hotel comprises the main
building, two guesthouses and a holiday house with five comfortable holiday
apartments. The entire hotel complex is universally accessible. Yours, the Lehmann
family
GB
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STADT-Hotel

56 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
28 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BB

Frau Nora-Lia Walliser
Weinbrennerstraße 2 • 79539 Lörrach
Tel. +49 (0) 76 21 / 4 00 90 • Fax +49 (0) 76 21 / 40 0 9 66
info@stadthotel-loerrach.de • www.stadthotel-loerrach.de

PP/Night €
from 45-75

Excl. spa tax

Chrysanthema Lahr

The STADT-Hotel Lörrach is a personally run hotel with an artistic ambience and
all the comforts that you would expect from a hotel. We are situated in the centre
of Lörrach and the hotel is an ideal starting point for private and business trips in
the area where Germany, Switzerland and France meet, as well as the Alsace and
the Alps. From trade fairs to meetings, congresses and festivals: You are just a short
journey away!
(Both double and single rooms available from 70 EUR).
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KulTourBüro • Tickets & Touristik Lahr
Kaiserstr. 1 • D-77933 Lahr/Schwarzwald
Tel. +49 (0) 78 21 / 95 02-10 • Fax +49 (0) 78 21 / 91 07 54-51
kultour@lahr.de
www.lahr.de

The one-of-a-kind ﬂower festival in late autumn
21 October to 12 November 2017
(20 Oct. to 11 Nov. 2018)
Come experience a ﬂower and culture festival full of ﬂourishing
fantasies all throughout the city center, each year at the end of
October and the beginning of November.
10,000 chrysanthemums embellish the streets and squares with
an assorted blaze of color.
The Flower Festival
Fascinating ﬂower arrangements adorn the squares along with
artful ﬁgures made of chrysanthemum ﬂowers and lavish cascade
decorations on the historical buildings.

Historical town centre
Lahr lies just a few kilometres from the Rhine, between the vineyards and the diverse
foothills of the Black Forest, and offers unlimited leisure and relaxation options. The town
and countryside come together as one thanks to the small and historical town centre.
Chrysanthema Lahr
In autumn each year, the town is decorated with over 10,000 chrysanthemums.
The Chrysanthema flower festival – the only one of its kind in Germany –
is accompanied by a three-week programme of music and culture.
Information/Programme: www.chrysanthema.de
Town, wine and themed tours
Experience Lahr with the 60 themed tours and five tours in foreign languages.
May-Sept.: Historical tours on Thursdays at 6:30 pm, and themed tours on Saturdays at 3 pm. Start: Rathausplatz/Bürgerbüro. Tours of the Stadtpark (municipal
park) on the first Wednesday of every month at 5 pm.

Culture Festival on a colorful backdrop
The Chrysanthema features a three-week music and cultural
program with many local and regional cultural sounds, exhibits
and readings.

Public city tour
Every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sunday and public holiday
at 1:30 pm
Every Saturday at 11:30 am and 3:30 pm

Individual group tours
We would be glad to advise you about an individual tour through
the adorned city. We can be reached at:
+49 (0)7821/910-0128 (mornings) or by
e-mail: stadtmarketing@lahr.de

For

April 12th to October 14th

Cheerful
Natures

Information and program:
KulTourBüro Tickets & Touristik Lahr
+49 (0)7821/9502-10
e-mail: kultour@lahr.de
www.chrysanthema.de

Come and enjoy our gardens in
all their many forms! For 186 days,
380,000 square metres of parks and inspiring
show gardens along with blossoming
exhibitions and more than 2,000 fascinating
events are waiting to be discovered. Welcome!

growing. living. moving.
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Mitten im Schwarzwald Bad Dürrheim • Königsfeld • Villingen-Schwenningen

Mitten im Schwarzwald Bad Dürrheim | Laufenburg
Fc

Mitten im Schwarzwald

Feriendorf Öfingen

G10

H&P Touristik GmbH Feriendorf Öfingen
Feriendorf 3-4 • 78073 Bad Dürrheim-Öfingen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 06 / 56 56 • Fax +49 (0) 77 06 / 57 10
vermietung@hptouristik.de • www.hptouristik.de

I

A magical location in the Black Forest: A large selection of family-friendly holiday
houses for up to six people. Have a great holiday, immerse yourself in nature and
enjoy the tranquillity: Our 130 holiday houses have been created for this very
purpose. You can look forward to fully equipped, comfortable holiday houses. Each
house comes with one to two bedrooms, a lounge/bedroom, Internet access, a
comfortable double sofa bed, a separate dining area, a fully equipped kitchenette,
shower/WC, terrace and cable TV. You can park your car in the car parks. Play area
with zip wire, slide, sandpit, seesaw, playhouse, climbing frame and several small
play areas. Bike hire (cross-country ski hire in winter), on-site library with over 500
books for hire (free of charge), table tennis (indoors and outdoors), table football,
air hockey, darts, Kneipp facilities and boccia. We offer "improved cancellation
conditions" for your holiday. For more information, please visit www.hptouristik.de

GB

105 Holiday flats in total
HF/type Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
15x FH c
44
2-4
from 45
87x FH c
44-68 4 - 6
from 51
3x FH c
90
4-6
from 60
Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Laufenburg (Baden)

Altitude: min. 620, max. 1111

E/F9
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The contacts of the cooperation members
„Mitten im Schwarzwald“
see below.

Bad Dürrheim
Bad Dürrheim is not just an attractive spa town and the first CLUB location in
Germany, it is also the only town in Baden-Württemberg to bear the Premium
classification as a „Brine health spa“, „Kneipp resort“ and „Climatic health resort“. Culture: A town with history: Visit the historical locations of salt mining,
the „Narrenschopf“ Carnival Museum or the Local History Museum. Or discover
the town by way of one of the many themed tours. A number of daily events
and many large events provide other options throughout the year.
Health and exercise: A beautiful Kurpark with tennis, minigolf, billiard golf,
FitnessparKUR spa and the Prädikatsallee with lots of Kneipp, climatic health
and brine treatments. The spa and health centre Solemar is a real highlight. It
features a brine thermal pool, a Black Forest sauna, a spa area and a Dead Sea
salt grotto. You can take one of the lovely cycle paths and hiking trails to get into
the nearby countryside. eBikes are also available to hire. CLUB+: Free entry to
Solemar spa and lots more – with the new CLUB+ guest card. You automatically
receive this card upon arrival at one of the participating CLUB+ hotels or guesthouses. Daily free entry into the Solemar spa, as well as free entry to the various
Cooperation members: Bad Dürrheim, Königsfeld, Villingen-Schwenningen
Kur- und Bäder GmbH Bad Dürrheim
Tourist-Information im Haus des Gastes
Luisenstraße 7
D-78073 Bad Dürrheim
Tel. +49 (0)77 26 / 66 62 66
Fax +49 (0) 77 26 / 66 63 61
info@badduerrheim.de
www.badduerrheim.de

Wirtschaft und Tourismus
Villingen-Schwenningen GmbH
Tourist-Info & Ticket-Service
Rietgasse 2 • D-78050 Villingen-Schwenningen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 40
Fax +49 (0) 77 21 / 82 23 47
tourist-info@villingen-schwenningen.de
www.tourismus-vs.de

museums in the region, minigolf and billiard golf also free, amongst other things.

Altitude: min. 320, max. 750, center 320

Königsfeld
The natural forest and solar community of Königsfeld lies on the German Clock Route („Uhrenstraße“) and owes its title as a climatic health resort to its unique location on a sheltered elevated plateau. It is an ideal place to recharge the batteries and begin each day with new energy.
Nature and sport: tennis court, tennis school, SoccerCenter, 18-hole golf course, solara,
bathing and NaturSportPark with 50 m waterslide, children‘s pools, mountain biking and BMX
trails, street hockey and street ball courts, climbing paradise and lots more, water treading
pools, 250 km hiking trails, ski slopes, cycle paths, footpaths past farms and mills, a SunExperienceTrail and Planet Trail, Nordic walking park, climatic health resort eBiking, new golf course
at the Kurpark. Art and culture: the Albert Schweitzer Haus, a forum for information and
communication, with an exhibition documenting the life and works of the Schweitzer family in
their former home. Health and well-being: three clinics, Kurpark, medical facilities and the
„CuraVital – Centre for Complimentary Medicine“ with physiotherapy practice and Kneipp spa
oasis to add to the natural conditions.

D13

Villingen-Schwenningen
The town with equal Baden and Württemberg roots represents far more than outstanding quality of life. Tour: Villingen has numerous sights and attractions, like the historical town centre
with the mighty fortified and gate towers, the Late-Romantic cathedral „Our Lady“ dating back
to 1220 with the Münsterbrunnen fountain, the intact city walls etc.
And in Schwenningen, which was once the largest clock town in the world, time hasn‘t stood
still either: modern shopping centres invite you to browse. And those who would rather be out
and about in nature can soothe their souls in the Schwenninger Moos moor, and relax their feet
with a dip in the Neckar spring.
Out and about in nature: Villingen-Schwenningen brings the nature to you and offers a
great deal of green diversity. You can enjoy active recuperation on the cross-regional footpaths,
hiking trails and cycle routes in and around Villingen-Schwenningen. One example is the
certified premium hiking trail „Waldpfad Groppertal“, which features idyllic sections through
woodland, or Salvest game reserve, which offers unique views of the Black Forest.
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Tourismus- und Kulturamt
Hauptstraße 26 • D-79725 Laufenburg (Baden)
Tel. +49 (0) 77 63 / 8 06 -51 • Fax +49 (0) 77 63 / 8 06 -25
willkommen@laufenburg-baden.de
www.laufenburg.de

Laufenburg - Two countries, one city: The magic of winding stone alleys, gates, and
towers with small squares, fountains, and fortress ruins rising above the tightly
packed classic buildings in the old town - this is the picturesque border town of
Laufenburg.
Hardly any town on the Upper Rhine has been captured in image as frequently
as Laufenburg, which has been both German and Swiss since being separated by
Napoleon.
Laufenburg continues the traditional Shrove Tuesday festivities still today, and
invites you to join the many other cross-border experiences: the culinary weeks, the
„flowing border“ cultural days, and salmon adventure tours. You‘ll experience a city
tour of a special kind with Count Hans! Additionally, our barrier-free „Pearl on the
Upper Rhine“ is handicap accessible.
Moreover, the exciting landscape promises rest and relaxation: while hiking or on
cycling and mountain bike rides along the Rhine Valley and in Hotzenwald.

Königsfeld
Rathausstr. 2 • D-78126 Königsfeld
Tel. +49 (0) 77 25 /80 09 - 45
Fax +49 (0) 77 25 /80 09 - 44
tourist-info@koenigsfeld.de
www.koenigsfeld.de

www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen Ballrechten-Dottingen • Bollschweil-St. Ulrich • Ehrenkirchen • Münstertal • Staufen

Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen

Free entry
in 140
attractions

Busses and
trains for
free!

Altitude: min. 280, max. 1414

The Münstertal Staufen holiday region lies among the Margrave Land‘s sunny
hills and the peaks of the Southern Black Forest with Belchen (1,414 m), an
impressive mountain. From the Mediterranean flair of softly rolling wine hills to
impressive cliffs of Alpine character - every visitor can find their very own
natural pleasures here. All five holiday towns have their own character, offering
diverse recreational opportunities.
Münstertal is embedded in one of the Black Forest‘s most beautiful valleys
and is the place for nature lovers looking for open, free countryside with
many long, impressive views. You‘ll find the Baroque Monastery St. Trudpert
to be architectural jewel in a picturesque valley. Belchen soars majestically
above all of this, to many it’s the most beautiful Black Forest mountain.
Treasure hunting in the visitor mine, busy bees in the Beekeeping Museum,
original country living in the Black Forest House 1902 - one week will hardly
Cooperation members:
Münstertal
Wasen 47 • D-79244 Münstertal
Tel. +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -30
Fax +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -48
touristinfo@muenstertal-staufen.de
www.muenstertal-staufen.de
Staufen
Hauptstraße 53 • D-79219 Staufen i.Br.
Tel. +49 (0) 76 33 / 8 05 36
Fax +49 (0) 76 33 / 5 05 93
ti-staufen@muenstertal-staufen.de
www.muenstertal-staufen.de

Ballrechten-Dottingen
Alfred-Löffler-Str. 1
D-79282 Ballrechten-Dottingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 34 / 56 17 -0
Fax +49 (0) 76 34 / 56 17 -99
gemeinde@ballrechten-dottingen.de
www.muenstertal-staufen.de
Ehrenkirchen
Jengerstr. 6 • D-79238 Ehrenkirchen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 33 / 8 04 47
Fax +49 (0) 76 33 / 8 04 15
gemeinde@ehrenkirchen.de
www.muenstertal-staufen.de

Bollschweil-St. Ulrich
Hexentalstr. 56 • D-79283 Bollschweil
Tel. +49 (0) 76 33 / 95 10-11 • Fax +49 (0) 76 33 / 95 10-30

suffice to discover the unhidden and hidden treasures of Münstertal.
Crowned by a famous castle the Faustian town Staufen surprises with its rich cultural
tradition and an outstanding cultural program through the year. A stroll through the winding
alleys in the carefully preserved Medieval city permits you to follow the traces of the notorious
alchemist Dr. Faust, who made a pact with the „the most devilish of all devils,“ Mephistopheles
in his desperate search for a suitable manufacturing process for gold. Guaranteed sulfur-free,
you can then enjoy a slice of Black Forest cherry cake at one of the well-renowned cafés.
Ballrechten-Dottingen plays with the charm of a traditional wine village and, with 200 ha of
vines, is one of the Margrave Land‘s important wine communities. On a walk over nearby
Castellberg hill, you‘ll delve into this wine tradition while enjoying the panorama over the
Rhine valley all the way to the Vosges.
In Ehrenkirchen and Bollschweil-St. Ulrich, this holiday region approaches Freiburg. Both
round off the valley with ornate townscapes. Wine-making is another highlight here with
Ehrenstettens Ölberg and its famous chapel. There are over 100 km of hiking and MTB trails
connecting the diverse terrain between the Black Forest, Hexental, and Schönberg.
We‘ll be happy to assist you in planning your visit and to put together a personalized offer for
you. We look forward to welcoming you!
Important events:
• Staufen classic car meeting (May)
• Ehrenkirchen Schlossgrabenhock wine festival and Georgsritt equestrian festival (May)
• Open Monument Day in the historical silver
mine Teufelsgrund Münstertal (May)
• Münstertal Köpfle mountain festival (June)
• Münstertal Laurentiusfest fair (July)
• Staufen Music Festival (Aug.)
• Margrave Wine Fest in Staufen (Aug.)
• Lorenzemärkt/-hock market and festival in
Ehrenkirchen (Aug.)
• Musical Wine Weekend in Ballrechten-Dottingen (Sept.)
• Staufen „Stages“ time journey (Sept.)
• Staufen Culture Week (Oct.)
• Livestock return in Münstertal (Oct.)

KONUS-Gästekarte

SchwarzwaldCard

Busses and trains for free!

Experience what the black forest has to offer active or relaxing - the Black Forest card „SchwarzwaldCard“is your admission ticket for about 140
destinations for a day trip and attractionsall over
the Black Forest!

During your holiday in the Black Forest in more than
146 cities and communities you have a sensational
advantage - You receive the KONUS Guest Card
(KONUS Gästekarte) and can use busses
and trains free of charge!
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How can you use KONUS:
With your registration with your
host in one of the participating
holiday destinations you will
receive the SchwarzwaldOffenburg
Gästekarte.
The Schwarzwald-Gästekarte replaces the local
spa card and allows entrance to many facilities
at a reduced price in the
Freiburg
Black Forest.
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Ferienregion Münstertal Staufen
Wasen 47 • D-79244 Münstertal
Tel. +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -40 • Fax +49 (0) 76 36 / 7 07 -48
touristinfo@muenstertal-staufen.de
www.muenstertal-staufen.de
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Schweiz

For more information: Tel. +49 761.89646-93

Free admittance or free ride for example:
• museums • ice rinks • adventure-, fun and thermal pools • themeand natural adventure parks
• ski lifts • mountain railways • and a host of other
attractions.
The SchwarzwaldCard is available in many local
tourist information ofﬁ ces and almost all participating attractions.

www.blackforest-tourism.info
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The communities that live in the Black Forest National Park Region
provide you with the perfect framework for doing just that. Whether you
are looking for peace and recreation, excitement and action or gourmet
delights from its regional cuisine - this is a place of such variety and
authenticity that you are sure to discover your own individual and truly
original experience.
Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald e. V. | Rosenplatz 3 | 72270 Baiersbronn | Tel +49 . 74 42 . 84 14 0

The communities of the Black Forest National Park Region.
Achern, Bad Peterstal-Griesbach, Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach, Baden-Baden,
Baiersbronn, Bühl, Bühlertal, Forbach, Freudenstadt, Kappelrodeck, Lauf,
Lautenbach, Oppenau, Ottenhöfen, Ottersweier, Sasbach, Sasbachwalden, Seebach.
The Black Forest National Park extends over more than 10 000 hectares
(well over 20 000 acres) of natural space where you can make your recreational
wishes come true.

Take care! Your are leaving the Everyday behind!

Welcome to the most ancient part of the Black Forest!
Ethnic and wild - the region in and around Baden-Württemberg‘s ﬁrst and
only national park has its own very distinctive character. Which is how it
should be. After all, it is only in places where the natural world is in in tune
with itself that mankind can experience countless moments of harmony.

Wilderness, woodland and you

Black Forest
National Park Region

Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Achertal Kappelrodeck • Ottenhöfen • Seebach

Achertal

Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Bad Peterstal-Griesbach

Bad Peterstal-Griesbach

National Park-Communities: Ottenhöfen und Seebach, National Park-Region: Kappelrodeck, Ottenhöfen, Seebach

Mineral baths, kneipp spa site • altitude: min. 400, max. 1000

Altitude: min. 220, max. 1164
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Achertal-Information
Hauptstraße 65 • D-77876 Kappelrodeck
Tel. +49 (0) 78 42 / 1 94 33 • Fax +49 (0) 78 42 / 8 02 75
info@achertal.de
www.achertal.de
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Kur und Tourismus GmbH
Wilhelmstraße 2 • D-77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach
Tel. +49 (0)78 06 / 9 10 00 • Fax +49 (0)78 06 / 91 00 29
info@bad-peterstal-griesbach.info
www.bad-peterstal-griesbach.de

Bad Peterstal-Griesbach in the Black Forest, a health spa and gourmet village in
Renchtal Valley is a secret tip for more than just hiking. Majestic views from the
high trails, a unique landscape with remains from the last ice age, such as the rock
formations Klagstein and Teufelskanzel, as well as regional delights in mountain
cabins and restaurants - everything the bon vivant heart desires. In addition to
excellent Baden cuisine, the two Michelin stars of the restaurant „Le Pavillon“ at
Hotel Dollenberg shine over the valley.

In the heart of a highly diverse landscape between Baden’s Wine Road and the
Black Forest High Road in the Black Forest National Park, Achertal awaits with the
three towns Kappelrodeck/Waldulm, Ottenhöfen im Schwarzwald, and Seebach/
Mummelsee. The valley offers a sea of flowers in the spring, shady forest paths and
pleasant temperatures in the summer, colorful deciduous forests in the autumn, and
a magical winter landscape walks and hikes in the winter. The region’s outdoor quality is exemplified in three premium hiking paths (bon vivant trails). For those who
like to be active, there is also a Nordic Walking Arena, a well posted mountain biking
network, as well as various winter sport opportunities.
There is plenty for families: in addition to businesses awarded as particularly family
friendly, there are themed paths, a silver mine tunnel, two pools, and a highly
diverse children’s program.
There are also group deals, such as wine tasting, liquor and brandy tasting, distillery
visits, mill presentations, guided hikes, tradition evenings, and much more.

Our hiking tip: Gourmet hiking with all five senses on our bon vivant paths
and premium trails: Peterstaler Schwarzwaldsteig, Griesbacher Wiesensteig and
Himmelssteig. Enjoy hiking on natural trails, enjoy majestic views, and taste our
refreshing mineral water. Culinarily, let yourself be pampered along the edge of the
trail and in the center of town alike.

ŹOttenhöfen
h
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Hotel - Pension Breig garni

17 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
6 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
2 DBL
BA, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 59
from 49
from 55

Child reduction, Excl. spa tax, no pets allowed

D/E5

Hotel Pflug Ottenhöfen im Schwarzwald

78 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
15 SGL
BA, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
27 DBL
BA, SH, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 45
from 39.50

HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

o

Frau Monika Paulsch
Zieselmatt 10 • 77883 Ottenhöfen im Schwarzwald
Tel. +49 (0) 78 42 / 25 65 • Fax +49 (0) 78 42 / 39 74
info@pension-breig.de • www.pension-breig.de

We run our family hotel with great pleasure and dedication so that you can enjoy a
cordial and friendly atmosphere and three-star comfort. We offer a sunny, central
yet quiet location away from traffic; lovingly decorated rooms - all doubles with a
balcony; wireless internet throughout the hotel; an extensive breakfast buffet with
fresh, predominantly local produce; a wide range of massage treatments; and a spa
with sauna and infrared cabin. Named "Top establishment in the Ortenau" in the
2014 "schönstes Gasthaus" competition.

E6

Relais & Châteaux Hotel Dollenberg

Joie de vivre has many faces - you will find almost all of them at the Dollenberg!
Fine dining in the "LePavillon" gourmet restaurant, in the Kaminstube lounge,
the Bauernstube farmhouse parlours, and in the "Dollenberg" restaurant. Head
chef Martin Herrmann (two Michelin stars) will impress you with refinement and
creativity. Relax in great luxury in the DOLLINA spa oasis: 5,000 sqm, features 6
themed pools, 7 different saunas and steam rooms, as well as refined health, beauty and spa treatments. Our spa suites are a real highlight. The 70,000 sqm hotel
grounds offer panoramic views & a great place to wile away the hours. Situated in
the Black Forest National Park- a perfect location for walking on well-maintained footpaths. Our Renchtalhütte restaurant is a popular destination and place
for walkers to take a well-earned break and enjoy hearty regional specialities.
Suggested excursions: Nearby Baden-Baden with its world-famous Kurhaus and
the casino; the Alsace; and the cathedral cities of Strasbourg & Freiburg.

F
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Hotel Pflug Ottenhöfen i. Schw. / MD Hotelbetriebs GmbH
Allerheiligenstraße 1 • 77883 Ottenhöfen
Tel. +49 (0) 78 42 / 9 94 20 • Fax +49 (0) 78 42 / 99 42 66
info@hotel-pflug.de • www.hotel-pflug.de

Welcome to the Hotel Pflug, where you can enjoy a unforgettably wonderful and
relaxing time. Set in the heart of Ottenhöfen, between the Baden Wine Road and
the Black Forest High Road, our hotel offers relaxation and some time away from
everyday stress. Whether you are looking for a sporting challenge or are planning a
family holiday, our unique leisure facilities make it easy to create your own personalised holiday. Enjoy time with family and friends, recharge your batteries and feel
great in a place that will get your heart beating.

Hotel Dollenberg - Meinrad Schmiederer e. K.
Dollenberg 3 • 77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 06 / 7 80 • Fax +49 (0) 78 06 / 12 72
info@dollenberg.de • www.dollenberg.de

180 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
16 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
57 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
28 SUn BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

F
GB
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PP/Night €
from 120
from 147
from 186

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

ŹSeebach
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Berghotel Mummelsee

60 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
15 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
4 FMLY
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
4 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
1 SU
BA, SH, part. SH, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 62
from 75
from 75
from 85

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, Double room for single
use for an extra charge

Fc
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Fuchsmichelhof

1 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x E c
ca. 120 2 - 8
from 40
+8
Short stay surcharge, Child reduction, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

h

Berghotel Mummelsee GmbH & Co KG
Schwarzwaldhochstraße 11 • 77889 Seebach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 42 / 9 92 86
info@mummelsee.de • www.mummelsee.de

Discover the attractions around the legendary Lake Mummelsee, some 1,036 metres above sea level. Enjoy culinary delicacies from the region, served with our Black
Forest hospitality. Experience the wonderful atmosphere in the guest rooms and
our sauna area, or simply enjoy the nature that is all around. Visit our Black Forest
shop with a wood-oven bakery, Black Forest specialities and gifts. Or how about a
boat trip on Lake Mummelsee?

Familie Wendelin und Andrea Schmälzle
Bosenstein 6 • 77889 Seebach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 42 / 26 49 • Fax +49 (0) 78 42 / 99 52 67
info@fuchsmichelhof.de • www.fuchsmichelhof.de

Our mountain farm with magnificent views lies some 800 metres above sea level
on the edge of the forest. The idyllic location means lots of nature, peace and
recuperation. Families and children are very welcome. Meet and stroke the animals,
red deer park, dog and cat. Our holiday apartment has everything that you need
for a pleasant stay. The apartment features a living room, a fully equipped separate
kitchen, a bathroom with shower, large hall, a balcony, four separate bedrooms,
which are available depending on the number of guests.

Kur- und Ferienhotel Faißt

E6
3 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x B
55-80 3 - 4
from 45
1x B
55-80 1 - 4
from 49
1x C
55-80 1 - 5
from 59
Breakfast possible, Excl. spa tax

20 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
18 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
1 Apt.
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

F GB
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online bookable
PP/Night €
from 37
from 39.50
from 25

E6

Hoferpeterhof
GB

11 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
2x A c
38
4x B c
60
5x C d
75

Pers.
1-3
2-5
2-6

online bookable
2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
from 36
+5
from 41
+5
from 48
+5

Faißt Grundstücksverwaltung und Hotelbetriebs-GbR
Am Eckenacker 5 • 77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach-Bad Peterstal
Tel. +49 (0) 78 06 / 98 45 0 • Fax +49 (0) 78 06 / 98 45 44
faisst@t-online.de • www.hotel-faisst.de

You can stay in cosy guest rooms or in holiday apartments - we have something to
suit all price ranges. Bathroom or shower/WC, television and balcony all come as
standard. Relax in our spa area with the sauna, massage treatments and pools. We
provide an extensive Black Forest breakfast buffet. Enjoy the friendly atmosphere
and the cordial, personal hospitality.
GB

Familie Huber
Littweg 3 • 77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach
Tel. +49 (0) 78 06 / 9 87 50 • Fax +49 (0) 78 06 / 98 75 55
info@hoferpeterhof.de • www.hoferpeterhof.de

Our farm gives you plenty of opportunity to spend time together as a family: There
is a barbecue area, trampoline, football pitch, outdoor bowling alley, playground,
table tennis area, gym, games room and more. Children can play with the farm
animals. There are ponies, pygmy goats, hares, chickens and cats. Your children are
sure to find some playmates here so that you, the parents, can enjoy some time
socialising with other guests and relaxing.

GB

Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax
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Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Baden-Baden

Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Baiersbronn

Baden-Baden

Baiersbronn

Spa • altitude: min. 126, max. 1004
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Baden-Baden Kur & Tourismus GmbH
Solmsstraße 1 • D-76530 Baden-Baden
Tel. +49 (0) 72 21 / 27 52 00 • Fax +49 (0) 72 21 / 27 52 02
info@baden-baden.com • www.baden-baden.com
www.facebook.com/badenbaden
The elegant, international spa and culture city Baden-Baden surrounded by the soft hills
of the Black Forest with its enchanting atmosphere and exclusive lifestyle is a paradise for
those who love to enjoy themselves at a high level of quality. Both thermal spas the modern
Caracalla Spa and the historical “Friedrichsbad” as well as various exclusive wellness hotels
promise the guests relaxation and a first-rate wellness feeling.
The more than 350-year old and 3 km long beautiful park and garden “Lichtentaler Allee”–
a piece of art out of trees, fountains and flowers – is just enchanting as the stylish art and
cultural mile with its theatre, Europe’s second-largest concert and opera house – the “Festspielhaus”, the “Kurhaus”, the famous Casino, the Museum Frieder Burda, the city museum in
the Alleehaus and the more than 760-year old Cistercian convent Lichtenthal.
High-quality events invite guests from all over the world. Whether Dinner-Night-Shows,
large balls, open-air concerts, international horse races, international vintage-car meetings –
Baden-Baden has a wide variety of exceptional events for an unforgettable stay.
Discover the very special atmosphere of Baden-Baden.
We are looking forward to your visit!

i

Radisson Blu Badischer Hof Hotel

E3

Kneipp spa site, climatic spa, health resort • altitude: min. 457, max. 1154
Radisson Blu Badischer Hof Hotel (BBDHV Hotelbetriebs- und Verwaltungs GmbH)
Lange Straße 47 • 76530 Baden-Baden
Tel. +49 (0) 72 21 / 9 34 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 72 21 / 9 34 - 455
info.badenbaden@radissonblu.com • www.hotel-badischerhof-badenbaden.de

Located in the heart of the world-renowned resort town of Baden-Baden, surrounded by various spa facilities and nestled amidst magnificient, leafy parklands.
Opened in 1809 as one of the first Grand Hotels in Germany and expanded in the
80s by an extension, the Badischer Hof was completely renovated in 2016 and
boasts now over 162 modern guest rooms. Today, it combines tradition and modernity as no other hotel in this region. The 800m2 spa area offers access to the thermal
waters - the only hotel in Baden-Baden with this privilege: Our guests can enjoy
the thermal waters with a soothing temperature of 37°C in an indoor and outdoor
pool. There is also a swimming pool, sauna, steam room and brine grotto to relax
in. Meanwhile, massages and beauty treatments complete the spa facilities. Enjoy
selected speciality teas in our Tea Lounge, which is set in the historical columned
hall. Our kitchen prepares both international and Baden specialities, which you can
enjoy in the Parkrestaurant or on our sun terrace. End your day with a drink in our
Jockey Bar. We look forward to your visit.
217 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
13 SGL
BA, WC, TV, NS, BB
127 DBL BA, WC, TV, NS, BB
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Baiersbronn Touristik
Rosenplatz 3 • D-72270 Baiersbronn
Tel. +49 (0) 74 42 / 8 41 40
Fax +49 (0) 74 42 / 84 14 48
info@baiersbronn.de • www.baiersbronn.de

Hotspot for gourmands, classic car lovers, wellness and nature enthusiasts

I
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online bookable
PP/Night €
from 87
from 57

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, Double
rooms in different categories available

BADEN-AIRPARK GMBH, FLUGHAFEN KARLSRUHE/BADEN-BADEN (FKB), VICTORIA BOULEVARD A 106, 77836 RHEINMÜNSTER/GERMANY, WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/FLYBADEN

i

Eight Michelin stars and three of the best ***** hotels in Germany embedded in
village idyll - Baiersbronn on the edge of the Black Forest National Park is among
the culinary hotspots in Germany, offering both rest and relaxation in a majestic
setting. However, the glimmering cirque lakes, secretive moors, thick forests, and
broad valley also invite guests of very personal 3- and 4-star hotels, B&Bs, and
holiday flats to come enjoy walks and hikes.
Or to enjoy impressive excursion drives - such as the Baiersbronn Classic, the Black
Forest Rally for bon vivants. This event highlight held in September features some
100 teams with high profile automotive classic models up to the 1970s taking on
challenging routes over three days with numerous special stages during which only
mechanic clocks are permitted. High-class rest stations and an exquisite gala evening round off the event. There are two tailored packages with route suggestions and
classic car cruises for spectators and passionate drivers looking to experience the
Baiersbronn Classic personally.
Come experience Baiersbronn, a region for good living!

WWW.FLY-BADEN.COM
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Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Genussregion Freudenstadt Alpirsbach • Freudenstadt • Loßburg • Pfalzgrafenweiler

Genussregion Freudenstadt

*

Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Genussregion Freudenstadt Alpirsbach | Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Oberwolfach
Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Ferienregion Renchtal Lautenbach • Oberkirch • Oppenau
h
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Hotel Rössle

51 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BB
25 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 59
from 43

HB possible, Excl. spa tax, Schwarzwald Plus since 01.03.2016

Herr Thorsten Beilharz
Aischbachstraße 5 • 72275 Alpirsbach
Tel. +49 (0) 74 44 / 95 60 40 • Fax +49 (0) 74 44 / 9 56 04 40
info@roessle-alpirsbach.de • www.roessle-alpirsbach.de

The monastery and spa town of Alpirsbach is situated in the heart of the central
Black Forest. It is ideal for long and short walks, as well as day trips to the
surrounding area. The Konus guest card gives you free transport on buses and trains
within the Black Forest. Look forward to the idyllic small town - you are sure to be
impressed. Our hotel is comfortable and cosy, and features contemporary comforts.
Sun terrace in a Mediterranean style. Restaurant with seasonal cuisine. Situated
directly on the River Kinzig, just three minutes' walk from the centre of town.

F GB

ŹOberwolfach
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Landidyll-Hotel Hirschen

55 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
SH, WC, BB
7 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BB
15 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 57
from 46
from 58

Long stay reduction, Child reduction, HB possible, Excl. spa tax

Altitude: min. 441 (Alpirsbach), max. 1.000 (Kniebis)
E,F6/7
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Ferienregion Renchtal

* only valid for the visitor centre FDS-Kniebis

Freudenstadt Tourismus
Marktplatz 64 • D-72250 Freudenstadt
Tel. +49 (0) 74 41 / 86 47 30
Fax +49 (0) 74 41 / 86 47 77
touristinfo@freudenstadt.de
www.freudenstadt.de

In addition to traditional outdoor sports, we also offer young trendy sports like paragliding and
GPS hiking. The new e-bikes are particularly popular, which can be used to explore the region
on signposted cycling trails in a relaxed manner.

Those who enjoy hiking without a heavy pack can go on the „Fährte des Rothirsches“ trail, the
program „Mit dem Holzmichel auf Du und Du,“ or simply spend hours on the most beautiful
Freudenstadt in the Black Forest – Simply the better climate!
Whether you visit the Freudenstadt region for recreation or for culture, your free hiking trials in the Freudenstadt region. Take a stop on your way in Alpirsbach and delve into
more than 900 years of history at the Alpirsbach Cloister and enjoy the beer at the traditional
time will be well spent here.
cloister brewery. Then continue on to Pfalzgrafenweiler to an original Black Forest smokehouse
Germany‘s largest market square with 50 water fountains is a centre of
- visit with hardy ham tasting - feel, smell, and taste the Black Forest.
attractions for sightseeing, shopping, culture and delight, as well as a starting
point for cycling enthusiasts. The city‘s high plateau, surrounded by the
After a day in the region‘s healthy climate, we invite you to the 1950s-style Freudenstadt
Northern Black Forest, offers a playground for athletic activities. Together with Theater - whether theater with television stars, entertaining children‘s theater, or musical
the Loßburg holiday region, No. 1 on the Kinzig River, we make biker hearts race events - our cultural program is as diverse as life itself!
with firm ascensions, idyllic valleys, and solitary trails. If it is the Tour de Murg to
Rastatt, the Kinzig Valley Bike Path to Offenburg, or the Black Forest Panorama A special treat: With the KONUS Black Forest guest card, you can ride free on all buses and trains
Trail from Pforzheim, the Freudenstadt region has more than 800 km of posted throughout the entire Black Forest. And since February 2014, we present our guests with Black
bike trails with breath-taking vistas, ideal for highly technical cyclists heading
Forest Plus, a guest card you can use to visit over 100 holiday attractions - without standing in
up to the heights of the Black Forest as well as for families cycling through the line and without purchasing a ticket - available starting the 2nd night‘s stay.
sunny tributaries.
... simply the better climate!

Contacts of the cooperation members:

Our highlights:

Loßburg Information
Tel. +49 (0) 74 46 / 95 04 60
lossburg-information@lossburg.de
www.lossburg.de

May/June: Black Forest Music Festival
June:
Festival of the Market Criers Hamburg Fish Market
June:
Africa Festival
July:
City Festival
July:
Culinary hike „Forest-HikeDelight“
August:
Flammandra: Pyrotechnics and
Artistry Show
December: Freudenstadt Christmas Market

Stadt-Information Alpirsbach
Tel. +49 (0) 74 44 / 9 51 62 81
stadt-info@alpirsbach.de
www.alpirsbach.de
Gästeinformation Pfalzgrafenweiler
Tel. +49 (0) 74 45 / 85 18 27
info@pfalzgrafenweiler.de
www.pfalzgrafenweiler.de
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Eberhard Junghanns e.K.
Schwarzwaldstraße 2 • 77709 Oberwolfach-Walke
Tel. +49 (0) 78 34 / 83 70 • Fax +49 (0) 78 34 / 67 75
info@hotel-hirschen-oberwolfach.de • www.hotel-hirschen-oberwolfach.de

This pretty rural hotel comprises 3 very well-maintained buildings. All 3 are decorated with lots of flowers and are connected by wonderful grounds. This hotel has
a proud tradition dating back to 1609, and has won the award TOP establishment
in the Ortenau. 27 rooms with shower/WC, balcony, telephone, radio and satellite
TV. Wireless internet access, seminar rooms, sauna, solarium, bowling alley, gym,
eBikes, tennis, table tennis, billiards, mountain biking, play corner, deer park, Schmalzerhisli Vesper lounge, hotel bus, free rucksack and Nordic walking stick service.

GB

National Park-Community: Oppenau, National Park-Region: Lautenbach

Altitude: min. 194, max. 1055
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Renchtal Tourismus GmbH
Bahnhofstr. 16 • D-77704 Oberkirch
Tel. +49 (0) 78 02 / 82 60 0
Fax +49 (0) 78 02 / 82 61 9
info@renchtal-tourismus.de • www.renchtal-tourismus.de

Im Schwarzwald ganz vorn.

The holiday region of the Rench Valley spans between the Baden Wine Road and the
Black Forest National Park, and encompasses the towns of Oberkirch, Lautenbach and
Oppenau. Its wonderful orchards and vineyards, endless forests, hidden side valleys and
open Black Forest peaks are all ideal for walking, mountain-biking and gliding. Culinary
delights come in all shapes and sizes: Treat your tastebuds in the restaurants serving
specialities from traditional Baden cuisine. Award-winning wines and brandies make up
some of the region’s finest products. Visitors can experience tradition and culture at the
Schauenburg castle ruins, the “Mariä Krönung” pilgrimage church, and the Allerheiligen
monastery ruins with the waterfalls. The 100 km quality walking trail “Renchtalsteig”
takes you once around the Rench Valley. If you want to find out more about the history
of fine “Schnapps”, why not take the “Oberkircher Brennersteig” walking tour, which
is designed to take a day (14 km). Meanwhile, the 15 km long “Maisacher Turmsteig”
around the Buchkopf Tower offers pure Black Forest fun. The first Stoppomat in the Black
Forest on the “Oppenauer Steige” is a good tip for road bikers. The top destinations in the
Black Forest and Alsace regions are also easily accessible from the Rench Valley.

D-77736 Zell a. H. · Hauptstraße 2
www.zeller-keramik.de
Zeller Keramik is known for best quality and craftsmanship of pottery for more than 200 years. Come
and visit the place where the famous “Rooster & Hen”
ﬁrst saw the light of day more than 100 years ago.

D-77709 Wolfach · Glashüttenweg 4
www.dorotheenhuette.de

Discover the fascinating history of glass,
see how glass is blown and cut,
come and blow a vase by yourself

Pottery painting for visitors

Glasblowing for visitors

daily 9 until 4.30 p.m. in the museum

daily 9 until 4.30 p.m. in the museum

Opening hours daily,
except January 1st, December 25th and 31st
Museum: 9 – 5 p.m., latest entrance: 4.30 p.m.
Outlet: 9 – 5.30 p.m.
without barriers

Opening hours daily,
except January 1st and December 25th
Museum/Glassworks: 9 – 5 p.m., last entrance: 4.30 p.m.
Outlet, Shops and Christmas Village: 9 – 5.30 p.m.
without barriers

Large factory sales
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Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Landkreis Rastatt Bühl-Bühlertal • Murgtal (Forbach, Gaggenau, Gernsbach, Loﬀenau,
Weisenbach) • Rastatt

Landkreis Rastatt - Schwarzwald, Rhein & Reben

Nationalparkregion Schwarzwald: Landkreis Rastatt Bühl-Bühlertal • Murgtal (Forbach, Gaggenau, Gernsbach, Loﬀenau,
Weisenbach) | Sasbachwalden
m
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Hotel Am Froschbächel

Hotel "Am Froschbächel" Hotel Haag OHG
Henri-Dunant-Platz 2 • 77815 Bühl-Kernstadt
Tel. +49 (0) 72 23 / 8 08 50 • Fax +49 (0) 72 23 / 8 08 51 11
info@hotel-froschbaechel.de • www.hotel-froschbaechel.de

The extraordinary architecture, the elegant yet functional interior, the subtle colour
palette and atmosphere in our hotel all speak for themselves and form the perfect
backdrop for meetings and stays. And all of this with the Black Forest as a backdrop.
Discover the wide range of services available at our hotel - we will tailor your stay
to suit your own personal requirements.
Welcome!
Family and three-bed rooms available upon request.

126 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
20 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
42 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
10 DBL BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

F GB

PP/Night €
from 75
from 48
from 48

Surcharge for pets

Altitude: min. 105, max. 1055
E2-4
D4
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Touristikgemeinschaft Landkreis Rastatt
Schwarzwald, Rhein & Reben
Am Schlossplatz 5 • D-76437 Rastatt
Tel.: +49 (0)7222 / 381-3108 • Fax: +49 (0)7222 / 381-3199
tourismus@landkreis-rastatt.de • www.tourismus.landkreis-rastatt.de

The district of Rastatt is located where the Alsace meets the Rhineland-Palatinate and Baden-Württemberg. The area spans from the Rhine to the heights
of the northern Black Forest, and encompasses areas of the Black Forest
National Park and offers a diverse natural and cultural landscape.
Active holidaymakers, connoisseurs and culture-vultures all get their money‘s
worth here. While the Rhine floodplains invite you to discover the diverse flora
and fauna on guided tours and relaxed bike rides, the romantic location of the
Murgtal with its peaks and valleys represents the perfect place for long walks
and cycle and mountain bike tours.

Meanwhile, the rolling vineyards of northern Ortenau near Bühl-Bühlertal draw lots of wine
connoisseurs and gourmets to the region. Culinary wine tastings, vineyard tours and good
Baden cuisine all encourage you to linger. Those looking for some culture can also look forward
to the wide range of offerings. Discover Rastatt – revolutionary, culinary, child-friendly, natural,
by Segway or simply baroque – with a whole host of guided tours incorporating some of the
most picturesque and interesting parts of the town. The baroque town in the heart of Baden
is not just home to magnificent baroque palaces and real natural treasures; it also features
pretty museums, fabulous events and, with the tête-à-tête, the largest festival of street theatre
in Germany every two years.

Murgtal

National Park-community: Forbach

Altitude: min. 138, max. 1055

E4/3
F3
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Tourismus Zweckverband “Im Tal der Murg“
Am Bahnhofsplatz 1 • D-76571 Gaggenau
Tel. +49 (0) 72 25 / 98 21- 60 oder - 62, +49 (0) 72 25 / 98 131-20
Fax +49 (0) 72 25 / 98 21 -61
info@murgtal.org • www.murgtal.org

The wild, romantic “Murgtal”
Situated at the foot of the Black Forest National Park, the “Murgtal” is one of the most
picturesque valleys in the Black Forest. With its unique landscape – featuring hay barns,
orchards and upland moors – the region is both charming and wild. Whether you walk
along the “Murgleiter”, “Gernsbacher Runde” or the legendary “Westweg” premium
trails, explore a themed trail, or cycle along the “Tour de Murg”; you are sure to be
amazed by both the landscape and the hospitality you receive. ACTIVE HOLIDAYS in the
“Murgtal” – think mountain-biking, kayaking and rafting; boating on the Schwarzenbach reservoir; climbing and bobsleighing on the Mehliskopf Mountain; horse-riding,
Nordic walking and the thrilling river-bed hiking. The unique UNIMOG Museum features
a driving course and is a great experience for the whole family. Meanwhile, the Infozentrum Kaltenbronn offers special insights into nature. Special exhibitions provide new
points of interest on a regular basis. The “ROTHERMA” thermal spa offers some timeout
with its Salt World and large range of saunas. You can reach the region by train from
Karlsruhe. Baden Airpark (approx. 30 km) is also easily accessible via public transport.

Fans of history and cars can look back on the moving history of the county in Rastatt Military
History Museum and in the Unimog Museum in the Murgtal. Theatrical pleasures can
be enjoyed at the largest open-air stage in Germany with the „Volksschauspiele“ Ötigheim.
Meanwhile, the international racecourse in Iffezheim offers some elegant flair and thrilling
competitions with the annual horse-racing. Whether here for a day trip or a longer holiday –
this region has something for everyone.

ŹGernsbach
n

E3

Schloss Eberstein

Cooperation members of the Touristikgemeinschaft Schwarzwald, Rhein & Reben:
Landratsamt Rastatt, Bühl, Bühlertal, Stadt Rastatt, Zweckverband „Im Tal der Murg“ (Gaggenau, Gernsbach,
Forbach, Loffenau, Weisenbach), PAMINA-Rheinpark e.V., Baden-Airpark, Unimog-Museum u.a.
Landratsamt Rastatt
Am Schlossplatz 5 • D-76437 Rastatt
Tel. +49 (0)7222 / 3813108
tourismus@landkreis-rastatt.de
www.tourismus.landkreis-rastatt.de
Tourist-Info Rastatt
Herrenstraße 18 • D-76437 Rastatt
Tel. +49 (0)7222 / 9721220
touristinfo@rastatt.de
www.rastatt.de
PAMINA-Rheinpark e.V.
Am Kirchplatz 6-8 • D-76437 Rastatt-Ottersdorf
Tel. +49 (0)7222 / 25509 or
Tel. +49 (0) 7222 / 3883051
info@pamina-rheinpark.org
www.pamina-rheinpark.org

Tourist-Info Bühl
Hauptstraße 41
D-77815 Bühl
Tel. +49 (0)7223 / 935332
tourist.info@buehl.de
www.buehl.de
Tourist-Info Bühlertal
Hauptstraße 92
D-77830 Bühlertal
Tel. +49 (0)7223 / 99670
info@buehlertal.de
www.buehlertal.de

*National Park communities: Bühl, Forbach

28 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
7 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
3 JSn
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 79
from 87.50
from 99
from 124

Schloss Eberstein Werner Gourmet GmbH
Schloss Eberstein 1 • 76593 Gernsbach
Tel. +49 (0) 72 24 / 9 95 95 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 72 24 / 99 59 5- 50
info@schlosseberstein.com • www.schlosseberstein.com

Located in the immediate vicinity of the famous spa and casino town of Baden-Baden, just a few minutes' drive from the A5 autobahn (Rastatt exit), Schloss Eberstein towers over the roofs of Gernsbach in the romantic Murgtal Valley. With its
picturesque location, this hotel combines luxurious comfort with Baden hospitality.
Your wonderful stay begins in one of the 14 luxurious rooms.
Enjoy the finest creations in "Werners Restaurant" (one Michelin star) or feast to
your heart's content in the castle tavern, which serves local specialities.

GB

ŹSasbachwalden
m

D5

Hotel Engel

Number/rooms/type
2 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
6 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
3 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 68
from 55
from 59
from 75

Hotel Engel Herbert Decker GmbH & Co.KG
Talstraße 14 • 77887 Sasbachwalden
Tel. +49 (0) 78 41 / 30 00 • Fax +49 (0) 78 41 / 2 63 94
info@engel-sasbachwalden.de • www.engel-sasbachwalden.de

Our hotel is situated in the heart of Sasbachwalden in a listed timber-framed building. The lovely rooms offer every comfort. You can reach the attractions within our
flower and wine village in just a few minutes on foot. We have suitable rooms for
parties, family celebrations and conferences. Our outstanding kitchen has a menu
which changes monthly, and also offers gourmet evenings. Garden terrace, package
deals - request our brochure and gourmet plan.

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax
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Ferienregion Nördlicher Schwarzwald Bad Wildbad (Enztal) • Höfen (Enztal) • Bad Liebenzell • Dobel • Nagold

Ferienregion Nördlicher Schwarzwald Altensteig • Bad Herrenalb • Bad Liebenzell • Calw • Dobel • Enztal (Bad Wildbad, Enzklösterle,
Höfen) • Nagold • Ober-u. Unterreichenbach • Schömberg • Teinachtal (Bad Teinach-Zavelstein, Neubulach, Neuweiler) • Wildberg

Ferienregion Nördlicher Schwarzwald

ŹBad Wildbad (Enztal)
Cj

F/G3

Family-Resort Kleinenzhof

18 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
4x A
30
2
from 64
9x B
55
2-4
from 84
5x C
70-80 2 - 7
from 90
Excl. spa tax

Familie Harter, Kleinenzhof Harter KG
Kleinenzhof 1 • 75323 Bad Wildbad
Tel. +49 (0) 70 81 / 34 35
info@kleinenzhof.de • www.kleinenzhof.de

A holiday without pressure in the Kleinenzhof holiday paradise on the B294. 3 km
after Calmbach. Deer park, play areas, outdoor- & indoor swimming pool, 750 sq m
recreation building, internet café, weekly activity programme, painting, walking,
barbecue evenings, lectures, day trips, environmentally-friendly, on-site spring,
mini market, restaurant, hotel, five-star camping, fruit distillery, 40-95sq m holiday
apartments, some with sep. living rooms/bedrooms, balcony/terrace, dishwasher,
laundry room, washer/dryer. We look forward to your visit!

GB

ŹHöfen (Enztal)
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G3

Hotel Ochsen

90 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
16 SGL
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, NS, BB
29 DBL
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, part. XB, NS, BB
4 JSn
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
3 SUn
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 76
from 66
from 84
from 85

Hotel Ochsen GmbH Familie Braune
Bahnhofstraße 2 • 75339 Höfen
Tel. +49 (0) 70 81 / 79 10 • Fax +49 (0) 70 81 / 79 11 00
info@ochsen-hoefen.de • www.ochsen-hoefen.de

Welcome to the Hotel Ochsen - a four-star establishment on the Black Forest "Bäderstraße" Spa Road. The hotel offers cosy guest rooms in a country-house style, as
well as a new spa area with a spa oasis, 2 bowling alleys, grounds with a children's
play area. Our conference rooms come with the latest technology. Sun terrace with
coffee and home-made cake, and an extensive breakfast buffet. The kitchen is
renowned for its regional and international specialities.

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Altitude: min. 350, max. 950
F,G,H
3-5

i

Tourismus GmbH Nördlicher Schwarzwald
Sonnenweg 5 • D-75378 Bad Liebenzell
Tel. +49 (0) 70 52 / 8169 - 770
Fax +49 (0) 70 52 / 8169 - 775
info@mein-schwarzwald.de • www.mein-schwarzwald.de

Dobel
healthy climatic resort • altitude: min. 660, max. 720, main town 680

F3

With its valleys and mountains – typical of the Black Forest – the northern Black Forest offers pure recuperation and outdoor experiences! The Alb, Enz and Nagold valleys
are wildly romantic and offer a perfect backdrop for walks and cycle tours, which lead
you right to the heart of nature. Get on your bike and cycle along meandering rivers, or
take an adventure to the top of a mountain on our mountain bike trails.

i

Tourismusbüro
Neue Herrenalber Straße 11 • D-75335 Dobel
Tel. +49 (0) 7083 / 745 - 13 • Fax +49 (0) 7083 / 745 - 35
kontakt@dobel.info
www.dobel.info

Enthusiastic guests and fans call the „Champagne air“ on the elevated plateau between
the Alb and Enz valleys the „sun island“Dobel is like an island in a huge ocean of trees.
It is also the 1st altitude stop on the legendary „West Trail“ from Pforzheim to
Basel – a true walkers‘ paradise:
• There are no ascents to reach the trail.
• The views are real panoramas (Tip: The „Wasserturm“ (watertower) is a viewpoint
with information about the National Park) – over the Black Forest mountains to the
Rhine Valley – but there are also mountain-valley routes, e.g. into the conservation
area of „Eyachtal“, which describe the „Prehistoric giants“.
• The „Volzemer Stones“ are a real wonder with a cult status.
• On the „Europe Round Walk“ you can get to know all of the countries in the EU better
over the course of the 6 km.
• Cross-country ski slopes and snow-shoe tours are a real Dobel hit in winter. And the
Dobler hotels, guesthouses and holiday apartments are renowned for their hospitality.
• Information (town brochures, suggested walks etc.) is available for free upon request.

You have the world of experiences at your feet in our hunting ground (without hunters,
of course!). There are a host of top trails to discover: The Water, Forest and Meadow
Trail, the Teinacher and Blueberry Trail are certified hiking trails and take you along
footpaths, trails and becks. Meanwhile, our Bed & Bike and Wanderebar hosts are on
hand to provide suitable accommodation.
Not in all communities

The Black Forest tree-top trail is an unforgettable experience. You access the 40-metrehigh tower via a wooden bridge, and can enjoy magical views over the Black Forest
from the top. The spa hotels with their extensive spas are another favourite, along with
the five thermal spas sourced by their own thermal springs.

Bad Liebenzell

F3

Hotel Pension Heidi

Health spa + climatic spa • altitude: min. 312, max. 687, main town 320

G3
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Tourist-Information
BAD LIEBENZELL
Kurhausdamm 2 - 4 • D-75378 Bad Liebenzell
Quelle neuer Lebenslust
Tel. +49 (0) 70 52 / 4 08-0
Fax +49 (0) 70 52 / 4 08-108
info@bad-liebenzell.de • www.bad-liebenzell.de • www.paracelsus-therme.de

Bad Liebenzell, situated in the picturesque Nagold Valley, is known as the „town of water
and health“. Sparkling mineral and thermal water straight from the spring ensures that
you feel good. Nature has created a real paradise in the Kurpark. With the apothecary
garden, the Planet Trail and the minigolf course and children‘s play area, you can enjoy
nature to the full. The neighbouring SOPHI PARK gives you the chance to discover philosophy against a unique backdrop. Why not try one of our eBike tours? The electronic treasure hunt “geocaching“ gives you the opportunity to discover the magnificent landscape
of the Nagold Valley in a thrilling way. Monbachtal Canyon is a real natural experience:
Glistening becks bubble over the sticks and stones and flow into clear water that is
abundant with fish. Tea dances and dance evenings with live music in the Kurhaus will
put a smile on the faces of all dance-lovers. Meanwhile, the modern “Paracelsus-Therme“
thermal spa with the Pinea sauna, situated on the edge of the Kurpark, is not just for
recharging your batteries: With poetry evenings, swimming by candlelight, a midnight
sauna and various different special events, there is always something going on.

F
GB

13 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
4 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 44
from 35

Child reduction, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax, Discount from day 8

Familie Peter & Elfriede Grambart
Neuenbürger Straße 27 • 75335 Dobel
Tel. +49 (0) 70 83 / 29 25 • Fax +49 (0) 70 83 / 5 16 78
hotel-heidi@grambart.de • www.hotel-heidi-dobel.de

We want YOU to feel great! That is why we offer lovingly decorated rooms with all
the comforts, and an extensive and varied breakfast buffet. You can relax in our
large, peaceful garden.
We are happy to provide you with detailed information about cycle tours and local
walks, thermal pools and sights in the region. We want you to be satisfied!
In 2017, the garden show is in Bad Herrenalb - get there for free with your KONUS
card!

F
GB

ŹNagold
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ibis Styles Nagold-Schwarzwald

135 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
69 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
69 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
6 FMLY
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
Child reduction, Surcharge for pets

G/H5

PP/Night €
from 69
from 42
from 59.50

ibis Styles Nagold-Schwarzwald
Inselstraße 14 • 72202 Nagold
Tel. +49 (0) 74 52 / 89 66 90 • Fax +49 (0) 74 52 / 89 66 91 00
h8077@accor.com • www.ibis.com/8077

ibis Styles Hotel Nagold-Schwarzwald (Black Forest) is located right on the
entrance to the historic old town of Nagold. Our guests can enjoy a view of the
surrounding hills as well as from the panoramic sauna and gym on the top floor.
Catering to guests with children we offer Family Rooms and our "Style Suite
Family" featuring a convertible two-story bunk bed. All our guests are treated to
a number of complimentary offers. Among them are: daily breakfast buffet,
Wi-Fi throughout the hotel, coffee and mineralwater until 10 p.m. and many more.
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Ferienregion Nördlicher Schwarzwald Schömberg • Bad Teinach-Zavelstein (Teinachtal) • Unterreichenbach
ŹSchömberg
G3

LandKomfort Hotel Garni - Haus am Kurpark

76 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
20 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
20 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 57
from 47.50

Long stay reduction, Child reduction, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Oﬀenburg

Offenburg

Herr Christoph Eck
Parkstraße 13 • 75328 Schömberg (Landkreis Calw)
Tel. +49 (0) 70 84 / 9 27 80 • Fax +49 (0) 70 84 / 9 27 87 00
info@hotel-hausamkurpark.de • www.hotel-hausamkurpark.de

* Welcome from friends in the themed hotel * Central and quiet location * All
rooms over 20 sq m, with balcony, shower/WC, free wireless internet, telephone,
flat-screen TV with 100 channels, hairdryer and kettle with free coffee and tea
* Great breakfast buffet * Free parking * Bottled water upon arrival * Bar * Café K in
the summer with 2 terraces, lawn in the pleasure garden, bike hire, on-site cabaret
theatre * Nice, friendly staff who are always on hand to make your stay as pleasant
as possible.

F
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ŹBad Teinach-Zavelstein (Teinachtal)
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G4

Berlins KroneLamm

127 beds in total
online bookable
Number/rooms/type
PP/Night €
2 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
from 89
58 DBL
part. BA, part. SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB from 79
3 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
from 139
Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Berlins KroneLamm Hotelbetrieb GmbH
Marktplatz 1-3 • 75385 Bad Teinach-Zavelstein
Tel. +49 (0) 70 53 / 92 9 40 • Fax +49 (0) 70 53 / 9 2 94 - 30
info@berlins-hotel.de • www.berlins-hotel.de

The family-run four-star Berlins KroneLamm spa hotel is situated in the
beautiful North Black Forest. Relax in the königSPA with indoor and outdoor pools,
various saunas, relaxation rooms, BeautyFarm and gym. Look forward to magical
views, reinvigorating tranquillity and pristine nature. You can enjoy culinary specialities in the three different restaurants: from the rustic, Swabian Wanderheim to
regional specialities in the Naturparkrestaurant Lamm to the Berlins Krone gourmet
restaurant - your every culinary wish will come true!

ŹUnterreichenbach
i

G/H3

Ringhotel Mönchs Waldhotel

110 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 69
from 89
from 61
from 71

Altitude: min. 142, max. 690, main town 142

Mönchs Waldhotel Kapfenhardter Mühle GmbH
Zu den Mühlen 2 • 75399 Unterreichenbach-Kapfenhardt
Tel. +49 (0) 72 35 / 7 90 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 72 35 / 7 90 - 190
info@moenchs-waldhotel.de • www.moenchs-waldhotel.de

Our family-run hotel lies in the heart of greenery, in an idyllic wild stream valley.
The rooms come in either traditional or modern Black Forest décor and will become
your home away from home: with satellite TV with Sky, minibar, free wireless
internet, balcony and bath with shower. You can relax in our sauna area or with a
swim. Treat yourself to culinary delights created by our chef, and end your evening
with a glass or wine by the fire or on the terrace.

C6
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Stadtinformation im BürgerBüro
Fischmarkt 2 • D-77652 Offenburg
Tel. +49 (0) 7 81 / 82 28 00 • Fax +49 (0) 7 81 / 82 72 51
info@offenburg.de
www.offenburg.de • www.offenburg-tourist.de

Offenburg – lively and lovely
Offenburg is a town with many sights to discover: The baroque town hall, the
Königshof, the Kreuzkirche church or the wonderful façades by the fish market
combine centuries of architectural gems. Attractive shops, cosy streetside cafés and
a diverse weekly market all invite you to visit.

F GB

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

Offenburg wine town: Offenburg, in the heart of the Ortenau wine paradise,
attracts visitors with its fine wines. Top-quality grapes grow on the doorstep. Vineyards flooded with sunlight, views of the Rhine spanning to Strasbourg cathedral
and the Vosges – even Goethe raved about the Ortenau.
Leisure: Cyclists will also find the perfect conditions: You can mountain-bike up
steep Black Forest slopes, or enjoy a comfortable bike ride along the Rhine. The
Wine Hiking Trail snakes through the idyllic vineyards. In addition, Offenburg likes
a good celebration: from the Fasnacht carnival to Ortenau Wine Festival in September. Meanwhile, Offenburg reveals its romantic side during the Advent period:
The town centre is illuminated by hundreds of Christmas trees, and the Christmas
market features a large ice-skating rink for truly special experiences.
h
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Hotel Sonne

48 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
12 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
5 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
6 DBL
SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB
1 FMLY
BA, WC, TV, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 81
from 54.50
from 64.50
from 44

Hotel Sonne Gabriele Schimpf-Schöppner e.K.
Hauptstraße 94 • 77652 Offenburg-Innenstadt
Tel. +49 (0)7 81 / 9 32 16 - 0 • Fax +49 (0)7 81 / 9 32 16 - 40
info@hotel-sonne-offenburg.de • www.hotel-sonne-offenburg.de

With over 700 years of history, this is one of the oldest guesthouses in Germany.
Experience our historical rooms or enjoy the regional delicacies in our restaurant.
The Sonne lies between the Alsace and the Black Forest, close to Strasbourg,
Baden-Baden, Karlsruhe, Freiburg and the Kaiserstuhl, and is an ideal base from
which to explore one of the most stunning natural landscapes in Germany, and one
of the best culinary regions in Europe.

F
GB

HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

Cycling in the Black Forest
www.blackforest-tourism.com

www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Pforzheim | Rust

Rust


Pforzheim

B7/8

Europa-Park – Theme Park & Resort

Altitude: min. 235, max. 608, center 257

H2
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Tourist-Information Pforzheim
Schloßberg 15-17 • D-75175 Pforzheim
Tel. +49 (0) 72 31 / 39 37 00 • Fax +49 (0) 72 31 / 39 37 07
tourist-info@ws-pforzheim.de
www.pforzheim.de • www.ws-pforzheim.de

Pforzheim – the golden town
Pforzheim made its name almost 250 years ago with the founding of manufacturing for jewellery and clocks, and this „golden town“ past can still be experienced at
many places in the town.
The Pforzheim Jewellery Museum – the only museum of its kind dedicated
to the history of jewellery in the world – boasts around 2,000 exhibits covering a
period of five millennia. In the Schmuckwelten, otherwise known as the largest
retailer of jewellery and clocks in Europe, you can enjoy a quite special shopping
experience; meanwhile the Technical Museum of the Pforzheim Jewellery
and Clockmaking Industry is due to reopen after refurbishment in April 2017 and
displays how jewellery and clocks were produced using historical machinery.
In 2017, Pforzheim will celebrate “250 years of being a golden town“.
Celebrations in the town will include unique exhibitions and spectacular live acts,
with design and jewellery art, as well as lots of music and theatre. There are many
other attractions, including the Gasometer Pforzheim with the world‘s largest 360°
panorama by the artist Yadegar Asisi, which spans some 3,500 sq m and can be
admired from a 15-metre-high viewing platform.

Europa-Park GmbH & Co-Hotelbetriebe KG
Europa-Park-Str. 4+6 • 77977 Rust
Tel. +49 (0) 78 22 / 860 56 79 • Fax +49 (0) 78 22 / 860 55 45
hotel@europapark.de • www.europapark.de/hotels

Europa-Park – Theme Park & Resort
The five 4* themed hotels and the Camp Resort set children‘s hearts racing and make adults
feel like kids again.
A 35-metre-tall lighthouse leads the way to the holiday haven of the 4* superior New
England hotel “Bell Rock”! With each wave of sea surf, daily life slides further into the
memory. Welcome to New England in the 18th century! Rooms and suites in a maritime style,
restaurants, bar, gym and spa, and a pool deck all await explorers.
The 4* superior themed hotel “Colosseo” offers Italian “Dolce Vita“ all-year-round, with
Baden sun of course. Italian restaurants, stylish rooms and Roman baths with a sauna complex
will all turn your short break into an unforgettable experience!

ŹRust
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Pension im Sunnegässle

B7/8

Tina Ehmer und Stefan Zimmermann-Ehmer
Sonnenstraße 3 • 77977 Rust
Tel. +49 (0) 78 22 / 86 55 35 • Fax +49 (0) 78 22 / 86 55 45
info@sunnegaessle.de • www.pension-sunnegaessle-rust.de

Our guesthouse is situated down a quiet side street in the centre of Rust. It is just
five minutes' walk from the Europa-Park. All rooms come with a shower/WC, cable
TV and radio alarm clock. A diverse breakfast buffet awaits each morning in the
breakfast lounge. You can play table tennis and table football in our games room,
or climb the seven-metre indoor climbing wall. Meanwhile, our expansive grounds
invite you to play and wile away the hours. You can enjoy the twittering of birds
with a local glass of wine, whilst your children let off some steam at our playground
with its slide, swing, bridge and bar. Our brick barbecue is available for cosy
evenings by the barbecue.

60 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 TRP
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
3 MBR
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
5 FMLY SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
Excl. spa tax, 5 FMLY = 5 family rooms

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 43-58
from 35-49
from 35-49
from 35-49

Guests staying at the 4* superior themed hotel “Santa Isabel“, which has been built in the
style of a Portuguese monastery, are surrounded by peace and reflection. Heavenly moments
of relaxation can be enjoyed in the magical spa! Meanwhile, secret treats from the monastery
cellar and kitchen are served in the restaurant.

F GB

Spanish temperament oozes from the 4* themed hotel “El Andaluz“. It is a hotel with a palm
garden, an azure-blue swimming pool, a sauna oasis and brightly coloured family rooms, and
has been built based on a Spanish finca.
Anyone conquering the nine-storey 4* castle hotel “Castillo Alcazar“ can immerse themselves in the mystery of the Middle Ages. In the “Castillo“ restaurant, you can eat like royalty
amongst knights‘ armour and weapons, before heading into one of the 120 cosy guest rooms.
Those looking for adventure, groups and teams enjoy taking their night‘s lodgings in the Camp
Resort with its original teepee tents, rustic log cabins and covered wagons.

Europa-Park Hotels
Number/rooms/type
SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
3 TRP
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
4 TRP
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 86 - 178.50
from 60.50 - 115
from 50.50 - 92
from 43.50 - 82.50

Prices for `Comfort´ Rooms, `Deluxe´ Rooms and for the Suite are
available on request. Fixed prices for Kids from 4-11 Years, Surchage for
pets, Price exkl. spa tax.

66

Europa-Park Camp Resort online bookable
Type
Per accommodation/Night€
4er Tepees
from 92
4er Log-cabin
from 116
4er Covered Wagon
from 116
Prices for an accommodation for 6, 12 and 16 Persons are
available on request, Price exkl. spa tax.
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Rust | Seewald | Straubenhardt | Sulzburg | Schramberg

Schramberg

ŹRust
h

B7/8

Hotel Kosel garni

Number/rooms/type
3 DBL
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
6 TRP
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
4-6 MBR SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB
3 Apt.
SH, WC, TV, part. BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 50
from 48
from 40
from 50

Schramberg

Familie Jutta und Stefan Kosel
Fischerstraße 49 • 77977 Rust
Tel. +49 (0) 78 22 / 70 06 • Fax +49 (0) 78 22 / 86 69 95
info@hotel-kosel.de • www.hotel-kosel.de

Arrive and feel great! Have a great time: Our rooms and apartments are perfectly
arranged to make your holiday a real success. Our modern rooms come with a shower/WC (hairdryer, cosmetic mirror), safe and satellite TV. All rooms feature a large,
flat-screen TV. Some of our rooms are also equipped with air conditioning and a
balcony or terrace. Our team speaks German, English, Slovenian and Croatian.

GB

Excl. spa tax

ŹSeewald
n

F5

Hotel Oberwiesenhof

80 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
4 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
20 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
18 SUn BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 88
from 86
from 102

HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Theodora Schneider e.K.
Freudenstädter Straße 60 • 72297 Seewald-Besenfeld
Tel. +49 (0) 74 47 / 28 00 • Fax +49 (0) 74 47 / 28 03 33
info@hotel-oberwiesenhof.de • www.hotel-oberwiesenhof.de

The four-star Black Forest hotel is a family-run holiday and spa hotel on the sunny
Besenfeld plateau, some 800 metres above sea level. We offer our guests lovely
rooms and suites, a bathing area with XXL pool, spacious spa area with views of
nature, beauty and massage department, excellent cuisine in a pleasant ambience
in the restaurant, recently refurbished lounge with open fireplace and cocktail
bar, free wireless internet access and cooking parties. Guided walks to our hunting
lodge, tennis courts, flat hiking trails, fragrant Black Forest air.

ŹStraubenhardt
iYFc

F/G3

Silence Landhotel Adlerhof
HF/type
Stars
1x A c

m2
45

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
2-4
from 40
+ 10

Child reduction

33 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
9 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
11 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
1 Apt.
BA, SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 86.50
from 58
from 88

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets

Herrn Ernst und Anita Wolfinger
Mönchstraße 14 • 75334 Straubenhardt-Schwann
Tel. +49 (0) 70 82 / 9 23 40 • Fax +49 (0) 70 82 / 9 23 41 30
info@adlerhof.de • www.adlerhof.de

Moving images (webcam) provide an overview of the unique location of our Black
Forest hotel on the Schwanner Warte - an elevation between Alb and the Enz
Valley. 22 rooms with all the comforts, panoramic sun terrace, two cosy restaurants,
5-course meal with menu options for half-board, recommended cuisine, home-baked cakes, playground, Nordic walking and network of footpaths, mountain bike
hire and gliding on the hotel doorstep. Excursions: Pforzheim Schmuckwelten
(jewellery show), Lake Wildsee on an upland moor, Maulbronn Monastery.

Health Resort • Climatic spa (Stadtteil Tennenbronn) • Altitude: min. 396, max. 943 • main town: 420

E/F8
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B11

Waldhotel Bad Sulzburg

83 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
34 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
2 SUn
BA, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

PP/Night €
from 85
from 76.50
from 92.50

Herr Holger Weber
Badstraße 67 • 79295 Sulzburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 34 / 5 05 49 -0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 34 / 50 54 9- 15
info@waldhotel4you.de • www.waldhotel4you.de

Look forward to a wonderful location in the heart of the Black Forest, lovely service
and complete peace and quiet - no mobile phone alerts to spoil the relaxation.
Forget your daily life and relax in our pool, gym and sauna. Enjoy our excellent
cuisine: We only use fresh, regional and seasonal products. Free wireless internet
access throughout the hotel.
GB

Child reduction, HB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

i

Tourist-Information
Hauptstraße 25 • D-78713 Schramberg
Tel. +49 (0) 74 22 / 2 92 15 • Fax +49 (0) 74 22 / 2 92 09
info@schramberg.de
www.schramberg.de

Fascinated with TECHNOLOGY
The Auto & Uhrenwelt Schramberg (Car & Clock Museum) brings the history of time to life in
four different themed worlds. This is the place in the Black Forest to trace the history of the
clock to that of the automobile. You can enjoy a spectacular overview of international car
manufacturing thanks to the Steim private collection of cars. Meanwhile, you can feel the spirit
of bygone eras in the „ErfinderZeiten“. You gain an insight into the history of time, the world of
Experience NATURE
Rich-forested valleys and gentle rolling green hills: The six districts of Schram- vehicles and everyday life from the end of the war to the 1970s. Visitors can also look forward
berg are situated in the heart of very varied natural and cultural landscapes.
to a journey back in time with regards the clock. Next door, in the H. A. U. Diesel Museum,
The village of Tennenbronn spans up to 940 metres above sea levels, and is set you can experience a fascinating symbiosis between industrial architecture and power plant
in the heart of meadowed valleys, forests and small plateaus. Here, families en- technology. The world‘s largest Spur II collection will get hearts beating a little faster in the
joy holidaying on the farm; walkers love the diverse Black Forest landscape; and Black Forest Railway Museum.
mountain-bikers adore the challenging trails. Talstadt lies just a few kilometres
away. At 400 metres above sea level, a settlement has expanded along the River Award-winning FAMILY HOLIDAYS
Schiltach and its side valleys. Nature and culture can be perfectly combined
Families are most welcome here in Schramberg – a fact that is obvious wherever you look.
here. Beautiful footpaths lead to picturesque castle ruins and rock formations,
It is not just the town but several farms, a holiday village and a restaurant that have all been
or you can walk through the artistically designed Park der Zeiten. The four other distinguished as being especially family-friendly. During the holiday season, there are thrilling
districts of Schramberg – Sulgen, Waldmössigen, Heiligenbronn and Schönactivities which turn the forest and meadows into children‘s play rooms. Feeding the animals
bronn – lie on expansive plateaus, in the heart of fertile fields and shade-giving on the farm, walking through a herb garden, the „Animals of the Forest“ geocaching tour, or on
islands of trees. Perfect for everyone who likes a varied holiday: You can enjoy a a discovery tour with the explorer‘s rucksack – there are plenty of ways of getting up close to
relaxed bike ride, a comfortable walk or a nice stroll.
nature. Meanwhile, the swimming pools, a farm experience and an illuminated toboggan slope
(in the winter) all offer something different.

Camping in the Black Forest

Füller
www.blackforest-tourism.com
ŹSchramberg
Fd

E/F8

Ferienwohnungen Schwabenhof

4 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
2x B d
40
1x C d
70
1x D d
70

Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1-2
from 55
1-4
from 65
+8
1-5
from 65
+8

Familie Armbruster
Schwabenhof 12 • 78713 Schramberg-Talstadt
Tel. +49 (0) 74 22 / 2 32 53
info@ferienwohnungen-schwabenhof.de • www.ferienwohnungen-schwabenhof.de

The Schwabenhof, which enjoys an idyllic location on the hill between Schramberg
and Hardt, stands as a lovely village of holiday houses. Elke and Peter Armbruster
have created four fully equipped holiday apartments in a former farmhouse in the
Kirnbach Valley. The modern and welcoming apartments offer a total of 13 beds
and two cots - in other words, plenty of space for families and groups.

GB

Short stay surcharge, Child reduction, Excl. spa tax
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Ferienwelt Südschwarzwald: Albbruck • Bad Säckingen • Bernau • Ferien Südschwarzwald (Dachsberg, Höchenschwand, Ibach,
Weilheim) • Hotzenwald (Görwihl, Herrischried, Rickenbach) • Laufenburg • Murg • Todtmoos • Wehr • Waldshut-Tiengen

Ferienwelt Südschwarzwald: Bernau • Höchenschwand • Waldshut-Tiengen

ŹBernau
h

Ferienwelt Südschwarzwald

Hotel Gasthof Schwarzwaldhaus

D11

Familie Norbert Goos
Am Kurpark 26 • 79872 Bernau im Schwarzwald-Innerlehen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 75 / 3 65 • Fax +49 (0) 76 75 / 1 3 71
schwarzwaldhaus@freenet.de • www.schwarzwaldhaus-bernau.de

Experience a new kind of hospitality, cosiness and indulgence! Following renovation works, our Schwarzwaldhaus now offers even more comfort. We invite you to
enjoy your holiday, or even just a few relaxing days, with us. The new guest rooms
feature high-quality materials and modern bathrooms, and come with a stylish
yet timeless Black Forest design. Enjoy complete relaxation in our new heavenly
"Panorama-Wohlfühloase" spa with its organic and Finnish sauna, mountain herb
steam room and infra red deep heat sauna. Massages and cosmetic treatments are
available on request. Indulge in fine dishes made with ingredients sourced from
the National Park and served alongside select wines or cask beer in our lovingly
decorated Black Forest lounges. All of this is sure to give you renewed passion for
life, pleasure and exercise. How wonderful that there is a hotel that combines all of
these feelings. Contact us to find out more about our package deals.
36 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
3 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
10 DBL SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
2 FMLY SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
4 SUn
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

GB

PP/Night €
from 52
from 50
from 65
from 57

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

ŹHöchenschwand
i

Bio- und Wellnesshotel Alpenblick

Altitude: min. 280, max. 1415
D11, E13
C,D 12-13

D/E8

i

D12

Various farming museums and open-air museums, along with festival parades and traditional
events, demonstrate the importance of and pride that the people take in their own culture. You
can also experience this at close quarters with the themed guided tours with the “Nachtwächter”
and “Graf Hans”, or at the annual open-air performances at the Klausenhof.

„Ferienwelt Südschwarzwald“
Wehratalstr. 19 • D-79682 Todtmoos
Tel. +49 (0) 76 74 / 90 60-0
www.ferienwelt-suedschwarzwald.de

Holidays for globetrotters: In the southernmost part of the Black Forest, where
gently rolling hills rise from the Rhine Valley to become massive low mountain
ranges, you can find a region full of contrasting landscapes and cultural diversity.
The holiday region of the southern Black Forest spans across elevations of between
285 and 1,400 metres above sea level, and, with its historical cities, diverse nature
and leisure attractions, is far more than „just“ the Black Forest for old and young,
whether it is peace and quiet or an active holiday that they are seeking.
Town … Picturesque old towns right by the Rhine and small modern towns with
an innovative character and lively restaurants – these are the region‘s meeting
points. From the longest covered wooden bridge in Europe to medieval architecture
to popular shopping streets, the cities in the holiday region provide numerous
draws for every taste.
Country … Life on the land, Alemannic traditions and traces of a shared history
can all be discovered in the places within the holiday region.

Wellnesshotel Alpenblick Thoma Hotels & Wellness GmbH
St. Georgstraße 9 • 79862 Höchenschwand
Tel. +49 (0) 76 72 / 4 18 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 72 / 4 18 - 444
hotel@alpenblick-hotel.de • www.alpenblick-hotel.de

II

In the heart of Höchenschwand, you'll find Bio- & Wellnesshotel Alpenblick, a
Black Forest original with a modern 850m2 spa. Höchenschwand's open location
on a slightly south-tilting plateau is perfect for hiking, biking, Nordic Walking, and
x-country ski. When the weather is right, you'll enjoy a breath-taking view of the
Alps. Rent a bike from our hotel and explore the Southern Black Forest. Relax at
our spa after your excursion: with sole pool, saunas, relaxation area featuring fire
place and salt room. Enjoy the pamper board with regional and seasonal treats
from our certified organic kitchen; completely gluten-free dishes upon request. The
accommodation price includes pamper board, non-alcoholic beverages from buffet,
spa, and daily activity program with our wellness trainers.

River … In the wildly romantic Wehra Valley and the adventurous Murgtal Canyon, you can
wander through tunnels in the rocks and past waterfalls, along the courses of the rivers to where
they flow into the Rhine – a place where watersports fans get more than their money‘s worth. It
doesn‘t matter whether you discover it actively on a guided canoe tour or comfortably on a
passenger ship, the picturesque region where Germany meets Switzerland is ideal for admiring
from the water itself. Water – the element that connects all of the places in the holiday region –
also invites you to relax, for example in some thermal baths, or in one of the many outdoor pools
in the summer months.
. . . active experiences! Walking, Nordic walking, touring biking, mountain biking, snow-shoe
walking, skiing, ice-skating and cross-country skiing, climbing, touring the waterways,
horse-riding – you can do almost anything in the holiday region! You can criss-cross the diverse
backdrops with their legendary castle ruins, idyllic villages and magnificent viewpoints on the
well-signposted network of footpaths and numerous premium and themed hiking trails, such as
the “Schluchtensteig“ or the “Südschwarzwaldradweg“.

70 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
BA, WC, TV, NS, BB
8 DBL
BA, WC, TV, NS, BB
11 DBL BA, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
13 SUn BA, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB

GB

PP/Night €
from 140
from 130
from 140
from 160

Excl. spa tax

m

D11/12

Portens Hotel Fernblick

1 Holiday flats in total
online bookable
HF/type
Stars
m2 Pers. 2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
1x C
ca. 70 2 - 4
from 50
+ o. d.
Child reduction, Breakfast possible, Surcharge for pets

60 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
14 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
21 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
2 SUn
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 52
from 52
from 58

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Porten´s Hotel-und Restaurantsbetriebe GmbH
Im Grün 15 • 79862 Höchenschwand
Tel. +49 (0) 76 72 / 93 02 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 72 / 43 82
info@hotel-fernblick.de • www.porten.de

I

Friendly holiday hotel on the southern edge of Höchenschwand with a small spa
area. Comfortable rooms with free wireless internet access, junior suites and a
holiday apartment. Breakfast buffet with whole food corner and locally sourced
products. Half-board in the restaurant / bar Georgsklause or à la carte in the Hubertusstuben in Portens Kurhaus (a few minutes' walk away). In Portens Kurhaus:
Vitalis bathing paradise, small gym, 2 bowling alleys. Free bike hire and eBike hire,
sledges available in winter.

GB

ŹWaldshut-Tiengen
h

Restaurant-Hotel Waldshuter Hof

38 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
6 SGL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
16 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB

E13

PP/Night €
from 75
from 125

Herr Tom Kretschmar
Kaiserstraße 56 • 79761 Waldshut-Tiengen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 51 / 87 51 - 0 • Fax +49 (0) 77 51 / 87 51 - 70
hotel@waldshuter-hof.de • www.waldshuter-hof.de

Welcome to the Waldshuter Hof - a city hotel that will make you feel good. The
renowned Restaurant-Hotel Waldshuter Hof is set in the romantic Old Town of
Waldshut, in the heart of the pedestrianised zone. Our establishment offers spacious, comfortable rooms, and our restaurant serves culinary delights, which in turn
make Waldshut a fine address for fans of high dining. Enjoy a carefree stay with us
and be pleasantly surprised! We look forward to your stay!

F GB
E

HB possible, Surcharge for pets
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Ferienregion Wutachschlucht Blumberg • Bonndorf • Bräunlingen • Friedenweiler • Hüﬁngen • Lenzkirch • Löﬃngen
• Stühlingen • Wutach

Ferienregion Wutachschlucht

Ferienregion Wutachschlucht Blumberg • Wutach | Waldbronn | Kleines Wiesental

Blumberg
Health resort • altitude: min. 538, max. 916

F/G11

i

Tourist-Info
Hauptstraße 52 • D-78176 Blumberg
Tel. +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 00 • Fax +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 22
touristinfo@stadt-blumberg.de
www.stadt-blumberg.de • www.sauschwaenzlebahn.de

Blumberg² – dwell and experience. Spend active yet recuperative days in the
state-accredited health resort and enjoy the pristine nature offered by Blumberg and
its idyllic location. Numerous different leisure activities guarantee that you will enjoy a
varied holiday in Blumberg. Enjoy a walk through the wildly romantic Wutach Canyon
with its impressive rock formations, or float through the Black Forest on a two-wheeled
Segway. Sauschwänzlebahn steam railway. The Sauschwänzlebahn is a stretch of
railway straight from a famous German children’s book: The tracks snake through the
landscape, tunnels cut through the mountains, valleys are crossed on stately bridges, and
a steam train runs on the rails. The Sauschwänzlebahn allows you to enjoy some nostalgia
whilst surrounded by beautiful nature. The stretch of railway spans 25 kilometres from
Blumberg-Zollhaus to Weizen, crossing four bridges, passing through six tunnels, and then
travelling back again. You can combine a trip on the Sauschwänzlebahn with a walk along
the “Sauschwänzle Trail”. The premium hiking trail and Black Forest gourmet path takes
you through the rugged natural landscape of the Wutach Cliffs to the stop at LausheimBlumegg, where you can then travel back with the Sauschwänzlebahn steam train.

E/F
11

i

F/G 11

Hotel-Gasthof Kranz

Altitude: min. 420, max. 1192
Central shipment of prospectus
Wutach Gorge Holiday Region
Martinstraße 5 • D-79848 Bonndorf
Tel. +49 (0) 77 03 / 76 07 • Fax +49 (0) 77 03 / 75 07
petra.kaiser@wutachschlucht.de • www.wutachschlucht.de

Wutach Canyon – a paradise for walkers and holidaymakers
For friends, admirers and connoisseurs Broad sunny terraces suddenly descend
into deep ravines; roaring wild waters forge their way through jagged rocks,
huge pine trees cling onto damp jagged rocks with their huge roots. And just
as quickly, aromatic canyon forests turn into dry meadows full of gentian and
pasque flowers. Orchids grow alongside plants from the Mediterranean;
water ouzel breed alongside kingfishers.
A virgin forest canyon to discover on foot – Gorge-walking: earthy and wild
The Wutach is the last untamed torrential stream in the German low mountains.

It is an island of untouched nature in the heart of an old cultural landscape. It truly lives up to
its name as the snows melt away. The high waters create piles of logs, branches and debris.
The Wutach Canyon nature reserve incorporates the Wutach Canyon, Wutach Cliffs, Gauchach-,
Haslach- and Rötenbach gorges, as well as Lotenbach Ravine. Please observe the signs to help
preserve the natural environment. The protected animals and plants will be grateful.

137 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
7 SGL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
37 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
7 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
12 TRP
SH, WC, TV, XB, NS, BB

Walking with the ranger:
From July to September, the Wutach ranger takes interested walkers through the Wutach
Canyon from Boll to the Wutach mill. Please phone +49 7703 / 919412 to book your place.
Safety in the gorge:
Depending on the weather, the paths through the gorge may be very slippery in places.
Please wear sturdy footwear with profiled soles and always take care. There is often no mobile
phone reception.It is recommended that you take a day pack with you.

Blumberg
Hauptstraße 52 • D-78176 Blumberg
Tel. +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 00
Fax +49 (0) 77 02 / 5 12 22
touristinfo@stadt-blumberg.de
www.stadt-blumberg.de

Friedenweiler
Peter-Thumb-Straße 16 • D-79877 Friedenweiler
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-0
Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 120 689 369
friedenweiler@hochschwarzwald.de
www.hochschwarzwald.de

Löffingen
Rathausplatz 14 • D-79843 Löffingen
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-0
Fax +49 (0) 76 52 / 120 689 359
loeffingen@hochschwarzwald.de
www.hochschwarzwald.de

Bonndorf
Martinstraße 5 • D-79848 Bonndorf
Tel. +49 (0) 77 03 / 76 07
Fax +49 (0) 77 03 / 75 07
touristinfo@bonndorf.de
www.bonndorf.de

Hüfingen
Hauptstraße 16 – 18 • D-78183 Hüfingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7 71 / 60 09-24
Fax +49 (0) 7 71 / 60 09-22
tourismus-kultur@huefingen.de
www.huefingen.de

Stühlingen
Schloßstraße 9 • D-79780 Stühlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 44 / 5 32 31
KONUS only in
Fax +49 (0) 77 44 / 5 32 22
Lausheim and by the
verkehrsamt@stuehlingen.de
Campingplatz
www.stuehlingen.de/tourismus „Camping an der Wutach“

Bräunlingen
Kirchstraße 3 • D-78199 Bräunlingen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 1 / 6 19 00
Fax +49 (0) 77 1 / 6 03 16-9
touristinfo@braeunlingen.de
www.braeunlingen.de

Lenzkirch
Am Kurpark 2 • D-79853 Lenzkirch
Tel. +49 (0) 76 52 / 12 06-0
Fax +49 (0) 76 53 / 6 84 45
lenzkirch@hochschwarzwald.de
www.hochschwarzwald.de

Wutach
Amtshausstraße 2 • D-79879 Wutach
Tel. +49 (0) 77 09 / 9 29 69 -0
Fax +49 (0) 77 09 / 9 29 69 -90
rathaus@wutach.de
KONUS only in
Ewattingen
www.wutach.de

• Blumberg: historical steam train rides with
the „Sauschwänzlebahn“ and Railway
Museum, April to October
• Bonndorf: Castle with museum and Japanese
garden
• Löffingen: Pilgrimage church, historical town
centre and Black Forest Park
• Bräunlingen: Gauchach Canyon, Lake Kirnbergsee & the historical Zähringer town
• Friedenweiler: Monastery and monastery lake
• Lenzkirch: “Upper Black Forest Shepherd
Trails”, “Hochfirst” (1,192 m) with viewing
tower and “Haslach Canyon”
• Wutach: Imposing river landscape,
Ewattingen-Wutach Canyon round walk
• Stühlingen-Blumegg: Im Weiler mill
• Hüfingen: Romantic bath ruins, School
Museum and “aquari” family leisure pool

Welcome to our family-run Hotel Gasthof "Kranz" Riedböhringen - your address in
the southern Black Forest. Our hotel is an ideal base for walks in the Wutach Canyon, and for day trips to Switzerland and Donaueschingen. The "Sauschwänzlebahn"
steam train in Blumberg is just 3 km away. Our kitchen is well-known and offers
regional and international specialities. We regularly hold barbecue and fish buffets
in the restaurant. More information is available on our website.

GB

ŹWutach
F11

Gasthof Zur Burg

50 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
5 SGL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
2 DBL
SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
15 DBL
SH, WC, TV, BC, NS, BB
6 TRP
SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 46.50
from 35
from 37.50
from 41.50

Familie Ewald und Claudia Schmidt
Hauptstraße 31 • 79879 Wutach-Ewattingen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 09 / 2 79 • Fax +49 (0) 77 09 / 6 14
info@gasthof-burg.de • www.gasthof-burg.de

The country inn welcomes you to Wutach-Ewattingen, 1 km from the Wutach Canyon and 10 km from the Swiss border. Cosy rooms in a country-house style. Enjoy
the extensive breakfast buffet and regional Black Forest cuisine in the restaurant or
beer garden. Leisure options include table tennis, bowling, barbecues and a children's play area. Bikes can be hired to discover the Black Forest. The Gasthof Zur Burg
is surrounded by footpaths and cycle paths. The private car park is free to guests.

GB

Child reduction, HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Incl.spa tax

ŹWaldbronn
i

F2

Schwitzers Hotel am Park

40 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
6 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, NS, BB
12 DBL
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB
2 SUn
BA, SH, WC, TV, BC, XB, NS, BB

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 92.50
from 132.50
from 202.50

Schwitzers Hotel am Park GmbH
Etzenroter Straße 4 • 76337 Waldbronn
Tel. +49 (0) 72 43 / 3 54 85 0
info@schwitzers-hotel-am-park.com • schwitzers-hotel-am-park.com

This hotel opened in April 2014 and offers lots of charm, style and modernity so
that you can have a lovely stay at one of the most popular hotel addresses in the
northern Black Forest. A first-rate restaurant with a wine cellar that leaves nothing
to be desired. It has a Michelin star and was crowned the Gault Millau Discovery of
2015. A truly special address for gourmets, weddings, meetings and for all of those
who simply want to "soothe their souls".

F
GB

HB possible, VB possible, Surcharge for pets, Incl.spa tax

ŹKleines Wiesental
Gästehaus Birkenhof am Belchen

10 beds in total
Number/rooms/type
1 SGL
SHSH, SHWC, NS, BB
5 SGL
SHSH, SHWC, NS, BB
1 DBL
SHBD, NS, BB
1 DBL
SH, WC, BB
Child reduction, HB possible, Excl. spa tax, Dogs on request

©Harald Becker

NKRED Hotel-Gastronomie GmbH
Kardinal-Bea-Straße 13 • 78176 Blumberg-Riedböhringen
Tel. +49 (0) 77 02 / 25 20 • Fax +49 (0) 77 02 / 91 05
info@hotel-gasthof-kranz.de • www.hotel-gasthof-kranz.de

Excl. spa tax

Attractions in the region:

Cooperation members:
Blumberg, Bonndorf, Bräunlingen, Friedenweiler, Hüfingen, Lenzkirch, Löffingen, Stühlingen, Wutach

PP/Night €
from 46
from 35
from 35
from 33

© Harald Becker

B13/C12

online bookable
PP/Night €
from 42
from 42
from 39
from 45

Gästehaus Birkenhof
Obere Belchenhöfe 2 • 79692 Kleines Wiesental - Neuenweg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 73 / 8 88 3 85
schmidt@gaestehaus-birkenhof.com • www.gaestehaus-birkenhof.com

A quiet location in the hiking region on the south face of the Belchen, with alpine
views. Homely rooms with wood panelling, large lounge/dining room with play
corner, wood-burning stove, seminar room with grand piano, sand pit, climbing
tree, secluded garden, pavilion, babysitting service, llama and snow-shoe walks,
Bach flower remedies course. Farmers' breakfast with home-baked bread, organic/
Demeter cuisine with seasonal, regional and homegrown produce, seasoned with
our flowers/herbs. For families, walkers and small groups.

72

I

F

GB

73
www.blackforest-tourism.com

www.blackforest-tourism.com

ZweiTälerLand Biederbach • Elzach • Gutach im Breisgau • Gütenbach • Simonswald • Waldkirch • Winden im Elztal

Campgrounds

www.blackforest-tourism.com

GB

Dogs permitted

Short stay surcharge, Surcharge for pets, Excl. spa tax

Holiday in the heart of tranquil nature! Experiences and adventure for your children,
and pure relaxation for you! Feel at home in our comfortable holiday apartments
with their own balcony. Cows, calves, ponies, horses, goats, cats and rabbits all
want to be stroked. Free pony riding (riding area available), animal enclosure, large
playground, football pitch, play barn, table football, recreation room, camp fire,
barbecue, sauna, spa treatments. Wonderful footpaths and cycle paths. Bread roll
service available.

Handicap accessible

Pers.
1-3
2-4
1-2
1-4
1-7

online bookable
2 Pers./Night add. Pers.
from 32
+4
from 40
+4
from 40
from 46
+4
from 86
+4

Indoor pool

5 Holiday flats in total
HF/type
Stars
m2
1x A
35
1x B c
55
1x B e 55
1x C e 70
1x E d 140

Outdoor pool

Schlosshof - der Urlaubsbauernhof

Familie Joos
Schlosshofweg 3 • 79215 Elzach-Prechtal
Tel. +49 (0) 78 32 / 9 78 97 - 88 • Fax +49 (0) 78 32 / 97 80 - 94
info@urlaub-schlosshof.de • www.urlaub-schlosshof.de

Swimming lake

D8

Playground

FcXe

Restaurant / snack bar

ŹElzach

Credit cards accepter

Time for family, for great adventure, for revitalization, and for action & adventure in
nature. All of this at countless farms and holiday flats in the twin valley region. There
are numerous recreational opportunities for an unforgettable vacation. And the best of
all, many of the recreational activities and bus & train rides are free in the twin valley
region thanks to the KONUS Card, which each guest obtains free of charge on arrival.

of which tent pitches

Fotos: ©ZweiTälerLand Tourismus, Clemens Emmler

Telephone/Telefax
E-Mail
Internet

Of which permanent

ZweiTälerLand - Elztal & Simonswäldertal
This holiday region features the towns of Biederbach, Elzach, Gutach im Breisgau,
Gütenbach, Simonswald, Waldkirch and Winden im Elztal. It is located in the Southern
Black Forest, to the east of Freiburg. There are fairytale-like attractions for hikers and
cyclists at this majestic vacation destination. 800 km of beautiful hiking trails, including
the 106-km Zweitälersteig quality trail; as well as 400 km of cycling trails, including
300 km of Mountainbike fun. The Zweitälersteig ascension is the big challenge: 106
kilometers around the twin valley region - over 4,120 m of ascent and descent.

campground
owner manager / leaseholder / commune
Address

Of which tourist

ZweiTälerLand Tourismus
Im Bahnhof Bleibach • D-79261 Gutach im Breisgau
Tel. +49 (0) 76 85 / 1 94 33 • Fax +49 (0) 76 85 / 9 08 89 -89
info@zweitaelerland.de
www.zweitaelerland.de

Campingplatz am Achernsee***
Stadt Achern
Am Achernsee 8, 77855 Achern

+49 (0) 7841.25 25 3 / -50 88 35
camping@achern.de
www.campingplatz-achernsee.de
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all the
year
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Kur-Erlebniscamping Lug ins Land*****
Lug ins Land Erlebnis GmbH, Michael Böttle
Römerstr. 3, 79415 Bad Bellingen

+49 (0) 7635.18 20 / -10 10
info@camping-luginsland.de
www-camping-luginsland.de

300

all the
year
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220

120

25

--

•

•

•

8
km

•

2
km

•

•

Campingpark Bad Liebenzell
Debra Lee Kappi
Pforzheimer Str. 34, 75378 Bad Liebenzell

+49 (0) 7052.93 40 60 /-61
info@campingpark-bad-liebenzell.com
www.campingpark-bad-liebenzell.com
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•

•

45
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•
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•

•

Campingplatz Traiermühle
Reinhard Braun
Renchtalstr. 53a, 77740 Bad Peterstal

+49 (0) 7806.8064 / -91 0 528
camping@traiermuehle.de
www.traiermuehle.de
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•
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Schwarzwaldcamping Alisehof GmbH*****
Herr und Frau Fischer, Rippoldsauer Str. 4,
77776 Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach

+49 (0) 7839.20 3
camping@alisehof.de
www.alisehof.de
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3
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Family-Resort Kleinenzhof*****
Kleinenzhof Harter KG
Kleinenzhof 1, 75323 Bad Wildbad

+49 (0) 7081.34 35 / -37 70
info@kleinenzhof.de
www.kleinenzhof.de
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•

•
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Camping Badenweiler*****
Familie Wiesler
Weilerstr. 73, 79410 Badenweiler

+49 (0) 7632.15 50 / -52 68
info@camping-badenweiler.de
www.camping-badenweiler.de
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Campingplatz Kirnbergsee
M&P GmbH
Seestr. 15, 78199 Bräunlingen-Unterbränd

+49 (0) 7654.75 10 / -92 18 44
785
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year
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Campingplatz Münsterblick
Familie Ehrhardt, Hochstetterstr. 11,
79206 Breisach-Hochstetten

+49 (0) 7667.93 93 0 / -93 93 93
campingplatz@adler-hochstetten.de
www.adler-breisach.de
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Riedsee-Camping
Phillip Eike und Florian Eike GbR
Am Riedsee 11, 78166 Donaueschingen

+49 (0) 771.55 11 / -15 13 8
680

all the
year
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Campingplatz Königskanzel*****
U.&B. Eiermann GbR
Freizeitweg 1, 72280 Dornstetten

+49 (0) 7443.67 30 / -45 74
info@camping-koenigskanzel.de
www.camping-koenigskanzel.de
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Campingpark Oase****
Daniel Kuhnes
Mühlenweg 34, 77955 Ettenheim

+49 (0) 7822.44 59 18 / -19
info@campingpark-oase.de
www.campingpark-oase.de
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see on
p. 11
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Camping- u. Gästezimmer Möslepark****
Familie Busse
Waldseestr. 77, 79117 Freiburg

+49 (0) 761.76 79 33 3
infomation@camping-freiburg.com
www.camping-freiburg.com
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Naturcamping-Langenwald*****
Thomas Eiermann
Straßburgerstr. 167, 72250 Freudenstadt

+49 (0) 7441.28 62 / -28 93
info@camping-langenwald.de
www.camping-langenwald.de
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Campingplatz Baggersee Schuttern****
Gemeinde Friesenheim
In der Kruttenau 100, 77948 Friesenheim

+49 (0) 7821.63 37 46 0 / -63 37 66 46 0
campingplatzschuttern@friesenheim.de
www.campingschuttern.de
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Rothaus Camping
Mario Sydler
Mettmatalstrasse 2, 79865 Grafenhausen

+49 (0) 7748.80 0
info@rothaus-camping.de
www.rothaus-camping.de
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+49 (0) 7652.13 51 / -5907
Camping Bankenhof****
info@camping-bankenhof.de
Familie Schubnell
Bruderhalde 31a, 79856 Hinterzarten/Titisee www.camping-bankenhof.de
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AZUR Camping Turmbergblick, Tiengener Str. +49 (0) 721.49 72 36
40, 76227 Karlsruhe, Betreiber: AZUR Freizeit karlsruhe@azur-camping.de
GmbH, Rohracker 272, 70329 Stuttgart
www.azur-camping.de
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www.campingplatz-kirnbergsee.de

www.riedsee-camping.de

Open

i

Altitude

D8/C9

Total spaces

General view
campgrounds

Climatic spa, health resort • Altitude: 243 - 1243 meter

Shopping

ZweiTälerLand

Camping Kirchzarten*****
Familie Ziegler
Dietenbacher Str. 17, 79199 Kirchzarten

+49 (0) 7661.61 62 4 / -90 40 91 0
info@camping-kirchzarten.de
www.camping-kirchzarten.de

426

all the
year

480 350

Camping Münstertal*****
Familie Ortlieb OHG
Dietzelbachstr. 6, 79244 Münstertal

+49 (0) 7636.70 80 / -74 48
info@camping-muenstertal.de
www.camping-muenstertal.de
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Dreiländer-Camping-und Freizeitpark Gugel****
Christel Gugel GmbH
Oberer Wald 1, 79395 Neuenburg

+49 (0) 7631.7719 / -93 77 17 7
info@camping-gugel.de
www.campng-gugel.de
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International Camping Schwarzwald****
Michael Frech
Freibadweg 1, 75242 Neuhausen

+49 (0) 7234.65 17 / -51 80
fam.frech@t-online.de
www.camping-schwarzwald.de
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www.blackforest-tourism.com
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Campgrounds | RV (recreational vehicle) parking sites

RV (recreational vehicle) parking sites

•

Campingplatz Schwarzwaldhorn****
Rudolph Evers
Ettersbach 4b, 79263 Simonswald

+49 (0) 7683.47 7 / -90 91 69
info@schwarzwald-camping.de
www.schwarzwald-camping.de
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Camping Steingrubenhof
A. Blattmann
Haldenweg 3, 79271 St. Peter

+49 (0) 7660.21 0
info@camping-steingrubenhof.de
www.camping-steingrubenhof.de
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Camping an der Wutach
Familie Mut
Außer Ort 6, 79780 Stühlingen

+49 (0) 7744.422 / -91 99 57
mut-stuehlingen@t-online.de
www.camping-wutach.de
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Camping Carpe Diem***
H. Smits
Martinshölzle 6-8, 72218 Wildberg

+49 (0) 7054.93 18 51
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www.campingcarpediem.de
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Stellplatz am Badepark
Stadt Hausach
Schanze 3, 77756 Hausach

+49 (0) 7831.79 75 / -79 58
tourist-info@hausach.de
www.hausach.de
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Camping Bankenhof****
Familie Schubnell
Bruderhalde 31a, 79856 Hinterzarten/Titisee

+49 (0) 7652.13 51 / -5907
info@camping-bankenhof.de
www.camping-bankenhof.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz im Natursportzentrum
+49 (0) 7672.48 18 0 / -48 18 10
Gemeinde Höchenschwand
info@hoechenschwand.de
Natursportzentrum 14, 79862 Höchenschwand www.hoechenschwand.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz an der Breg
Stadtverwaltung Hüﬁngen
Bräunlinger Straße, 78183 Hüﬁngen

+49 (0) 771.60 09 24
tourismus-kultur@hueﬁngen.de
www.hueﬁngen.de
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all the
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Wohnmobileck am Heidenhof
Gemeinde Kappelrodeck
Hauptstr. 65, 77876 Kappelrodeck

+49 (0) 7842.80 21 0 / -75
tourist-info@kappelrodeck.de
www.kappelrodeck.de
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Reisemobil-Park Bregnitzhof
Michael Weisser
Buchenberger Straße 34, 78126 Königsfeld

+49 (0) 7725.91 64 81 1 / -70 53
weisser.bregnitzhof@gmx.de
www.reisemobilpark-bregnitzhof.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Stadt Lahr
Stadt Lahr
Breitmatten 3, 77933 Lahr

+49 (0) 7821.95 02 10
kultour@lahr.de
www.lahr.de
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Wohnmobilstandplatz an der Wutach
Gemeinde Lauchringen
Badstraße, 79787 Lauchringen

+49 (0) 7741.60 95 0 / -43
info@lauchringen.de
www.lauchringen.de
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Fresh water tap

Elec. Connection

Parking fee

Additional costs

Shopping

Restaurant / snack bar

Playground

Swimming lake

Outdoor pool

Indoor pool

Handicap accessible

Dogs permitted
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Wohnmobilstellplatz ,,Am Andelsbach“
Stadt Laufenburg (Baden)
Andelsbachstraße, 79725 Laufenburg (Baden)

+49 (0) 7763.80 65 1 / -80 62 5
willkommen@laufenburg-baden.de
www.laufenburg.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz an den Balinea Thermen
Bade- und Kurverwaltung Bad Bellingen GmbH
Badstr. 14, 79415 Bad Bellingen

+49 (0) 7635.80 80 / -80 82 03
info@bad-bellingen.de
www.bad-bellingen.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Lautenbach
Gemeinde Lautenbach
Waldstraße 1, 77794 Lautenbach

+49 (0) 7802.92 59 50 / -92 59 59
info@renchtal-tourismus.de
www.renchtal-tourismus.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Bad Krozingen
Kur und Bäder GmbH, Wohnmobilstellplatz
am Rebberg, 79189 Bad Krozingen

+49 (0) 152.09 56 31 70
tourist.info@bad-krozingen.info
www.bad-krozingen.info
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Reisemobilstellplatz am Naturerlebnisbad
Bürgermeisteramt Murg
Am Freibad, 79730 Murg

+49 (0) 7763.93 00
post@gemeinde-murg.de
www.murg.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Bad Wildbad
Touristik Bad Wildbad GmbH
An der Kernerstraße, 75323 Bad Wildbad

+49 (0) 7081.10 28 0 / -10 29 0
touristik@bad-wildbad.de
www.bad-wildbad.de
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Wohnmobilhafen am Nagoldtal-Radweg
Stadt Nagold
Am Glockenrain 67, 72202 Nagold

+49 (0) 7452.68 11 35 / -68 15 135
tourismus@nagold.de
www.nagold.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz „Oberes Ried“
Stadt Blumberg
Oberes Ried, 78176 Blumberg

+49 (0) 7702.51 20 0 / -52 2
touristinfo@stadt-blumberg.de
www.stadt-blumberg.de
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Dorfplatz
Gemeinde Ortenberg
Dorfplatz 1, 77799 Ortenberg

+49 (0) 781.933513 / -93 35 40
gemeindeverwaltung@ortenberg.de
www.ortenberg.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Bonndorf-Holzschlag
Stadt Bonndorf
Schulstr. 2/Dorfplatz, 79848 Bonndorf

+49 (0) 7703. 76 07
touristinfo@bonndorf.de
www.bonndorf.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Oberkirch
Stadt Oberkirch
An der Renchallee, 77704 Oberkirch

+49 (0) 7802.82 60 0 / -82 61 9
info@renchtal-tourismus.de
www.renchtal-tourismus.de
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+49 (0) 7804.48 36 / -48 39
info@renchtal-tourismus.de
www.renchtal-tourismus.de
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Open

Wohnmobilstellplatz Achern
+49 (0) 7841.64 21 44 0 / -64 21 45 9
Stadtwerke Achern
stadtwerke@achern.de
Kappellenstraße/Ecke Badstraße, 77855 Achern www.achern.de

Telephone/Telefax
E-Mail
Internet

Caravan parking positions
owner manager / leaseholder / commune
Address

Altitude

Supply and disposal

Set-up at the site or max. 300 m away.
The numbers denote the distance from the site in km.

Supply and disposal

+49 (0) 7723.93 06 11 / -20
gemeinde@guetenbach.de
www.guetenbach.de

Total spaces

Wohnmobilstellplatz Gütenbach
Gemeinde Gütenbach
Hauptstr. 10, 78148 Gütenbach

Open

•

Altitude

•

Total spaces

General view
RV (recreational vehicle)
parking sites

Dogs permitted

•

Handicap accessible

--

Indoor pool

•

Outdoor pool

•

Swimming lake

Indoor pool

•

Playground

Outdoor pool

--

Restaurant / snack bar

Swimming lake

--

Shopping

Playground

20

Additional costs

Restaurant / snack bar

190

Parking fee

Shopping

226

Telephone/Telefax
E-Mail
Internet

Elec. Connection

Credit cards accepter

all the
year

Caravan parking positions
owner manager / leaseholder / commune
Address

Fresh water tap

of which tent pitches

200

Dogs permitted

Of which permanent

+49 (0) 7823.96 09 50 / -22
info@spacamping.de
www.campingplatz-schwarzwaelder-hof.de

General view
RV (recreational vehicle)
parking sites

Handicap accessible

Of which tourist

Schwarzwälder Hof*****
Robert Schwörer
Tretenhofstr. 76, 77960 Seelbach

Open

Telephone/Telefax
E-Mail
Internet

Altitude

campground
owner manager / leaseholder / commune
Address

Total spaces

General view
campgrounds

•

•

1,5 0,5
km km

•

•

Wohnmobilstellplatz am Rhein
Stadt Breisach
Josef-Bueb-Straße, 79206 Breisach am Rhein

+49 (0) 7667.94 01 55 / -94 01 58
breisach-touristik@breisach.de
www.breisach.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Oppenau
Stadt Oppenau
Hauptstraße, 77728 Oppenau

Wohnmobilstellplatz „Am alten Bahnhof“
Stadtinformation Calw
Bahnhofstraße, 75365 Calw

+49 (0) 7051.16 73 99 / -39 8
stadtinfo@calw.de
www.calw.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Renchen-Ulm
Stadt Renchen
Ullenburgstraße, 77871 Renchen

+49 (0) 7843.70 74 2 / -70 79 42
touristinfo@stadt-renchen.de
www.renchen.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz am Schlosspark
Amt Kultur, Tourismus und Marketing
Prinz-Fritzi-Allee, 78166 Donaueschingen

+49 (0) 771.85 72 21 / -228
tourist.info@donaueschingen.de
www.donaueschingen.de
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all the
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Wohnmobilstellplatz am Stadion
Tourist-Information Rottweil
Stadionstraße, 78628 Rottweil

+49 (0) 741.49 42 80 / -49 43 73
tourist-information@rottweil.de
www.rottweil.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz am Panorama-Bad
Freudenstadt Tourismus
Ludwig-Jahn-Str. 60, 72250 Freudenstadt

+49 (0) 7441.86 47 30
touristinfo@freudenstadt.de
www.freudenstadt.de
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Camping Europa-Park
Europa-Park GmbH & Co Mack KG
Europa-Park-Str. 2, 77977 Rust

+49 (0) 7822.77 66 97 / -86 05 77 9
camping@europapark.de
www.europapark.de/camping
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Parkplatz an der Murginsel
Stadt Gernsbach
Klingelstraße/Schlossstraße, 76593 Gernsbach

+49 (0) 7224.64 44 4 / -64 46 4
touristinfo@gernsbach.de
www.gernsbach.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Schluchsee
Gemeinde Schluchsee
Faulenfürster Str. 18, 79859 Schluchsee

+49 (0) 7656.77 31 / -77 60
info@schluchsee.de
www.gemeinde-schluchsee.de
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+49 (0) 7722.96 48 10
info@schonach.de
www.schonach.de
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+49 (0) 7722.86 08 31 / -86 08 34
mail@schoenwald.de
www.schoenwald.net
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Obertsrot
Stadt Gernsbach
Am Schwimmbad, 76593 Gernsbach

+49 (0) 7224.64 44 4 / -64 46 4
touristinfo@gernsbach.de
www.gernsbach.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Sport- & Festplatz Reichental
Stadt Gernsbach
Auwiesenstraße, 76593 Gernsbach

+49 (0) 7224.64 44 4 / -64 46 4
touristinfo@gernsbach.de
www.gernsbach.de
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Wohnmobilstellplatz Obertal
Gemeinde Schonach
Obertalstraße/Schwimmbadweg, 78136 Schonach

--

0,8
km

13
km

--

•

Stellplatz Parkplatz Dobel-Skilift
Gemeinde Schönwald
Franz-Schubert-Str.3, 78141 Schönwald

0,5 0,5
km km

*mobile home pitches only

*mobile home pitches only
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77
www.blackforest-tourism.com

www.blackforest-tourism.com

Awards / Labeling

Wohnmobilstellplatz Jägermatt
Tourist-Information Todtmoos
Jägermatt, 79682 Todtmoos

+49 (0) 7674.90 60 0 / -90 60 25
info@todtmoos.net
www.todtmoos.de

840

all the
year

Reisemobilstellplatz Unterkirnach
Gemeinde Unterkirnach
Rathausplatz, 78089 Unterkirnach

+49 (0) 7721.80 08 37 / -840
info@unterkirnach.de
www.unterkirnach.de

810

all the
year

Wohnmobilstellplatz im Ludingarten
Tourist-Info Wehr
Hauptstraße 14, 79664 Wehr

+49 (0) 7762.80 86 03
tourist-info@wehr.de
www.wehr.de

366

all the
year
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Dogs permitted

0,5
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Handicap accessible

•

Indoor pool

--

Outdoor pool

•

Swimming lake

--

Playground

all the
year

•

Restaurant / snack bar

600

4

Shopping

Wohnmobilstellplatz Schramberg-Tennenbronn +49 (0) 7729.92 60 28
info@schramberg.de
Stadt Schramberg
Parkplatz Ecke Kirchstr./Unterschiltacher Weg www.schramberg.de

all the
year

Additional costs

450

Parking fee

+49 (0) 7442.29 21 5
info@schramberg.de
www.schramberg.de

Elec. Connection

Wohnmobilstellplätze Schramberg-Talstadt
Stadt Schramberg, Bahnhofstr.+Gewerbepark
H.A.U, 78713 Schramberg-Talstadt

Fresh water tap

Telephone/Telefax
E-Mail
Internet

Open

Caravan parking positions
owner manager / leaseholder / commune
Address

Supply and disposal

Altitude

General view
RV (recreational vehicle)
parking sites

Total spaces

RV (recreational vehicle) parking sites
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20*
17* +2

•

*mobile home pitches only

--

Set-up at the site or max. 300 m away.
The numbers denote the distance from the site

Awards / Labeling

The Wellness Stars Deutschland quality seal
has stood for independently certiﬁed quality in
hotels, spas, and health resorts for over ten years.
Hotels are evaluated by neutral, specially trained inspectors
on site, who assign a rating to the wellness area after the
inspection in categories from 3 to 5 wellness stars.
Viabono certiﬁes tourism service providers focused on environmentally and climate friendly
business practices. All Viabono partners, such
as hotels, campsites, and vacation homes stand out for their
above-average commitment to environmental issues.
ServiceQualität Deutschland:
ServiceQualität Deutschland is an
internal quality management
system and awards small and mid-sized businesses from the
tourism, restaurant, hotel, and hospitality sectors.
family restaurant: Restaurants recognized in the state competition “familien-ferien in Baden-Württemberg”
(Baden-Württemberg family vacation) fulﬁll 24
family-friendly criteria, for instance by offering high
chairs for the littlest family members, special kids’ dishes, and
playgrounds and play areas while families wait.
family vacation: Vacation spots and hotels recognized in the
state competition “familien-ferien in Baden-Württemberg” (Baden-Württemberg family vacation) offer family-friendly facilities in their lodgings, unique
vacation programs and recreational offers, inexpensive rental
options for families, and much more.
bed & bike: Whether you’re looking for somewhere to spend
the night after your cycling tour, or you’d like
to take a ride when you reach your vacation
destination – you’ve made the right choice with Bett & Bike.
These companies fulﬁll the minimum requirements speciﬁed
by ADFC and offer other amenities as well.
The “Qualitätsgastgeber Wanderbares Deutschland” quality
seal from the German Hiking Association is given to
hotels across the country that cater to hikers with
unique facilities and service. They must fulﬁll 23 core
criteria and additional elective criteria.
The “Qualitätsweg Wanderbares Deutschland” quality seal
from the German Hiking Association is given to hiking
trails across the country that offer a unique and
high-quality hiking experience, frequently pass
through natural areas, and provide beautiful views
and a variety of terrain. Attractions and lodging options near
the trails complete the hiking experience.
BAG – Recognized holiday farm, winery, Horse riding centre,
orchard, or rural tourism facility: Recognized holiday farms
– a nationwide quality award for providers of holiday experiences on farms and
at wineries, ranches,
orchards, or other rural locations. Unique service and leisure
opportunities, characteristic of holiday farms, guarantee a
true rural experience and relaxation at an active agricultural
facility, or a rural ambiance without active agriculture at rural
tourism facilities.
URLAUBS

URLAUBS

URLAUBS

URLAUBS

LAND

BAUERNHOF

WINZERHOF

REITERHOF

OBSTHOF

URLAUB

G E P R Ü F T E Q U A L I TÄT

G E P R Ü F T E Q U A L I TÄT

G E P R Ü F T E Q U A L I TÄT

G E P R Ü F T E Q U A L I TÄT

G E P R Ü F T E Q U A L I TÄT

DLG seal of quality – vacation on the farm, at a winery,
or rural tourism: Active farms / active wineries / active
businesses in rural environments
that offer lodgings, service, and
leisure opportunities and a country experience are regularly inspected by neutral experts in
accordance with strict quality criteria based on European
ISO standards.
Naturpark-Wirte (natural preserve innkeepers) focus on
regional cuisine. Regional means that the main
ingredients for their dishes come from the
two Black Forest nature preserves. A natural
preserve innkeeper offers at least three regional main dishes
throughout the entire year.
Naturpark-Hotels (natural preserve hotels): An EMAS certiﬁed natural preserve innkeeper is eligible to
receive the “Naturpark-Hotel” label.
EMAS: see next column
Wirt & Hotel

Camping in the Black Forest
www.blackforest-tourism.com

Schwarzwald Information (Black Forest information): Tourist information designated as “Schwarzwald Information” offers info and products from
throughout the Black Forest.

Specialized Facilities

Tested, allergy-friendly facilities in locations that have
been or will soon be designated by the Deutschen
Heilbäderverband e.V. (DHV – German Health Spa
Association) as allergy-friendly communities. These facilities
and locations fulﬁll the medically-backed criteria of the
Europäische Stiftung für Allergieforschung (ECARF – European
Centre for Allergy Research Foundation).
EMAS is a voluntary instrument of the European
Union that supports companies and organizations
of every size and industry in continuously improving their environmental performance.
Nationalpark-Gemeinde (National Park Community): Communities that are partially located in a
national park and communities in which the National Parks
Administration operates ofﬁces.
Nachhaltiges Reiseziel (Sustainable destination): Sustainability seal of the state of
Baden-Württemberg for tourist
destinations and their partner
organizations. Economic, ecological, and social aspects of
sustainability are reviewed and optimized. The green “N”
conﬁrms the facility’s active participation in a sustainability check, and the central focus the facility places on
forward-thinking tourism development.

Specialized Facilities

Children´s Service
Facilities with this pictogram ensure the following ﬁve
points:
• Children’s bed, baby bathtub, high chair, changing table,
bottle warmer, socket protectors, footstool under the sink
• Kids’ menus
• Lounge area available
• Playroom with toys
• Kids’ discount available in double rooms with a cot
added (not for vacation homes)

Baby-Friendly
Facilities with this pictogram offer unique services for
families with babies – based on the criteria of the “Die
Familienfreundlichen in Baden-Württemberg” quality association (family-friendly options in Baden-Württemberg)
• Crib
• Changing table
• Bottle warmer
• Diaper bucket
• Potty
• Baby bathtub

Imprint

Wheelchair-Accessible
Facilities bearing this pictogram fulﬁll all of the following
criteria (in accordance with DIN 18040):
• Minimum door width = 90 cm
• Thresholds not higher than 2 cm, steps accompanied by
ramps or replaced with a max. of 10% incline
• Entrances without steps or accessible by ramps
• Guest rooms accessible without steps
• All hallways from entryway to room and bathroom min.
120 cm width
• Spacing in front of furniture, vanities, and sinks of at
least 150 x 150 cm, accessible showers, installed shower
seat, or specialized shower stool for accessibility
• Stable handles in showers and bathrooms
• Parking available less than 25 m from the facility, or
special parking service for the handicapped
• Recommended aids: tilting mirror above the bathroom
sink, handicap-accessible height beds, closets with
sliding doors and low hanging rails

Motorcycle-Friendly
Facilities bearing this pictogram fulﬁll at least the ﬁrst
three of the following criteria:
• Bookings available to motorcycle riders for a single
night (without a surcharge)
• Garage or covered parking spots to park motorcycles
overnight
• Facilities for drying clothing and equipment, polishing
cloths provided
• Packed lunches to take on the road
• Regional street maps free of charge, for sale, or on a
borrowed basis, and additional informational materials
about the region
• Information on local or nearby motorcycle workshops
• Reservation service for the rider’s next overnight stay in
a motorcycle-friendly facility

Hiker-Friendly
Facilities with this pictogram fulﬁll the following four criteria:
• Guided hikes offered at least once a week
• Hiking maps and backpack borrowing service (free of
charge)
• Drop-off and pick-up at the start or end point of the hike
• Packed lunch service (except vacation homes)

Bicylce-Friendly

Editor: Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Heinrich-von-Stephan-Str. 8b • 79100 Freiburg
Tel. + 49 (0) 761.89 646-0
Fax +49 (0)761.89 646-70
mail@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
More about the Black Forest?
Information and Brochures
Tel. + 49 (0) 761.896 46-93
Fax + 49 (0) 761.896 46-94
prospektservice@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
Black Forest booking service
c/o Lohospo GmbH
Lörracher Straße 14, 79115 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 761.896 46-99, Fax +49 (0) 761.896 46-98
buchung@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
Bus and group travel, conferences
c/o Lohospo GmbH
Lörracher Straße 14, 79115 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 761.896 46-77, Fax +49 (0) 761.896 46-98
gruppen@schwarzwald-tourismus.info
www.blackforest-tourism.com
Booking service for packages
Original Schwarzwald
Brühlmatten 16, 79295 Sulzburg
Tel. +49 (0) 7634.569 56-26
info@original-schwarzwald.de
www.original-schwarzwald.de
Managing director: Christopher Krull
Project management: Tamara Dülger
Photos: Archiv Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH, Eberle/
Quint, S. Hotz/Bergwerk Marketing, Erdenbrink/STG,
Sauer/STG, Spiegelhalter/STG, Mende/STG, S. Nieselt/STG,
T. Dülger/STG, K. Hansen/Ferienwelt Südschwarzwald,
Naturschutzzentrum Mummelsee, K.H. Raach/FWTM, P.
Mesenholl/Quint, Naturpark Südschwarzwald, Kur und
Bäder GmbH/Bad Dürrheim, Kur und Bäder GmbH/Bad
Krozingen, TI Gengenbach, TI Lörrach, TI Sasbachwalden,
participating locations, tourist information and business
Print: Druckerei Holzer, 03/2017
Reprint including excerpts only with the authorisation of
Schwarzwald Tourismus GmbH (STG), Freiburg.
The STG can take no responsibility for any changes on site
ect to information in this brochure. The information is however prepared according to our best information.
All rights reserved.

Facilities with this pictogram fulﬁll the following seven
criteria – based on the “Bicycle-friendly guesthouses” criteria
of the ADFC State Association of Baden-Württemberg:
• Single night lodgings available to cyclists
• Lockable room to store bicycles overnight
• Facilities for drying clothing and equipment
• Bike tools provided
• Regional hiking maps and bus and train schedules
provided or on display
• Vitamin- and carbohydrate-rich breakfast available
• Information regarding nearby bicycle workshops for
major repairs

www.blackforest-tourism.com

Stroller-friendly hiking trails

Summer program for children

International festivals

Historic buildings (tours available)

Indoor swimming pool

Golf

Outdoor swimming pool

Bicycle rental

Kite ﬂying and paragliding

Disco in town

Authorized campsite in town

Brewery tour

Events featuring demonstrations of
traditional customs

Boat trips

Beauty farm in town

Train station in town

Lookout tower

Fishing

Center of the old town

Adventure playground

Water sports

Festivals beyond the immediate region

Thermal spa

Theater / concert hall

Tennis

Rated cuisine

Tours of production halls for regional specialties

Specialized in a state-approved form of therapy

Cross-country skiing

Alpine skiing

High number of self-marketers involved

Aerial passenger tramway

Lake

Toboggan

Horseback riding

“Nordic Walking“

Nature preserve

Nature trail

Museum

Supporter of the nature e park

Resort services

Solarium

Sauna

Indoor swimming pool

Outside pool on the premises

DB collection from train station

Credit cards accepted

EC card / Maestro

Lift

Kitchen

Kitchenette

Underground garage

Car park

Telephone in room / holiday home

TV in room / holiday home

Non-smoking room / holiday home available

Terrace

Lawn

Lounge with TV

Dogs welcome

Vineyard

Stable

Farm

Symbol key for accommodations

Rock climbing

Tours of wineries and vintners‘ co-ops available

Italian spoken

Symbol key for towns

Convent complex (tours available)
Wine tastings

Short cuts: SGL=single room, DBL=double room, Apt=apartment,
SU=suite, BA=bath, SH=shower, NS=nonsmoking, BB=bed and breakfast
XB=extra bed, BC=balcony

additional costs excl. visitor’s tax, unless otherwise stated.

Rooms: Overnight prices apply per person with breakfast incl. VAT and

Type A: 1 rm. holiday home (living/bedroom)
Type B: 2 rm. holiday home (e.g. living/bedroom and sep. bedroom)
Type C: 3 rm. holiday home (e.g. living/bedroom and 2 sep. bedrooms)
Type D: 4 rm. holiday home (e.g. living/bedroom and 3 sep. bedrooms)
Type D: multiple room holiday home • FH: Holiday house
Prices are end prices and basic day prices for 2 people excl. spa tax, unless
otherwise stated.

Holiday homes:

Internet

Hochschwarzwald Card host

Spanish spoken

Dutch spoken

English spoken

French spoken

Herb garden (with an area of at least 1/2 hectare)
in town

www.blackforest-tourism.com

